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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the problem of constraint-directed reasoning in the job-shop 
scheduling domain. The job-shop scheduling problem is defined as: selecting a sequence of 
operations whose execution results in the completion of an order, and assigning times (Le., 
start and end times) and resources to each operation. The number of possible schedules 
grows exponentially with the number of orders, alternative production plans, substitutable 
resources, and possible times to assign resources and perform operations. The acceptability 
of a particular schedule depends not only on the availability of alternatives, but on other 
knowledge such as organizational goals. physical limitations of resources, causal restrictions 
amongst resources and operations, availability of resources, and preferences amongst 
alternatives. By viewing the scheduling problem from a constraint-directed search 
perspective, much of this knowledge can be viewed as constraints on the schedule 
generation and selection process. The problem of scheduling orders in a job-shop under 
these constraints raises a number of issues of interest to the artificial intelligence community 
such as: 

0 knowledge representation semantics for organization modeling, 

0 extending knowledge representation techniques to include the variety of 
constraints found in the scheduling domain, 

0 integrating constraints into the search process - -  in particular, determining how to 
use constraints to bound the generation and focus the selection of alternative 
soh t ions. 

0 relaxing constraints when conflict occurs, and 

0 analyzing the interaction between constraints to diagnose poor solutions. 

In this thesis, we present a system called ISIS. 
paradigm to solve the scheduling problem. ISlS provides: 

lSlS uses a constraint-directed search 

0 a knowledge representation language (SRL) for modeling organizations and their 
constraints, 

0 hierarchical, constraint-directed scheduling of orders, which includes: 

o constraint-directed bounding of the solution space, 

o context-sensitive selection of constraints, and 

o weighted interpretation of constraints. 

0 analytic and generative constraint relaxation, and 

0 techniques for the diagnosis of poor schedules. 

In addition, the lSlS system has been designed to provide complete facilities for practical use 
in the factory. These facilities include: interfaces for updating factory status, incremental 



scheduling in response to changes in the factory, interfaces for altering the factory model, 
and interactive, scheduling with flagging of poorly satisfied constraints. Versions of the lSlS 
program have been tested on a model of a real factory using simulated orders. 
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This thesis investigates the problem cf constraint-directed reasoning in the job-shop 
scheduling domain. The job-shop scheduling problem is defined as: 

0 selecting a set of operations whose execution results in the completion of an 
order, and 

0 assigning times (Le., start and end times) and resources to each operation. 

The number of possible schedules grows exponentially with the number of orders, alternative 
production plans, substitutable resources, and possible times to assign resources and 
perform operations. The acceptability of a particular schedule depends not only on the 
availability of alternatives, but on other knowledge such as: 

0 Organization Goals: due date requirements, work-in-process time 
requirements, cost restrictions, and machine utilization goals, 

Physical Limitations: machine capabilities, product size acd quality limitations, 

0 Causal Restrictions: precedence of operations, and resource requirements to 
perform an oDeration, 

0 Availability: availability oi resources (e& tools, fixtures, NC programs, and 
operators) to perform an operation, and 

0 Preferences: qualitative preferences for operations, machines, and other 
resources. 

By viewing the scheduling problem from a constraint-directed search perspective, much of 
this knowledge can be viewed as constraints on the schedule generation and selection 
process. The problem of scho(1uling orders in a job-shop under these constraints raises a 
number of issues of interest to :he artificial intelligence community such as: 

0 knowledge representation semantics for organization modeling, 

o extending knowledge representation techniques to include the variety of 
constraints found in the scheduling domain, 

0 integrating cmstraints into the search process - -  in particular, determining how to 
use constraints to Doand the generation and focus the sekction of aliernative 
solutions, 
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o relaxing constraints when conflict occurs, and 

e analyzing the interaction between constraints to diagnose poor sclutions. 

In this thesis, we present a sys?etn called ISIS. 
paradigm to solve the scheduling problem. lSlS provides: 

lSlS uses a constraint-directed search 

0 a knowledge representation language (SRL) for modeling organizations and their 
constraints, 

e hierarchical, constraint-directed scheduling of orders, which includes: 

G constraint-directed bounding of the solution space, 

o context-sensitive selection of constraints, and 

o weighted interpretation of constraints. 

0 analytic and generative constraint relaxation, and 

e techniques for the diagnosis of pow schedules. 

In addition, the lSlS system has been designed to provide complete facilities for the practical 
use in the factory. These facilities include: interfaces for updating factory status, incremental 
scheduling in response to changes in the factory, interfaces for altering the factory model, 
and interactive scheduling with flagging of poorly satisfied constraints. 

Versions of the lSlS program have been tested on a model of a real factory, using simulated 
orders. Experiments were conducted comparing: beam and hierarchical search, forward and 
backwards search, optimistic and pessirnistic constraints, and eager and wait-and-see 
resource reservation selection. 

The objective of this dissertztion, from a job-shop scheduling perspective, is to focus on the 
representation and utilization of all relevant constraints in the scheduling process, to design 
end comtruct an interactive system for the modeling and scheduling of general job-shops, 
and tc bridge the gap between scheduling systems which simply guide the human scheduler, 
to a scheduling system that can control operations in realtime. 

The rest of this chapter provides a detailed description of the scheduling problem, followed 
by a brief discussion of the issues and a summary of tlie lSlS system. 

The goal of this section is to illustrate the variety of different constraints found in the 
scheduling problem. .Many of which have not been cGvered by pre:licjus techniques. This 
ipability to model all the constraints of the problem has often led to systems of limited ability, 
leaving much of the work to the human scheduler. in this section we will illustrate tlie nature 
of ?he scheduling problem and the constraints which affect it. A categorization of constraints 
is provided. 

INTRODUCTION 
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The job-shop scheduling problem involves selecting a sequence of operations (Le., a 
process routing) whose execution results in the completion of an order, and assigning times 
(Le., start and end times) and resources io each operation. Historically, the scheduling 
problem is divided into two separate steps. Process routing selection is typically !he product 
of a planning process, and the assignment of times and resources is typically the product of 
schPduling. Actually, the distinction between planning and scheduling is fuzzy. The choice of 
routing cannot be made without generating the accompanying schedule. The admissibility of 
a process routing, is determined by the feasibility of each selected and schedukd operation. 
An operation is feasible when its resource requirements are satisfied during the scheduled 
time of the operation. Resource requirements for an operation are determined by the 
operation and, in turn, by the machines that may perform the operation. 

This prcolem has been described as NP-hard. The sequencing of 10 orders through 5 
operations has or more than lo3' possible schedules (without gaps or alternative 
rouiings). Adding more orders, operations, and resources to the selection process multiplies 
the complexity of the scheduling problem. The complexity of the job-shop scheduling 
problem can be illustrated by examining the problems of a real plant. 

A Westinghouse Electric Corporation Turbine Component Plant (WTCP) was selected as a 
test case. The primary product of the plant is steam turbine blades. A turbine blade is a 
complex three dimensional object produced by a sequence of forging, milling and grinding 
Operations to tolerances of a thousandth of an inch. Thousands of different blades are 
produced in the plant; much of them as replacements in turbines currently in service. 

The plant continuously receives orders for one to a thousand blades at a tinle. Orders fall 
into ct least six categories: 

1. Forced outages (FO): Orders to rsplace blades which malfunctioned during 
operation. It is important to ship these orders as soon as possible. 

2. Critical replacement (CR) and Ship Direct (SD): Orders to replace blades during 
Advance warning is provided, but the blades must scheduled maintenance. 

arrive on time. 

3. Service and shop orders (SO, SH): Orders for new turbines. Lead times of up to 
three years may be known. 

4. Stock orders (ST): Order for blades to be placed in stock for future needs. 

The part of the plant considered by lSlS has 100 to 200 orders in process at any time. 

Parts are produced according to a process routing or lineup. A routing specifies a 
sequence of operations on the part. An operation is an activity which defines: 

e the resources required such as tools, materials, fixtures, and machines, 

e machine setup and run times, and 

0 labor requirements. 
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In the plant. each part number has one CI' more process routings containing ten or more 
operations. Process routings may be as simple as substituting a different machine, or as 
complex as changing the manufacturing process. Further n?nre, the resources needed for an 
operation nay also be needed b y  other operations in the shop. 

During our discussions, we found that orders are not scheduled in a uniform manner. Each 
scheduling choice entails side effects whose importance varies by order. One factor that 
continuously appears is the reliance of the schedule: on inforrnaticn other than due dates, 
process rou:ings. and machine availability. The iypes and sources of this information were 
found by examining the documents issusd by the scheduler. A schedule is distributed to 
persons in each department in the plant. Each person on the distribution list can provide 
information which may alter the existing schedule. In sapport of this observation, we found 
that the scheduler is spending 10% to 20% of his time scheduling, and 80%-90% of his time 
communicating with other employees to determine what additional "constraints" may affect 
an order's schedule. These constraints include operatior? precedence, operation alternatives, 
operation preferences, machine alternatives ar,d preferences, tool availability, fixture 
availability, NC program availability, order sequencing, setup time reduction, machine 
breakdowns, machine capabilities, work-in-process time, due dates, start dates, shop stability, 
cost, quality, and personnel capabilities/availability. 

From this analysis, we may conclude that the object of scheduling is not oniy meeting due 
dates, but satisfying the many constraints found in various psr:s of the p!ant. Scheduling is 
not a distinct function, separats from the rest of the plant, but is highly connected to and 
dependent upon decisixls being made elsewhere in the plan!. The added complexity 
imposed by these constraints leads scheclulers to produce inefficient schedules. Indicators 
such as hiqh work.in-process. tardiness, and low machine utilization support this conclusion'. 
Hence, any solution to t h e  job-shop scheduling problem rnust identify the se: of scheduling 
constraints. and their effect on the scheduling process. In the following, we examine the 
variety of constraints uncovered in the WTCP plant. 

1.1 . I .  Constraint Categcries 

The first category of constraint encountered in the factory is called an Orgarizational Goal. 
Part of the organization planning process is :he generation of measures of how the 
organization is to perform. These measures act as constraints on one or more organizalion 
variables. An organization goal constraint can be viewed as an expected value of some 
organization variable. For example: 

Due Dates: A major concern of a factory is the meeting of due dat9s. The later?ess of an 
order affects customer satisfaction. 

- 
'It is unfair to nieasuie a schcdulor's pref;rmarce based on the above nieasures alone. Otir malysis has shown 

that scheduling is a complex cons?r?.int satsfaction problem. .wilere the above iridicatars illustrate only a subset of 
constraints that the scheduler musi consider. Schecialers are cxpert in acquiring and "juggling" the satisfaction of 
constraints. 

I!ITPODUSTION 
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Work-In-Process: Work-in-process (LVIP) inventory lnvels are another concern. WIP 
inventory represents a substantial investment in raw materials and added 
value. These costs are not recoverable until delivery. Hence. reducing 
WIP time is desirable. 

Resource Levels: Another concern is maintaining adequate levels of resources necessary 
to sustain operations. Resources include personnel. raw materials, tools, 
etc. But each resource may have constraints, for example, labor size must 
be smoothed over a month's interval, or raw materials inventory may have 
to be limited to a two day supply.. 

Costs: Cost reduction can be another important goal. Costs may include material costs, 
Reducing costs may help achieve other wages, and lost opportunity. 

goals such as stabilization of the work force. 

Production Levels: Advance planning also sets production goals for each cost cenier in the 
plant. It serves two functions: it designates the primary facilities of the 
plant by specifying higher production goals, and also specifies a 
preliminary budget by predicting how much the plant will produce. 

Shop Stabil ity: Shop stability is a function of the number of revisions to a schedule and the 
amount of preparation disturbed by these revisions. It is an artifact of the 
time taken to communicate change in the plant and the preparation time. 

On,? can view all organizational goal constraints as being approximations of a simple profit 
constraint. The goal of an organization is to maximize profits. Scheduling decisions are then 
made on the basis of current and future costs iricurred. For example. not meeting a due date 
may result in the loss of a customer and, inturn, further profits. The longer the work in 
process time, the greater the carrying charge for raw materials and value added operations. 
Maintaining a designated production level may spread the cost of the capital equipment in a 
uniform manner. In practice, most of these costs cannot be accurately determined, but must 
be approximated. 

A second category of constraint is physical. Physical constraints may specify 
characteristics which limit functionality. For example, a milling machine may be limited in the 
size of turbine blade it can work on due to the length of its workbed. A drill may have a graph 
which defines how long the drill can run at a particular speed in a particular material. 

A third category of constraint is causal. It defines what conditions must be satisfied before 
initiating an operation. Examples of causal constraints include: 

Precedence: A process routing is a sequence of operations. -A precedence constraint on an 
operation states that another operation must take place before (or after) it. 
There may be further modifiers on the constraint in terms of minimum or 
maximum time between operations, product temperature to be 
maintained, etc. 

Resource Requirements: Another causal constraint is the specification of resources to be 
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present before or durivg the executiort of a process. For example, a 
milling operation requires the presence of cerfain tools, an operator, 
fixtures, etc. 

A fourth category of constraint is preference. A preference Constraint can also be viewed as 
an abstraction of other types of constraints. Consider a preference for a machine. It 
expresses a floor supervisor’s desire that one machine be used instead of another. The 
reason for the preference may be due to cost or quality, but sufficient information does not 
exist to derive actual costs. In addition, machine preferences, operation preferences, and 
queue position preferences are examples ol this type of constraint. 

A fifth category of constraint is concerned with the availability of a resource. During the 
production of a schedule, as each resource is assigned to an operation, it has attached to it a 
constraint that defines it unavailability for other uses during that time period. 

The following lists the variety of constraints and their categories, found in the scheduling 
domain: 
Constraint Org. Goal Physical Causal Pref. Avail. 
Operation alternatives X 

Operation Pref, nrences X 

Machine alternatives X 

Machi ne Preferences X 

Machine physical constraints 
Set-up times X 

Cueue ordering preferences 
Queue stability X 

Due d2te X 

Work. in- process X 

Tool requirement 
Material requirement 
Personnel requirement 
Resource reservatiocs 
Shifts X 

Down time 
Productivity achieved X 

Cost X 

Productivity Qoals X 

Quality X X 
Inter-operation transfer times X 

X 

X 

X 

x 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

A review of comniercial scheduling systems found that most provide simple capacity 
analysis with an emphasis on meeting due dates. This was found to be iinacceptable for 
WTCP. These systems are also batch oriented, meant to be run weekly or monthly, and do 
not provide realtima control. Nor do they provide full constraint representation and utilization 
faci!itizs. On the other hand. Management Science research focuses on optimal results for 
artificial problems, or dispatch rules for meeting due dates or inakespaii (Le., facility 
utilization) which also have been found to be unsatisfactory for the real life job-shop 
scheduling problem. 
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WTCP uses a commercial Scheduling system. Having recognized its lirfiitaticins and those of 
manual scheduling, they continue to pwsue the identification and acquisition of software to 
support the scheduling process. 

1.2. Constraint-Directed Search: Issues and Objectives 

Job-shop scheduling provides a rich environment for investigating the theory of constraint- 
directed search. The scheduling problem can be characterized as having a large search 
space which may be reduced through the examination and utilization of the relevant 
constraints. It is the purpose of this section to present the constraint-directed search issues, 
and the objectives of ISlS as related to them. 

At present, there do not exist general models for the representation of constraints. Hence, 
the first objective of this research is to identify and represent the variety of constraints, and 
knowledge about them. As an example of constraint knowledge, consider a due date. One 
method of representing a due date would be by date alone. The implication being that the job 
would be shipped on that date. In reality, not all due dates can be met. Information in 
addition to the due date is required if  a scheduling system is to construct a satisfactory 
schedule. For example: 

0 what alternative dates are satisfactory if the original cannot be met, 

0 what the preferences exist for these alternative dates, 

0 who specified the due date, when, and why, 

0 is the satisfaction of the due date more important than other constraints such as 

e does the satisfaction of the due date constraint positively or negatively affect the 

e under what circumstances should the due date constrainr be considered, and 

e if there are two or more due date constraints specified for an order, which should 

costs, 

satisfaction of other constraints, 

be used? 

The constraint representation problem is concerned with the representation of this 
knowledge for effective utilization during search. 

One of the first issues to be faced in the representation of constraints is conflict. Consider 
cost and due-date constraints, the former may require reduction c! costs while the latter may 
require shipping the order in a short period of time. To accomplish the latter may require 
using faster, more expensive machines, hence conflicting with the former. If the conflict 
cannot be solved, one or both constraints must "give ground" or be relaxed. This is implicitly 
accomplished in mathematical programming and decision theory by means of utility functions 
and the specifications of relaxation through bounds on a variable's value. In AI, bounds on a 
variable are usually specified by predicates (Stefik, 1981a; Engleman et al., 1980) or choice 
sels (Steele, 1980; Waltz, 1975). In ISIS, our objective is to extend the general representation 
of knowledge to include the specification of constraints and their relaxations. 

INTRODUCTION 
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A second issue is constraint importance. Not all constraints are of equal importance. A due 
date constraint for a high priority order may bE! more important than an operation preference 
constraint. Any constraint-direc?ed search system, before it attempts to choose a constraint 
to relax, must determine which is the least impcrtan:. The importance of constraints may also 
differ from order to order. In one order. the due date may be important, and in another, cost 
may be important. A reasoning system should be able to perform these two types of 
differentiation. Our ohjeciive in lSlS is !o extend the representation of constraints to include 
the specification of relative importance. 

A third issue is the understanding of how constraints interact. Conflicting constraints may 
negatively affect each other. For example, removing a machine’s second shift may decrease 
costs but cause an order to miss its due date. Knowledge of these interactions before 
scheduling may help in ruling out poor choices. How to use the knowledge of interactions 
between constraints effectively is not well understood. Our objective in ISlS is to include in 
the representation of constraints, the existence of interactions with other constraints, and 
thair effect when choosing among alternative relaxations. 

A fourth issue is constraint obligatiorl. Our experience with factories has uncovered 
prublems in the practical application of constraints. Organizations change, and constraints 
change with it. Hence. for how long, and .juring which activities is a reasoning system obliged 
to foliow a constraint? A second zsspect of obligation is resolving inconsistencies within a 
constraint type. IS1.S may be used by a number of departments in the factory; the same 
constraint type with different values may be crea!ed and applied to the same object. For 
example, both the material and marketing departments map place different and conflicting 
due date constraints on the same order. The system must determine which one it is obiiged to 
follow. Another objective is to represent the knowledge necessary to determine the obligation 
of lSlS in satisfying constraints. 

A fifth issue is constraint generation. Constraints have many sources. Many may be defined 
by the user during the creaticjn of the plaiit model. Others may be defined dynamically as the 
production proceeds. For example, the constraint Gn the mass oi metal removed during an 
operation is dependent on the mass of the metal going into the operation. Hence, the 
constraint is determined at the time the operation is performed. The i s s w  of constraint 
generation is defining the ability to create and use constraints. An objective of lSlS is to 
enable the specification of constraint generators in the representation. 

Aside from the issues of representation. there are other issues of importance. For example, 
how should lSlS react to poor results from the search process. All heuristic-based problern- 
solving methodologies suffer from the periodic generation of poor solutions. Our objective is 
to recognize poor solutions and to suggest ways of finding bette: solutions. In particular, how 
to use constraints to: remove poor pertial solutions during the search process, diagnose poor 
final solutions, and suggest relaxations to related constraints which may result in better 
solutions. 

Another important issue is efficiency. As described earlier, job-shop scheduiirig is 
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combinatorially explosive; optimal solutions are generally not attainable. Yet, in !he factory, a 
scheduling system must provide near realtime response. It cannot take hours to develop a 
schedule. Hence, m y  solution to !ne above issues milst also be computationally efficient. 
Ogr objective is to design a system v~hich will provide "Good" results with a reasonable 
amount of processing time. 

1.3. Thesis Summary 

The remainder of the thesis is composed of a review of the literature followed by chapters 
on: 

0 Scheduling and constrainl-directed reasoning review. 

0 Plant modeling, 

0 Constraint representation, 

0 Constraint-directed scheduling methods, 

0 Analysis, and 

0 Observations and conclusions. 

The following summarizes these cnapters: 

1 . 3 . 1 .  Modeling 

The ISlS modeling system is the repository of all the knowledge necessary to plan and 
schedule producticn. It should he able to mod21 the concepts of activities, factory state, 
orders, etc. in a manner which is machine interpretable. The system is built using SRL (Fox, 
1979; Wright & Fox, 1983), a knowledge representation system, which allows the user to mold 
the language to his needs. SRL is a frarne-based lmguage which encodes concepts as 
schemata. A schema is a coliection of slots and values. Each schema, slot, and/or value may 
have meta-information attached to it. In addition to attribute knowledge, slots define inter- 
schema relations, through which s!ots and values may be inherited. The inheritance 
semantics of a relation is user definable. SRL has been used to support a number of different 
Ir??elligent Management Systerr functions (Fox, 1981) including simulation (Reddy Fox, 
1983) , diagnosis (Fox Lwenfeld & Kleinosky, 1983), graphics, project management, and long 
range planning (Kosy & Dhar, 1983). 

The lSlS modeling system is a multi-layer system for modeling manufacturing organizations 
in SRL.. Its layers are: structural, basic semantics, world semantics. and domai:i semantics. 
The basic concepts are that of states, objects, and acts. Acts transform states and objects. 
Time and causality are primitive concepts in the language. Time relations provide time 
ordering amongst states and acts. Causal relations define how stales enable acts, and acts 
cause states. A manufactwing operation is defined as an act, and time and causality relations 
link it to other states and acts. Prototypes, instznces, and manifestations are used to 
distinguish classes, elements and states of objects and acts respectively. SRL's relation 
c'efinition mechanism permits ?he construction of new relations which are abstractions of 
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these conceptual primitives. Hence, the relation next-operation is defined in terms of time 
and causal relations. Operations may also be defined in multiple levels of abstraction. 
Resources are defined as objects. Attributes and physical structure may be defined for an 
object. Alloca?ion of resources is defined as a state of possession by some operation or 
resource with a specified time relation (e.g., duration). Orders are also represented with these 
primitives. An order is simply a goal state (e.g., shipped) to be achieved by scheduling the 
appropriate operations. 

The modeling language has an x t i v e  interpretation. Its semantics supports the simulation 
of parallel, discrete events (acts). 

1.3.2. Constraints 

The lSlS modeling system provides primitives for describing the common actions 2nd states 
in the scheduling domain. Experience has shown that a major part of our knowledge about a 
plant is an ur,derstat-lding of constraints on the plant's operation, and alternatives to perform 
when the constraints cannot be met. The modeling system is extended by providing the 
capability to attach constraints to a schema, its slots, and values. Hence, any concept 
representable in SRL. can also have constraints attached to it. 

In scheduling, constraints may not always be satisfiable. Hence the representation of 
alternatives is important. The modeling system adds to the representation cf constraints the 
specification of relaxations. Relaxations may be defined either as predicates, or choice sets 
which can be discrete or continuous. Associated with a relaxation is a preference measure 
which determines the preferred relaxzitions among those available. The representation of 
consirairits and their preferred relaxations is also a solution to the pattern specification and 
matching problem. 

The :epresentation of constraints must not only cover what the constraint is, but when and 
how to use it. The first problem in using constraints focuses on their relcitive importance. 
Depending on the order, some constraints are more important than others. lSlS can 
represent relative importance by either an absolute measure of importance, or by the 
partioning of constraints into itnpcrtance clssses. Selecting which constraint lo relax also 
depends on how the relaxation will affect other constraints. For example, reducing the 
number of shifts in the plant may be preferred, but it may negatively affect the due date 
constraint of many orders. Interactions of this nature are represented as relations in ISIS. It 
may also be the case, that the set of known constrain!s, may not be applicable to the 
particular decision. The system's ob/igi?"lon to sztisfying a constraint depends on a number 
of factors: the time over which the constraint is applicable, the consistency of the constraint 
with others, the source of the constraint, and the context. lSlS provides a representation for 
all of this information. Lastly. constraints may be generated dytiamiczlly by attaching 
constraint generators to relalions in the model. 
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1.3.3. Scheduling 

The goal of lSlS is to construct schedules which satisfy as many constraints as possible in 
near realtime. TG achieve this, lSlS uses zonstiaints to bound, guide and analyze the 
scheduling/search process. The lSlS system performs a hierarchical. constraint-directed 
search in the space of alternative schedules. Level 1 selects an order to be scheduled 
according to a prioritization algorithm based on the category of the order, and its due date. 
Level 2 performs a current capacity analysis of the plant. It determines the earliest start time 
and latest finish time for each operation of the selected order, as bounded by the order's start 
and due date. The times generated at this level are codified as constraints which are passed 
to level 3. These operation time bound constraints constrain the start and end times of 
operations at the next level. Level 3 performs a detailed scheduling of all resources 
necessary to produce the selected order. Pre-search analysis begins by examining the 
constraints associated with the order to determine the scheduling direction (forward vs 
backward), whether any additional constraints should be created (e.g., due dates, work-in- 
process), and the search Operators which will generate the search space. A beam search is 
then performed using the selected search operators. The beam search sequences the 
application of operators. Each application of an operator generates another "ply" in the 
search space. At each ply only the "n" highest rated states are selected for extension to the 
next ply. The most often selected operators generate alternative operations, machines, and 
queue positions for an order in the plant. Starting with a null schedule, alternative partial 
schedules are generated either forward from the start date or backward from the due date. 
An operation operator generates alternative states which represent alternative operations in 
either the forward or backward direction. Once the operztion is known for a state, other 
operators extend the search by creating new states which bind the machine and/or the 
execution time of the operation. A variety of alternatives exist for each type of operator. For 
example, two operators have been tested for choosing the execution time of an operation. 
The "sager reserver" operator chooses the earliest possible reservation for the operation's 
required resources, and the "wait and see" operator tentatively reserves as much time as 
available, leaving the final decision to level 4. This enables the adjustment of reservations in 
order io reduce work in process time. Alternative resources are generated (e.g., tools, 
materials, etc.) by other operators. Each state in the search space is rated by the set of 
constraints found (resolved) to be relevant io the state and its ancestors. Constraints defined 
to be in the set are those which are attached to any resource (e.g., machine, tool, order, etc.) 
specified by the state. Each constraint assigns a utility between 0 and 2 to a state; zero 
signifies that the state is not admissible, 1 signifies indifference, 2 maximal support. The 
rating of a state with multiple constraints is the weighted (by importance) average of the 
constituent constraints. The importance of a constraint is defined statically or derived 
dynamically according to goal information. Once a set oi candidate schedules have been 
genemted, a rule-based post search analysis examines the candidates to determine i f  one is 
acceptable. If no 
acceptable orders are found, then diagnosis is performed. First, lhe schedules are examined 
to determine a type of scheduling error. The error is then fed back to pre-analysis in order to 
select new operators which are used to reschedule the same order. The diagnosis of poor 
solutions caused by constraint satisfactiofi decisions made at another level can be performed 

Currently, any schedule with a rating greater than one is accepted. 
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by analyzing the interaction relations linking constraints. A poor constraint decision at a 
higher level can be determined by ihe utilities of constraints affected by it at a lower level, and 
an alternative value chosen. Level 3 autputs reservation time bounds for each resource 
required for the operations ii? the chosen scfiedule. Level 4 se!ects the actual reservations for 
the resources required by the selected operations which minimize the work-in-process time. 

The scheduling of lSlS is also reactive. The invalidation of reservations by actions such as 
machine breakdowns or other orders taking too long on a machine, results in a minimal 
re-scheduling of only the affected orders, while attempting to maintain previous reservations. 
ISIS'S scheduling is also suggestive. If constraints cannot be met, it attempts to generate a 
schedule which satisfies as many constraints as possible. For example, if the due date of an 
order cannot be met by backwards scheduling, it attempts to schedule in the forward 
direction and suggests an alternative due date. 

1.3.4. Analysis 

Two series of experiments are performed, all based on a portion of the turbine plant defined 
by the plant scheduler. Each experiment in a series, tests a different combination of 
constraints, scheduling direction, search operators, and levels of reasoning. @ne experiment 
removes the capacity analysis and reservation selection levels. The resulting schedule 
displayed high tardiness (65 of 85), and high work in process times with a makespan of 857 
days. This is due to horizon effect causcd by the coupling of beam search and insufficient 
machine capacity. The experiment whic!? incltided the capacity analysis and wait-and-see 
reservation selection levels displayed fewer tardy lots (17 of 85), and very low work in process 
time with a makespan of 588.8 days. At this point, machine capacity is the principal limitation 
affecting tardiness. Experiments with all lots being scheduled backwards from the due date 
and added capacity were also performed. 

1.3.5. Conclusions 

The contributions of this thesis are in three areas: representation, constraint-directed 
search and job-shop scheduling. In the representation area, a more complete semantics for 
the modeling of organizations is provided which includes: states, acts, time, causali!y, multi- 
level represcntaticn, and support for discrete simulation. In the area of search, lSlS 
introduces a number of new concepts: 

0 A general representation for consiraints with particular attention paid to the 
representation c;f rdaxc?tions, interactions, and obligations. 

e Constraint-based pre- and post-search analysis tc? bound the solution space 
before performing search, and diagnose poor constraint decisions at other levels. 

0 The generation and avaluation of constraint relaxatims during the search 
process. 
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0 The resolution and differentiation among constraints in evaluating states in the 
search space. 

0 Hierarchically constrained search. A level in the hierarchy communicates only 
constraints in order to guide search at the next level. 

The contribution to job-shop scheduling made by this thesis is that it provides, for the first 
time, a system which can represent and consider all the domain constraints during the 
construction of a schedule. And do so in a reasonable amount of processing time. It also 
provides incremental scheduling in reaction to changes in the plant's status, and suggests 
alternative schedules when constraints cannot be satisfied. 

INTRODLICTION 
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Chapter 2 
Review 

2.1. Introduction 

Scheduling has been a major research topic in managemect science for many years. In 
contrast. it has received little attention in artificial inielligence. But this is ncd to say that AI 
has little to bring to the table. As management science has recognized, it is not practical to 
separate planning from scheduling. The inability to construct an acceptable schedule may 
require the construction of alternative plans. So a scheduling system must also consider the 
planning problem. Secondly, much AI research is concerned with general reasoning 
processes. Hence mai?y of the results are transferable among domains. 

In the following, both Management Science (MS) and AI research are briefly reviewed. The 
review of the MS literature focuses on some of the relevant research in the area of scheduling 
and sequencing. The review of the AI literature focuses on general reasoning (problem- 
solving) research, and on constraint research. 

2.2. Management Science 

Management science research in scheduling has focussed on understanding the variety of 
scheduling environments that exist, and constructing scheduling algorithms specific to them. 
Four types of "shops" are distinguished in the literature: 

0 single machine - single operation 

a parallel machines - single operation 

0 flow shop series of machines - multiple operations 

0 job shop network of machines - multiple operations 

A job is defined as having: 

0 one or more operations 

0 a processing time for each operation 

e a due date 

And the utility of a scheduled is measured in terms of: 

0 lateness 
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0 tardiness 

0 flowtime 

0 makespan 

It was recognized early in management science that scheduling is an example of I?. ccnstraint 
satisfaction problem which could be optimally solved using mathematical prograrnming 
techniques. Integer programming approaches, while theoretically valid are useless 
practically. Such approaches are members of the class of problems described as NP (Cook, 
1971). This problem of algorithmic complexity has forced a bifurcation cf the field. 

One branch of research focuses on the attainment of optimal results, but algorithmic 
complexity has restricted these results to the one and two machine cases (Lenstra & Rinnooy 
Kan, 1980). And the achievement of these results requires the removal of much of the 
constraints, and the focus on a single criterion for measuring schedule efficacy. 

The second branch takes a heuristic approach called priority dispatch rules. A dispatch 
rulr is a local decision :ule which determines the next job to be processed on a machine from 
the set queued at the machine. Extensive simulation analyses have shown that the apparent 
urgency rule (Rachamadugu, 1982), and the weighted shortest processing time rule (WSPT) 
provide reasonable schedules with respect io a single criterion such as tardiness, while also 
ignoring mzny of the constraints found in a typical factory (Conway, 1965). 

The dispatch rule approach suffers in that it does not provide predictive information about 
future operations and their machine reservations; it d m s  cot consider alternative paths; it 
does not incorporate other constraints. By contrast, the integer programming approach is 
combinatorially explosive and can handle linear constraints on integer variables. 

One approach to the solving the complexity problem is to take a hierarchical approach to 
schedu!ing (Hax fi Golovin, 1978). Each Icvel may incorporate a mathematical programming 
approach, but considers only a subset of the total information. The results of one level, 
restrict the processing of the next. By using levels of abstraction, the number of variables and 
constrain?s is minimized, at the cost o! ignoring possibly important information. Secondly, the 
flow of information is from the top down. Information at the lower levels cannot be fed back 
int:, the higher levels to affect their processing. 

All of the above systems can be described as "guidance" systems. They construct 
schedules with are meant to guide the actual scheduling decision making performed on the 
shop floor. They are limited to guiding because they lack the information necessary to make 
detailed decisions. To circumvent this problem, there has been intense investigation of 
interactive scheduling system (Godin. 1978). The interactive job-shop schedulers suffered 
from the same problems listed above since they incorporated those algorithms (Ferguson & 
Jones, 1969; Godin, 1968). But they did allow users to interactively modify schedules. More 
recent work in interactive flowshop scheduling uses resource-usage leveling to measure 
scheduling effectiveness, and a swapping heuristic to construct schedules (McDonald & 
Hodgson, 1980). 
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2.3. Artificial Intelligence 

Two areas of research in artificial intelligence potentially impact tne scheduling problem. 
The first is planning research, the second is constraint analysis. As depicted earlier, 
scheduling is a two part process: the first part is generating a sequecce of tasks or actions to 
be accomplished, the second is the assignment of resources over time to accomplish tasks. 
Obviously, the latter impacts the choice of the former. 

Before reviewing the planning literature, and at the risk of being pedantic, it is useful to 
consider a simple model for planning, and see how research over the last two decades has 
extended it. The most basic AI method is heuristic search. A search is made within a space of 
possible solution states for a state that satisfies some goal description. A state can be 
transformed int:, another state by applying a heuristic (operator) to it. Planning can be viewed 
as a form of heuristic search. The first problem in creating a planning system is to generate 
the states relevarlt to reaching the goal. Given a description of the initial state, goal state, and 
a set of operators, the operators can be iteratively applied to the initial state, and its 
successors, until a goal state is found. The path from the initial state to the goal state is a 
solution path of operations, or plan. Depending on the "strength" of the operators, the space 
elaborated can be large or small; however the better heuristics generate smaller search 
spaces and find the solution faster. Planning, and related research, has focussed on a 
nuniber of issues: for instance, choosing what stzte to elaborate next, choosing which 
operator to expand a state, and choosing alternative state representations and operators 
(Amarel, 1967). 

Planning research in AI can be traced back to the LT and GPS systems. LT (Newell 23 
Simon, 1956) introduced the concept of heuristic search and its prcblem-solving sta?es, goal 
states, and the opemtors that transform states into other states. I! worked backward from the 
goal, splitting the problem into subproblems which it proved separately. GPS (Newell ti 
Simon, 1963) generalized the approach into what they termed Means End Analysis. By use of 
a difference table, they were able to reduce the search space by focussing on only the most 
relevant operations in achieving the goal state. 

Another research area, not normally classified as planning, is that of game playing. Many of 
the game playing programs in chess and checkers (Samuel, 1963) use heuristic search. The 
selection oi moves to make during a game is equivalent to constructing a plan. An important 
contributior, such systems have made to planning and scheduling is the rating of plans.* Due 
to the large size of the search space, game playing systems are required to prune the 
exzmined states. To achieve this, an evaluation iunction is used to rate states, in effect 
answering: of all the legal moves that can be made, what are the preferred moves? A variety 
of search algorithms such as min-max, A *  (Nilsson, 1971), a n i s *  (Berliner, 1979), have been 
used. 

*It is not clear that many of the planning systems constructed to date have benefited form this research. This is 
due mainly to the "toyness" of the problems attacked. 
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Early robot planning iesecrrch resulted in the formalization of operators in the predicate 
calculus. Tht? STRIPS system (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971) represented operators as rules with 
pre-conditions and post conditions. GPS-like means-end analysis was used to plan tasks. 

Early on in planning research, Simon (1962) recognized that a planning system in a real 
domain will have to struggle with the size of the Search space. He proposed that planning be 
done at differing levels of abstraction. By designating planning hierarchies, planning can 
proceed at the highest, least detailed level and use the plan to constrain planning at the next, 
more detailed level, and so on. One could view the ordering of differences and operators in 
GPS's difference table as an iniplicit hierarchy. The first explicit manifesta!ion of this concept 
was ABSTRIPS (Sacerdoti, 1974). By separating pre-condition variables into levels of 
importance, the preconditions would contain only the variables important at the specified for 
the current level of planning. While achieving good performance, a problem with this method 
was the a priGri designation oi variable levels. 

Another issue of concern in planning was that of goal protection. The result of one 
operation may be undone by another operation, before the result could be lititiied in the 
overall achievement of the goal. To deal with this, the HACKER system (Sussman, 1975) used 
a debucgrng approach to fix a plan after it was constructed. A set of critics were dynamically 
constructed to recognize errors and suggest corrections. Though an interesting approach, it 
lacked extensibility. On the other hand, the NOAH system (Sacerdoti, 1975), took a 
least-commiiment approach to planning NOAH would not sequence operations unless 
forced to. This approach reducea the amount of backtracking necessary to secure a legal 
plsii because the curren: plan did not make any unnecessary sequencing decisions. 

Reasoning at multiple levels of representation can also be found in Hearsay-It. Though the 
Hearsay-II speech understanding system (Erman et at., 1980) carmot be viewed as a plarming 
system, its architecture has had a major etiect on more current planning systems. Some of 
the ideas that Hearsay-Il incorpwated, are: 

0 rnultiple levels of representation, 
0 data and goal directed (bidirectional) problem-solving and, 
0 island-driving. 

Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth (1 980) call the combination of bidirectional problem-solving and 
the ability to start problem-solving at ariy point in the search space (island-driving as opposed 
to left to right), opportunistic reasoning. Opportunistic reasoning reduces the search space 
by focussing the planning effort in areas that are of high certainty and/or highly constrained. 
By extrapola?ing these "isiands", further constraints on the more uncertain parts of the 
planriing space will most-likely be generated. 

Hearsay-I1 did incorporate a planning mechanism. Its policy modtiles (Hayes-Hoth & Lesser, 
1976) combined to form a !mus  of attention system that determined the sequence of 
knowledge source executions. When parts of the utterance remained uninterpreted, it 
dynanically determined what parts of the search space requircd more attention 2nd turned 
the systems resources towards reducing the uncertainty in those areas. By understanding 
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what problem-solving methods it had available (ia, Imow!edge sources) and its resource 
constraints, it would decide the best next action. The ability to reason about "how to reason" 
(or plan) has been called mefa-planning in MOLGEN (Stefik, 1981b) and also appeared as 
nwta-rules in TElRESlAS (Davis, 1976; Davis & Buchanan, 1977) As in conventional 
hierarchical planning the Liltimate result of these techniques is to reduce the s?ace of states 
that is searched by the system. 

While much of the planning research mentioned a.bove was concerned with how to reduce 
the search space, there are other aspects of the planning problem that we have yet to 
consider in this revisw. Game playing systems introduced search techniques for adversary- 
oriented games. That is, the search would consider both the programs' moves and the 
opponents moves in determining a next move. The concept of adversary-oriented planning 
has reappeared as counter-planning in the POLITICS system (Carbonell, 1979). This research 
can be viewed as a form of goal-protection where the system has to consider what the 
adversary may do to prevent the system from achieving its goals. 

Another type of planning is concerned with the satisfaction of multiple, possibly competing 
goals. All of the above planning research is concerned with achieving a single goal. One of 
the few pieces of research in the multiple goal satisfaction area is the system NUDGE 
(Goldstein & Robert, 1977). A heuristic approach was developed for the domain of 
appointment calendar maintenance. What was unique about this research was that it 
included rules for the relaxation of constraints. When a schedule could not be found that 
satisfied the existing constraints, it used the rules to prcpose alternatives (possibilities) by 
relaxing certain constraints such as prefarences. In this case, the preference constraint was 
simply removed. Other rules pecu!iar to the appointment domain were used to alter existing 
calendar requirements until a viable schedule was produced. 

At this point in the review, we turn away from planning and look at the field of constraint 
acalysis. Much of the constraint analysis research is recent, hence there is not a great deal of 
literature to review. But one can view planning as constrsint analysis in the sense that 
operators incorporate constraints in their pre-conditions. 

One of the earlier works in constraint analysis was REF-ARF (Fikes, 1970). Its task was 
similar to the linear programming task. Given a set of linear equations that restrict the 
possible values of a set of variables. can value assignments be found for them? Rather than 
doing a brute force search for a set of bindings that satisfied all the constraints (equations), it 
used the constraints to reduce the generated binding set. Hence, the systam can be viewed 
as a classical generate and tes?, where the system was able to take the constraints and use 
them in the generator to reduce the size of the search space. 

Another type of constraint which has existed for many decades can be called a binary 
compatibility constrainf. Consider a grammar. It defines the legal sentences that can be 
formed from a symbol set. The grammar can be viewed as a constraint on the symbols that 
will be recounized and/or generated. It defines what symbols are compatible with other 
symbols *%hen linearly ordered. Another example is the conceptual hierarchy of the SEMANT 
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knowledge source of Hearsay-li (Fox & Mostow, 1977). It is similar to a grammar, but relaxes 
the sequence constraint at We phrase levsl. allowing ungrammatical sentences, and sentence 
fragments to be understood. A third instance is the 3D space description network used in 
ARGOS (Rubin, 1978). In this case. a network was used to define adjacencies of objects in a 
visual scene. This was then used to constrain the set of acceptable labelings of an image. 

In many real-world applications, constraints are not binary, but are continuous. A 
continuous compatibilify cons:raint imparts a rating of how one symbol is compatible with 
another. For example, in image Understanding, how a pixel is to be labeled is determined by 
the labels of neighboring pixels. The knowledge of how to do neighborhood based labelling is 
at best uncertain, hence the constraints that tie pixels together return a certainty rating for 
each of the possible labelings of the pixel. The higher the rating, the more probable that the 
label is correct. This type cf constraint is the chief mechanism of relaxation (Zucker, 1976). 
Relaxation can also be viewsd as a network constraint system. The goal is to assign a value 
to each node. A nodes value is constrained by the compatibility rules 0'1 the incident arcs. 
CONSTRAINTS (Steele, 19aO) can be viewed (loosely) as the dual of relaxation. Behavior 
rules are associated with nodes. and values with arcs. When an arc value changes, a node's 
rules determine its effect (i.e.4 value) on the other incident arcs. The system could recognize 
inconsistencies in arc values due to the lack of uncertainty in ru!e knowledge. 

As planning moves from single level to hierarchical, so have relaxation and relaxation-like 
processes. Single level relaxaticn often dces not have enough information to adequately 
label a scene. By creaiing multiple levels of representation, higher levels of knowledge could 
be incorporated (Zucker, 1977). 

The next step was to coTbine both binary and continuous constraints in a hierarchical 
system. Again, image understznding res5arch has been the area for this research (Eallard et 
at., 1977; Russell, 1970). The representation of constraints in image understanding has also 
been extended to predicate calculus. Davis (1980) makes the case for predicate calculus as a 
better representation for discrete relaxation constraints. 

MOLGEN combined planning with constraint-analysis (Stefik, 1981 a). As plans were broken 
into sub-problems, variable value constrainrs determined in one subproblem were propagated 
to other subproblems. Hence variables would accumulate constraints across subproblems 
before an actual binding was chosen (a least ccmrnitment approach). 

Engelman et ai. (1 980) in interactive frame instantiation associates constraints with groups 
of slots. An interesting feature of their approach is that constraints form buckets, each having 
its owri priority. Hence, constraints have a priority ordering. 

In getting closer to the scheduling problem, MsCalla (1978), ir! planning driving paths 
through a town, considered constraints such as possibie routes, and time and space 
restrictions. 

One of the few AI scheduling systems w8s in the domain of train scheduling (Fukumori, 
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1980). It used a constraint-based approach to determine the arrival and departure times of 
trains at stations. Trairls initially had fuzzy times assigned (i.e., a time span or belt). 
Constraints then reduced the size of the belt. The problem was much simpler than the 
geiieral scheduling problem in that trains had only one route, and two resources, a track and 
stations. The fuzziness of times was similar to that used in Hearsay-ll in denctiny the time 
span of an hypothesis when its boundaries were uncertain. 

A second AI scheduling study was that of Vere (19el). In it plans are constructed, and times 
associated with each step in the plan. A sophisticated algorithm for time propagatiop based 
on interactions is described. 

Lastly, Butlers et at. (1 980) describe a logic-based factory modeling, question-answering 
and scheduling system. While the approach is viable for question answering, they ignore the 
complexity issue involved in scheduling job shops. The approach suffices for small problems 
only. 

2.4. Relationship to Previous Research 

Our primary concern in this research is the construction of schedules for job-shops in a 
rear realtime manner. If factories with hundreds of orders, machines and tools are to be 
scheduled then, scheduling algorithm must be found that find satisfactory solutions quickly, 
while considering all the necessary constraints. Our approach is to perform constraint- 
directed heuristic search; constraints are used to bound and guide the search (scheduling) 
process. 

Towards this goal, the most relevant research in the AI literatwe comes more from general 
search and focus of attention research, than in any of the constraint research. The research 
describes how to search in multiple levels of representation, and how to smooth the effects of 
terms in a polynomial evaluation function (Berliner, 1980), but does not describe how to 
resolve dynamically the set of constraints by which to rate a state. 

Much of tlie constraint research to date is application specific. There does not exist any 
general theories of constraint representation, nor approaches to constraint relaxation. The 
relaxation of constraints is important. Experience has shown that many constraints conflict, 
making the construction of a schedule which satisfies all constraints impossible. Though 
NUDGE (Goldstein, 1977) is the only system that explicitly worries about constraint relaxation, 
its approach is domain specific. 

The fuzzy times of Hearsay-I1 and Fukumori’s (1980) train scheduling are an interesting 
approach to reducing the representation of alternatives. And the focus of attenticjn (Hayes- 
Hoth & Lesser, 1976) research restricts where in the search space to attend. But neither solve 
the problem of having to bound the solution space in order to make !he size of the solution 
space feasible to search. 
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In conclusion, many theories of search and constraint-based reasoning have been 
proposed. But none have been combined to deal jointly with the problem of constraint 
representation and rc!axation, and the constraint-directed construction of schedules in near 
realtime. 
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Chapter 3 
lSlS Modeling System 

Summary 
The ISIS modeling system is the repository of all the knowledge necessary to 

plan and schedule production. It should be able to rnodel the concepts of 
activities, factory state, orders, etc. in a manner which is machine interpretable. 
The system is built using SRL (Fox, 1979: Wright & Fox, .i983), a knowledge 
representathn system, which allows the user to mold the language to his needs. 
SRL is a frame-based language which encodes concepts as schemata. A schema 
is a collection of slots and values. Each schema, slot, and/or value may have 
meta-information attached to it. In addition to attribute knowledge, slots define 
inter-schema relations, through which slots and values may be inherited. The 
inheritance semantics of a relation is user definable. S R L  has been used to 
support a number of different Intelligent Management System functions (Fox, 
19E1) including simulation (Reddy 8 Fox, 1983) , diagnosis (Fox Lowenfeld & 
Kleinosky, 1 G83)! graphics. project management, and long range planning (Kosy & 
Dhar, 1983). 

The lSlS modeling system is a multi-layer system for modeling manufacturing 
organizations in SRL. Its layers are: structural, basic semantics, wGrld semantics, 
and domain semantics. The basic concepts are that of states, objects, and acts. 
Acts transform states and objects. Time and causality are primitive concepts in the 
language. Time relations provide time ordering amongst states and acts. Causal 
reiations define how states enable acts, arid acts cause staks. A manufacturing 
operation is defined as an act. and time and causality relations link it to other 
states and acts. Prototjpes, instances, and manifestations are used to distinguish 
classes, elements and states of objects and acts respectively. SRL’s relation 
definition mechanism permits the construction of new relations which are 
abstractions of these conceptual primitives. Hence, the relation next-operation 
is defined in terms of time and causal relations. Operations may also be defined in 
milltiple levels of abstraction. Resources are defined as objects. Attributes and 
physiczil s?ructu:e may be defined for an object. Allocation of resources is defined 
as a state of possession by some operation or resoucce with a specified time 
relation (e.y., duration). Orders are ais0 represented with these primitives. An 
order is simp!y a goal state (e.$, shipped) to be achieved by scheduling the 
appropriate operations. 

The modeling language has an active interpretation. Its semantics supports the 
simulation of parallel, discrete everits (acts). 
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3 . I .  Inf rod uct ion 

Computers as decision aids are proliferating in today's organization. Organizations are 
purchasing more programs a! a faster rate than ever before. With the advent of personal 
computers, each user becomes a computer installation with their own databases and 
programs, and has the abiiity to tailor programs and data to suit his needs. Productivity gains 
may be sigcificant, but possibly short lived. Given the ability to create software systems in 
their own "imase", the form and content of this software will diverge to the point of becoming 
a "network of babel". In the days when computers were expensive, such problems arose less 
often. There was a small set of analysts who designed and built programs; the content and 
form of information being (somewhat) standardized throughout the dp shop. Returning to the 
days of the large dp shop is not the solution. A better approach would be to provide these 
mini-installations with a shared language in which to build models. That is, the esperanto of 
modeling . 

Why would users want to share mcdels? k model is more than a simple database. It is an 
accumulation of expertise: a repository in which both historical information, ard the diverse 
perspectives of members of the organiza!ion, are placed. Hence, it is a tool with which to 
analyze the organization and to instruct new members in its operation. As the distribution of 
computing grows within an organization, so will the need to share and integrate the 
knowledge generated therein. 

The major task in the construction of a sharable modeling language is the choice of 
conceptual primitives. Not only must these primitives spzn the set of concepts germane to the 
application (e.g., planning and scheduling), but the language must satisfy other criteria as 
well: 

Generality: The model should sspport a variety of functions in addition to scheduling, such 
as: question-answering, simulation, and graphics. 

Accessibility: The model should be accessible in two senses. First, it must be easily 
perused and altered. Second, it must he perspicuous. That is, the 
contents of the model must be easily and unambiguously ilnderstood by 
the  user. 

Extensibility: Organizations change, and so does the way we think about them. A modeling 
system which does nut adapt to these changing views will rcstrict the ways 
in which we may analyze it. Ultimately, the level of intelligent behaviour a 
system wilt display may be limited b y  :he model. tlence, the model must 
be extendib!e. incorporating new ways of viewing and describing the 
organization. 

In this chapter, the ISlS modeling system is described. The modzling system is composed of 
multiple layers, with the core being an AI knowledge representation system called SRL: 
Schema Representation Language (Fox, 1979; Wright & Fox, 1583). It provides the structural 
primitives in which the dornaiz's conceptual entities are defined. With these SRL structures, a 
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set of conceptual p:-imitives which is basic to marly domains is defined. On top of this, 
concepts germaine to scheduling are defined, and these are instantiated as a model for a 
particular plant. The key feature of S H L  which allows this layered approach is the user- 
definable relations. High level, damair, dependent relations may be ccnstructcd from low 
level, domain independent primitives. The efficacy of this approach will become clear in the 
example of this chapter. 

Throughout this chapter, 8n example of an order and a couple of operations required to 
procjwe it will be used to explicate the modeling concepts. In particular, the sequence of a 
milling and drilling operation will be described as a method for producing a turbine blade. A n  
order is a specification of a product to be produced for some cmtomer. It describes 
parameters such as due date, cost and quality to be satisfied by the shop. An operation is an 
activity in which resources may be transformed, through one or mora actions, into new forms 
of resources. In deciding which operations to perform and when, the following types of 
knowledGe are required: 

o The range of durations of the operation, including a probability density function. 

0 The operations which may precede or follow the current operation. 

0 The resources required: materials, machines, tools, fixtures, software, etc. 

e The period of time during which the above resources are required. 

0 The transformations applied to the resources, For example, is the cutting fluid on 
a milling machine totally consumed? 

0 Are there any cons::aints on the usage of the resources? 

0 Who may perform the operation (i.e., operator). 

Substitutability of resources. I f  a machine is not available, can another be used? 

0 A description of how the operations are performed. What are tne components, 
i.e., subcperations, comprising the operation. 

The purpose of the lSlS modeling language is to represent much of the information described 
above. 

3.2. Layer 1: Structure 

The lSlS modeling system is based on the knowledge representation system SRL: Schema 
Representatiori Language (Fox, 1979; Wright & Fox, 1983). SRL has its basis in schemata 
(Bartlett, 19321, which have come to been known as frames (Minsky, 1975), Concepts (Lenat, 
1976), and Units (Eobrow & 'Ahograd, 1977; Stefik, 1979). 
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3.2.1. Schema Syntax 

The basic unit for representing objects, processes, ideas, etc. is the Schema. Physically, a 
schema is composed of a schema name (printed in the bold font) and a set of slots (printed in 
small caps). A schema is always enclosed by docble braces with the schema name appearing 
at the top. 

{{ operation 
NEXT-OPERATION: 

PREVIOUS-OPERATION: 

MACHINE: 

OPERATOR: 
D U RAT1 ON : }} 

Figure 3 1 : operation Schema 

The operation schema (figure 3-1) contains slots defining attributes of the schema such as, 
next-operation, duration, and operator. 

SRL provides t h e  user with a standard set of relations for defining classes of concepts and 
their instantiations. For example, a mill ing-operation (figure 3-2) can be defined as an 
instance of machining-operation, and the machining-operation is a sub-class (Le., is-a) 
of ope rat ion: 

{{ machining-operation 
SA:  operation }) 

{{ mill ing-operation 
creator: Mark.Fox 
{ INSTANCE machining-operation 

NEXT-OPERATION: drilling-operation 

MACHINE: excello } }} 
creafion-date: 18-jan-83 

Figure 3-2: mil!ing-operation Schema 

3.2.2. Meta-Info rmation 

Meta-information may be attached to any part of a schema. It provides the user with a 
means of documenting the information in a schema, and also for defining the semantics of 
schema, slots, and values. In figure 3-2 slots in italics are rneta-information attached to the 
schema, slot, or value depending on their indentation. In ?his example, the creator of the 
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schema is "Mark.Fox", and the crealion-date of the value in the NEXT-OPERATION slot is 18- 
Jan-83. 

3.2.3. Inheritance 

Schemata provide a "case" or "frame" approach to knowledge representation. 
Encapsulated in a schema is the information which defines the concept embodied by the 
schema and meta-information about it. In a schema. slots play a dual role. They define the 
concept, and relate it to other schemata in the knowledge base. As a relation, a slot allows 
information to flow between schemata. In the above example, the instance relation allowed 
infornation to flow from machining-operation to milling-operation. 

Both is-a snd instance are system-defined relations provided to the user. SRL provides 
the user not only wi!h the ability to define schemata, but also the ability to define new relations 
and their inheritance semantics. All relations in SRL are defined as subtypes of the relation 
schema. 

({ relalion 
DOMAIN: "schemata in the domain cf the relation" 
RANGE: "schemata in the range of the relation" 
INVERSE: "inverse of the relation" 
PATH: "transitivity definition of relation" 

INCLUSION: "slots & values which may be passed from the range to domain" 
EXCLUSION: "slots & values which may NOT be passed from the range to domain" 
ELABoRATiotJ: "specialization at slots in range into new slots in the domain" 
MAP: "functional mapping of slots in range onto the domain" 
i N r R o w c T i o N :  "definiticjn of new slots in the domain" }} 

Figure 3-3: Relation Schema 

To define a new relation, the user simply creates a schema of type relation and fills its slots 
wit!) the appropriate information. This is defined further in (Fox, 1079; Wright & Fox, 1983). 

In figure 3-2, the occurrence of single brace brackets denotes the opening of a slot. In this 
case: the INSTANCE slot with the value machining-operation is opened. The 

machining-operation and have their values defined relative to this perspective, i.e., being 
an cperation. Slot openings distinguish among the versions of the same slot being inherited 
along more than one relation, where each perspective having a different value. 

NEXT-OPEflATION and MACHINE Slots are inherited along the INSTANCE relation from 
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3.3. Level 2: Basic Semantics 

The semantics of the lSlS modeling systems is defined using a layered approach 
(Brachman, 1982). Level 1 defined the structure of schemata and inheritance semantics. 
Level 2 expands the semantics to those more epistemological in nature. 

3.3.1. Classes, Sets and Instances 

Classification hierarchies are found throughout manufacturing organizations. For example, 
Group Technology classification hierarchies (Opitz, 1969) are used to classify products and 
the operations that produce them. In order to differentiate among classes o! objects, sets of 
objects, and objects which exist physically, the concepts of intension, extension and sets are 
adopted. 

Schemata are divided into three types: prototype, instance, and set. A "prototype" schema 
provides a description of a prototypical member of a set. An "instance" schema defines a 
member of the set defined by the prototype. A "set" schema defines the set of instances 
defined by a prototype. The schema type is specified in the meta-schema attached to the 
schema, in the TYPE slot. Hence, the operation schema is further defined as: 

({ operation 
type: prototype }) 

Figure 3-4: Prototype operation Schema 

(the t y p e  slot actually resides in operation's meta-schema.) 

Class hierarchies are defined by relating prototypes with an is-a relation. 

({ machining-operation 
type: prototype 
IS-A:  operation }} 

Figure 3-5: Prototype machining-operation Schema 

And an individual member of a class is related to its class by an instance relation, 
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{{ mill ing-operation 
type: instance 
INSTANCE: machining-operation }} 

Figure 3-6: Instance of a mill ing-operation 

Sets of objects are defined by a schema of type set. For example, a sei of turbine blades can 
be defines as: 

{( turbine-blade 
iype: prototype 
IS-A:  object }} 

Figure 3-7: Prototype turbine- blade Schema 

{{ turbine-blades 
type: set 
PROTOTYPE: turbine-blade 
MEILlBER: TS831 cs495 }} 

Figure 3-8: Set of tu  rbine- blades 

The PROTOTYPE slot (inverse: prototype-of) contains the name of the prototype schema(ta) 
The actual members of the set are defining the characteristics of the set’s membsrs. 

contained in the MEMBER slot (inverse: member-of). 

3.3.2. Attributes, Parts and Structure 

The primary goal of ISlS is to choose and schedule the application of shop resources for the 
production of an order. To achieve this the modeling system must provide ISlS with the ability 
to represent the relevant information about a resource. The description Gf resources should 
orovide at least two types of information: 

1. k physical description of the resource. This provides the prototypical description 
of an resource which is invariant over time. This information is used to determine 
if the resource c m  be used in a particular operation. For example, a machine 
may be too small to produce a large turbine blade. 

2. A state description of the resource. This provides a time dependent description 
of the rcsource. Fcr example, a description of its availability. Much of the 
rssaurces in a shop are ilot consumable and exist in sma!l numbers. Their 
allocation must be known to those who may want to use them. 

The physical description cf an object contains many types of information such as attributes 
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(e.g., mass, msterial type, color), part descriptions (i.e., physically composition), and structure 
(i.e., whwe the parts are located). These are defined as slots in a schema. Each type of 
information is tormally distinguished by making each slot a one ot the following slot types: 

aftribute/8ttribute-of. It defines an  attribute of a schema that is true of the schema as a 
whole. Concepts of mass and color are examples of this. 

has-part/part-of: It specifies that the value of the slot is a constituent of the definition of 
the schema. For example, a left-leg is part of a human, or B-52 bombers 
are part of the nuclear detense triad. 

structure/scib-strucfure-of: It specifies a structuring of the slots (relations) that are of type 
part. For example, the right-leg is right-of the left-leg. 

Consider the description of a mill ing-machine. It may specify a capacity (e.s., number of 
orders it may work on at one time), the cost-center it is part of. and a description of its 
workbed. 

{{ mill ing-machine 
CAPACITY: 1 

!ype: attribute 

t y p :  part-of 

type: has-part 

iype: atiritute }} 
r tgu  re 3-9: mill ing-machine Schema with attributes 

COST.CENTER: milling-center 

W 0 R D - BED : mi I I i ng - bed 

ST AT11 S : 

I. 

{{ mil l ing-bed 
I 3 - A  : work- bed 
W O R K .  BED-OF: milling-machine 

!ype: part-of 

type: attribute }} 
LENGTH: 5.ft 

Figure 3- 10: mill ing- bed Schema 

The milling-bed and milling.machine are related by the work-bediwork-bed-of relations, 
and mill ing- bed has a length of 5 feet. 

These primitives provide ;i relatiorial approach to the attribute and structural description of 
cbjects. This suffices for ISIS’s planning and scheduling needs. Other functions such as 
generative process planning, Or grapllics display may req!?ire other representations (e.g., 
oct-tree). These should bt? integratable with the SRL representation. 
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3.3 .3 .  Abstraction 

Reasoning often occurs at many levels of abstractim. Simon (1962) recognized that the 
complexity of problem solving could be reduced by reasoning at different levels of 
abstraction. Sacerdoti (1974) constructed a system which performs exactly that. In order to 
facilitate such reasoning, a ref ines/ref ined-by relation is used to denote that a set of 
schemata refine the concept represented by another schema. 

For example a mill ing-operation may be refined into mill ing-setup and mill ing- run. 

(( mill ing-operation 
IN STANCE : mac h i n i ng -operati on 
REFINED-BY : miiling-setup mil!ing-run }) 

Figure 3-1 1 : Abstract mill ing-operation Schema 

(( mil l ing-setup 
INSTANCE: machining-operation 
REFINES: milling-operation }} 

Figure 3- 12: mill ing-setup refines mill ing-operation Schema 

(( mill ing- run 
INSTANCE: machiniiig-operation 
REFINES: milling ~ o p s a t  ion }} 

Figure 3- 13: mil l ing-run refines mill ing-operation Schema 

3.4. Layer 3: World Model 

The goal of the world model level is to define a set of primitive concepts upon which the 
concepts found in the scheduling domain may be defined. The approach taker! in ISIS is to 
define the productian environment as a world where actions are performed which transform 
the world from its current state into a new state. The actions are operations, thz states are 
descriptions of products and assignments of resoiirces. Included in this world model are 
primitives for modeling time and causality, parallelism and repetition of acts. 

3.4.1. Sta te lAc ts  

lSlS has as its most basic schema classes, an object, act, and state. Informally, an 
object  is a physical entity, an act transforms one state or object into another, and a state 
is a compound description of states and rnanifestations of objects. Hence, an operation 
can be further defined as a sub-class of act: 
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{{ operation 
creator: "Mark Fox" 
type: prototype 

 act }} 
Figure 3-14:  operation Schema 

3.4.2. Time 

An important part of the modeling of organizations is the representation of time. Consider 
the representation of a set of activities. Time is described in two ways. The first is an absolute 
specification of when an activity is to begin and for how long. The second is a relative 
specification in which an activity is to precede or follow another activity. Duration is a rational 
conceptualization of time, and precedence is an ordinal conceptualization of time. 

A relative specification of time is used most often in the description .of prototypical 
concepts. For example, the operation graph for producing a product defines precedence and 
dcration, but does ncjt specify an absolute time: this representation documents the production 
process, and is used to guide scheduling. On the other hand, schedules specify actual times 
for operations. Hence, the representation and reasoning about time must be supported at 
each of these levels by the representation. 

The concept of time in artificial reasoning systems has been explored (Bruce, 1972; Kahn & 
Gorry, 1977; McDermott, 1982). The approach taken in lSlS is to represent time as intervals 
and relations amongst intervals (Ai!en, 1981; Smith, 1983). The time that a state or act may 
occur is defined by a time interval as opposed to a single point, or by reference to known time 
inrervals. 

The first step towards the representation of time is to specify the units of time, a scale and 
the functions to manipulate time. This is defined by the tirne-line schema (Smith, 1983). 

{{ t ime-l ine 
POINT-FORM: "specifies the form of a point of time" 
STAR'r-PotNT: "starting point of time line" 
END-POINT: "end point of time line" 
GRANULARITY: "granularity of time line" 
ADD: "functioc, for adcling two time points" 
DIFF: "function for subtracting two time points" }} 

Figure 3-1 5: t ime-l ine Schema 
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A time interval is defined by a schema as having a start time, and end time and a duration: 

{{ t ime-interval 
BEGIN-TIME: 

END -T I M E: 

DURATION: 

DATED-BY: }} 
Figure 3-1 6: t imc-interval schema 

Given values for two of the three slots, the third niay be derived. Hence absolute 
descriptions of when an act may occur is provided by specifying the begin and end times. If 
only the duration of an act is known, this is specified by  filling only the DURATION slot. The 
DATED-BY slot points to the time line in which the interval is defined. 

Ordinal (relational) specification of time is represented by slots (relations) in a schema. If 
act A is to occur before act 6, then a BEFORE slot will exist in A with a value of B. The following 
time relations are defined in ISIS: 

before (figure 3-17). Specifies that an act or state takes place before another act or state in 
time. 

{{ before 
{ IS-A t ime-relation 

D OM A IN : 
range: (or (type is-a act) (type is-a state)) 

range: (or (type is-a act) (type is-a state)) 
RANGE: 

IPJVERSE: after } 
TIME: before }} 

Figure 3- 1 7 :  Before Schema 

The DOMAIN of before is a subtype of either act or state. The RANGE is a subtype of either 
act or state. The inverse of before is the after relation. 

during. Specifies that an act or state takes place during another act or state in time. Its 
inverse is includes. 

meet. Specifies that an act or state takes place before, but without any intervening time, 
anc;ther act or state in time. Its inverse is met-by.  

overlap. Specifies that an act or state begins before another act or state in time, but ends 
after the second begins and before it ends. Its inverse is overlapped-by. 
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t ime-equai Specifies that an act or state shares the same time interval with another act or 
state in time. Its inverse is t ime-equal. 

The reprasentaiion of the mill ing-operation’s duration can be defined as follows: 

{( mi l l i ig-operat ion 
INSTANCE: machining-operation 
WORK-CENTER: milling-center 
DURATION: {{ INSTANCE t ime-interval 

DURATION: 5 }} }} 
Figure 3-? 0: mill ing-operation Duration Specification 

~~ 

The contents of the DURAT~ON slot is an instance o! a time-interval whose duration is 5 
hours (time units are defined in the time-line schema). 

Operation precedence may be defined by means of the time relations. In this example 
mill ing-operation is to occur before the dril l ing-operation. 

{ { mi I I i n g - ope ra 1 ion 
INSTANCE: machining-operation 
WORK-CENTER: nilling-center 
DURATION: {{ INSTANCE t ime-interval 

BEFORE: drilliiig.operation }} 
Figure 3- 19: mill ing-operation Precedence Specification 

DURATICN: 5 }} 

And the sub-operations which comprise the mill ing-operation and are performed during 
the same time period are defined by an INCLUDES relation. Hence, mill ing-operation is 
refined-by mill ing-setup and mill ing-run, and they are included in time. 

{{ mill ing-operation 
INSTANCE: machining-operation 
WORK -CENTER: milling-center 
DURATION: ({ INSTANCE t ime-interval 

BEFORE: drilling-operatior? 
REFINED-BY: milling-setup milling-run 
INCLUDES: milling-setup milling-run }} 

DLIRATION: 5 }} 

Figure 3-20: mill ing-operation sub-operatior; time specification 
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Ttie definition of mil l ing-setup and mill ing-run, in turn, have their own tirne relations 
which define their time-crriected sequencing. 

3.4.3. Causality 

The concept of precedence in the sequencing of operations encodes another primitive 
concept, that of causality. The difference between time and causality in this case is subtle, 
but important. Not only does the milling operation precede the drilling operation in time, but it 
must be performed before the drilling operation. If the milling operation is not performed, 
then the drilling operation cannot be performed; performance of the former enables the 
performance of the latter. If only the time relation existed. then the drilling operation could be 
performed even if the milling operation was never performed; non-performance of the 
operation is not inccnsistent with the time relation. The approach taken in lSlS in 
representing causal information is a derivative of the common sense reasoning system 
defined by Rieger and Grinberg (1977) and London (1978). 

Causality is represented as relations in SRL. The approach differs frori? that of Rieger & 
Grinberg in that time may be specified separately. On the other hand, causality implies a time 
ordering which is represented in the causal relation BS a range restriction on the time slot. 

The following are the five basic causal relations: 

({ cause 
{ IS-A t ime-relation 

DOMAIN: 
range: (type is-a act) 

range: (type is-a state) 
RANGE: 

INVERSE: caused-by 
TIME: 

range: (or before meet overlap includes) } 
CAUSALITY: cause! 
CAUSAL-CONDITION: 

default: t }} 
Figure 3-21: cause Schema 

The cause relation (figure 3-21) links an act to a state. I: defines that the execution of a 
specified act results in the specified state. The CAUSAL-CONDITION slot is filled by a condition 
schema which must be true in order for the cause to take effect (i-e., the state to follow from 
the act). The causal condition is, in essence, a gating condition on the interpretation of the 
relation. Note that time is included in the definition of cause, hence the time of the cause may 
be included in its specification. The inverse of cause is caused-by. 
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An enahie relation is the reverse of !be cause relation. It links a state to  an act. Its inverse 
is enabled-by. Time is restricted to (Gr before meet overlap includes). 

A third type of causal relation is a statecouple. It deiizes two states as being related, but 
Time is the actual nature of the relation is unknown. 

restricted to (or overlap includes time-equal). 
Its inverse is statecouple+inv. 

The fourth type of causal relation is cause-equal. It states that two acts, or states may be 
equivalent. Its inverse is cause-equal. Time is restricted to time-equal. 

The last type of causal relation is an actcouple3. It is similar to a state-couple, but links 
acts. Its inverse is actcouple + inv. Time is restricted to (or overlap includes time-equal). 

The complete definition of precedence can now be represented: 

{{ mill ing-ope ration 
IN ST A N C E : 0 perat ion 
WORK -CENTER: milling-center 
DURATION: {{ INSTANCE t ime-interval 

BEFORE: driiling-operation 
A CTCO u PLE: dri Ili ng -operation 
RE FINED. B Y  : mi I1 i ng - set u p milling- run 
IN CL u DES * rri i I I i n g - se t u p mi I I i n g - run 

DURATION: 5 }} 

}} 
Figure 3-22: mill ing-operation Causal Specification 

Hence, two relations (slots) are used to define precedence. An alternative and more 
compact approach is to take advantage of SRL's relational capabilities. The user may define 
for their application new relations beyond the simple is-a and instance relations. For 
exarnpie, a next-operation schema may be defined which incorporates the time and 
causa I it y information : 

{{ next-operation 
{ IS-A relation 

TIME: before 
CAUSALITY: actccuple } )} 

Figure 3-23: next-operation Schema 

And mill ing-operation may be delined ar follows: 

n 

'Equivalent to hct im thread (London, 1973) 
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{( milling-ope rat ion 
IN ST AN CE : Operati On 
WORK -CENTER: IlIilling-CentW' 
DURATION: {( INSTANCE time-interval 

NEXT-OPERATION: drilling-operation 
REFINED-BY: milling-setup milling-run 
IKC LU DES : mi II i ng ~ set u p mi II ing - ru n 

DURATION: 5 }} 

}} 
Figure 3-24: milling-operation next-operation Specification 

3.4.4. States Revisted: Possession and Manifestations 

Basic to tha representation of an operation is the specification of resources that are used 
during its execution. These resources must be available before the operation may proceed. 
For example, tools. materials, fixtures, and even the operator must be present before the 
operation may be performed. The time it takes to assemble these resources is normally 
included in the setup definition of the operation. Conceptually, a state of the organization's 
world must exist in which the work center where the operatian is to be performed possesses 
the resources before, and possibly auring the operation. Hence, this state must exist before 
(in time) the operation is performed. and its existence enables the execution of the operation. 

The concep! of possession of resources is represented as a simple state. 

({ possess 
IS-A: state 
POSSESSOR: 

POSSESSION: }} 
Figure 3-25: possess Schema 

If the milling operation requires a wrench during its execution, it would be ENABLED-BY the 
possession of the wrench: 
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(( mill ing-operation 
INSTANCE: Operation 
WORK-CENTER: milling-center 
DuRATiotc {( ;NsTktdcE t ime-interval 

NEXT-OPERATION: drilling-operation 
REFINED - B Y  : in i I1 in y - set u p mill ing - run 
INCL u DES: mill i r.g - setu p mill i n y - run 

DURATION: 5 }} 

ENABLED-BY: POSSeSS-WrenCh }} 
Figure 3-26: mill ing-operation next-operation Specification 

where the possession of a wrench is defined as: 

(( possess-wrench 
{ INSTANCE possess 

POSSESSOR: milling-center 
POSSESSION: wrench } 

INCLUDES: milling. operation }} 
Figure 3-27: possess-w rench Schema 

possess-wrench not only specifies that the niillirig center must possess a wrench, but it 
also specifies the time of its possession. That is, the time interval must span the time of the 
mill ing-operation. If this state specification is satisfied. then the state exists, and it enables 
th? performance of the miil ing-operation. 

A simple state descripticn may also include the description of a resource which is true 
during some time period. In ISIS, this is viewed as a state dependent description ar!d is 
represented by creating a schema which defines the time dependent information about a 
remurce and linking it via a manifestatior. relation4 to the instance. A maqifcstation of an 
object or resource denotes a description which is true tor some specified time interval. Figure 
3-23 depicts a manifestation of the mill ing-machine with e status of busy over the time 
interval defined by the week-38 schema. 

4The concept of manifestaticns was elaborated by Hayes (1973). 
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{{ mill ing-machine-man-1 
{ MANIFESTATION mill ing-machine 

STATUS: busy 
TIME-EQUAL: week-38 } }} 

Figure 3-28: Manifestation of mil l ing-machine 

Manifestations of resources, and objects in general, are considered to be state descriptions. 

3.4.5. Composite States and Parallelism 

Operations, and acts in general, may occur in parallel. While the representation of 
enablement and causality can specify more than one subsequent state or act, its 
inierpretation is ambiguous; it is unclear whether all, some or one act is to occur. The 
representation must be extended to represent not only what may occur next, but the 
conditions of their joint cccurrence. 

The specification of parallelism in the mrJdeling system is xcomplished by introducing 
composite states. A composite state is constructed out of simple state descriptions. Three 
types of composite state schemata are defined: 

and: specifies that all of its sub-states must be true in order for the composite to be true. 

or: specifies that one or more of its sub-states must be true in order for the composite to bo 
true. 

xor: specifies that only one sub-state is to be true in order for its composite to be true. 

The and state is represented schematically as: 

{{ and 
IS-A: state 
SUB-STATE: 

type: has-part 
range: (set (type is-a state)) }} 

Figure 3-29: and schema 

or  and xor are defined sinilarily. 

Composite states may be created using these state schemata. For example, the 
requirement of a wrench and an cperator is defined as follows: 
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{ { en a b le - m i I I i n g  
{ INSTANCE and 

~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : p o ~ ~ e s s - w r e i i c h p o s s e s s - o p e r a t o r  ) )) 
Figure 3-30: enable-mill ing Schema 

{{ possess-operator 
{ INSTANCE POSSeSS 

POSSESSOR: milling-center 
POSSESSION: milling-operator } 

OVERLAP: milling-operation }} 
Figure 3-31 : possess-operator Schema 

~ 

Note that the possess-operator state is a SUB-STATE of the enable-mill ing state. The 
time over which the milling center must possess an operator overlaps the performance Gf the 
operation. Hence, the operator is not required throughout the operation. 

If a sub-state of a composite state does not have a time relation associated with it, the time 
relations associated with its enclosing state descriptions are inheri?ed along the su b-state 
relaticn. That IS, a more comp!ete definition of possess-wrench is: 

{{ possess-wrench 
SUB-STATE-OF: enab!e-milling 
{ INSTANCE possess 

POSSESSOR: milling-center 
POSSESSION: wrench } 

OVERLAP: milling-operation }} 
Figure 3-32: possess-wrench Schema 

Where the su b-state-of relation is defined by: 
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{{ sub-state-of 
{ IS-A relation 

DOMAIN: 

range: (type is-a state) 

range: (type is-a state) 
RANGE: 

INVERSE: sub-state 
INCLUSION: {{  INSTANCE inclusion-spec 

SLOT: (typro is-a time-relation) }) 

Figure 3-33: sub-state-of Relation Schema 
1 11 

This definition of sub-state-of defines that any slot that is-a a time-relation, may have its 
values inherited along it. 

3.4.6.  Repetition 

Rieger and Grinberg (1976) recognized that the concept of causality must include the 
concepts of discreteness or continuity in both state and act. Their approach to this problem 
was to elaborate 3 variety of "continuous" and "one shot" causal !inks. In our approach, the 
separation of time from causality covers much of these concepts. For exampie, if a state must 
persist over the time of the act, then it will be related by a time-equal or includes relation. 

Ariother issue is the extent to which a state or act may be repeated. For example, an 
operations graph may show a re-work cycle when the product is defective. It is commonly the 
case. that :he amount of re-work which may be performed is limited, hence the number of 
times an act mzy be repeated is constrained. 

L.imita:ions on the number of times an act may occur is specified indirectly by state 
descriptions. The definition of a state is extended to include an upper bound on the number 
of times it may occur (see section 3.7 for the description c?f the procedural interpretation of 
repetitive states) . 

(1 state: 
MAX IMUM -MAN1 FESTATION: )} 

The maximum-manifestation slot specifies the number of occurrences of the state. Note 
that  the term manifestation is used. The prediction or appearance of a state in time is linked 
:o the original state description via a manifestation relation. Hence, the operations graph is 
defined in terms of intances of operations and states, bu? predicted (reservations) or actual 
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(history) occurrefices of states and acts a.re manifestations of the instances. See section 
3.6 for further details. 

3.4.7. Time Revisited: The Future and the  Past  

The purpose of job shop scheduling is to select a sequence of operations to produce a 
product. For each operztion, a set of resources are assigned and a time of execution is 
specified. In other words, scheduling specifies. or more realistically, predicts a sequence of 
states that should occur in the plant's futura. It follows then, that the representation of states 
should include the ability of specifying when the state will occur, or be "true". 

Conversely, the ISlS modeling system must also record historical information. That is, 
records of past performance of the shop in order to ascertain how well schedules are met, 
determine time standards. etc. Hence, the modeling system must also be able to specify 
states of the system which existed in the past. 

Fortunately, the method of specifying time is general enough to support both. Each state 
may have specified a time interval over which the state was known or is predicted to exist. In 
order to determine whether a stab description refers to the past or future, one must simply 
compare the time-interval to where "now" is specified on the corresponding time line. 

In order to represent the prediction of a state in which an act occurs, the use of 
manifestations is extended to acts. A nrnifestai ion of an act is a state which describes the 
act as having taken place 01 is predjcted TO take place. 

3.4.8. Scheduling Goals 

The first step in creating a system to perform planning and scheduling is the definition of 
goals. This is achieved through the 
satisfacticn of the subgods of scheduling each order. Each order in ISlS is a goal state. 
That is, it is a state which is to be achieved by ISIS. An order specifies parameters which are 
to be satisfied by ISIS, such as the product to be produced, quantity, delivery date, cost and 
customer. 

The meta-goal of lSlS is to schedule the shop. 

(C goal 
SA: state }} 

Figure 3-34: goal Schema 
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3.5. Layer 4: Domain Semantics 

A major goal in our use of SRL for plant modeling is to construct a language which closely 
resembles that used b y  shop personnel. If the model is able to represent concepts in the 
same language as used by shop personnel then the hypothesis is that it shou!d be easier for 
them to create and maintain such models. On the other hand, if  lSlS is to be usable across 
multiple plants which have different terminology then its representation should be as plant 
independent as possible. On the surface, these two goals appear to be contradictory. In 
reality they are not. By taking a layered approach in which plant dependent terminology is 
defined in terms of plant independent terminology, it is possible for IS!S to interpret a plant's 
model. 

Level three defines the plant independent terminology. Level four defines the plant 
dependent terminology in terms of level one through three concepts. In the rest of this 
secticjn, examples of scheduling terminology are defined. 

3.5.1. Operations 

As described earlier, the concept of an operation is basic to scheduling. It can be defined in 
terms of an act: 

{( operation 
type: prototype 
is.& act 
W OR K-CENTER: 

type: attribute )} 
Figure 3-35: operation Schema Re-visited 

The operation schema is a prototype with a single attribute WORK-CENTER. As seen in 
figure 3-2, a mill ing-operation can be defined as an instance of an machining-operation, 
which is a sub-class of operation. As shown esrlier, an operation msy be related to other 
acts and states by means of the time and causal relations (see figure 3-26). 

Conceptually, mil l ing-operation is the abstraction of a more detailed set of operations to 
be performed. In this case, they are setup-mill ing and run-mill ing. This is equivalent to a 
"stepwise refinement" approach to the definition of acts (Wirth, 1971). The refines re!ation 
provides the user with the ability to implement models at various levels of detail. Hence, the 
mili ing-operation may be defined as: 
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{{  mill ing-operation 
IN s -r A N c E : ope ration 
WORK-CENTER: milling-center 
DURATION: ({ INSTANCE t ime-interval 

NEXT-OPERATION: drilling-operation 
INCLUDES: milling-setup milling-run 
HEFINED-BY: milling-setup milling-run 

DURATION: 5 }} 

ENABLED-BY: enable-milling }} 
Figure 3-36: mill ing-operation refrned-by Specification 

~~ ~~ 

This defines the mill ing-setup and mil l ing-run operations as being refinements of the 
mill ing-operation. and being performed during the same tinie-interval. These two relations 
may be combined into a single su b-operation relation: 

{{ su b-operation 
{ l s - A  ref ined-by 

DOMAIN: 

range: (type is-a operation) 

range: (set (type is-a operation)) } 
RANGE: 

TIME: includes }} 
Figure 3-37: sub-operation Schema 

Allowing the milling operation to be equivalently defined by substituting SUB-OPEHATION for 
REFINED-BY and INCLUDES: 

{{ mill ing-operation 
INSTANCE: Operation 
WORK-CENTER: niilling-center 
DURATION: .:{ INSTANCE t ime-interval 

NEXT-OPERATION: drilling-operation 
s u B . o P E R A T I o N : r-11 i I I i n g - se t up mi I I i ng - run 
ENABLED-BY: enable-milling }} 

DURATION: 5 }) 

Figure 3-31: mill iny-operation sub-ope:ation Specification 

in the discussion of composite states, the possession of a wrench was defined as 
At the milling operation level of overlapping the time interval of the milling operation. 
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sbstraction, that was all that is known and could be explicitly defined. But with the definition 
of the milling operation’s wb-operations. ?he exact time of possession of the wrench can be 
defined more specifically. That is, the wrench is required only during the milling-setup 
operation: 

({ possess-wrench 
su B . STATE- o F : enable- milling 
{ INSTANCE possess 

POSSESSOR: milling-center 
POSSESSION: wrench 

OVERLAP: milling-operation 
INCLUDES: mil!ing.setup } }} 

Figure 3-39: possess-wrench Schema 

Note that the possess-w rench schema now has time relations linking the possession of 
the wrench’at two levels of abstraction. It is obvious that the overlap relation may be deduced 
from the includes relation. 

Figure 3-40 graphically depicts 9 sub-set of an operations graph. 

3.5.2. Reservations 

An important attribute of resources for scheduling purposes is the speci!ica:ion of their 
allocation to scheduled operaticns. This is accomplished by adding a RESERVATION slot (Le., 
the inverse of possesion in posses schema) to ai7 object and filling it with a manifestation of a 
possess schema. Hence, the full effect of creating a manifestation of a possess-wrench 
schema is to add to the POSSESSION and POSSESSOR schemata the name of the mani!estation: 

(( mill ing-center 
INSTANCE: work-center 
POSSESSES: m-possess-wrench }} 

<{ wrench 
INSTANCE: to01 
RESERVATION: m-possess-wrench }} 
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possess 

L 

i s - a  i s - a  \ 
3.5.3. Products 

A product is yet another type of object. One additional slot is added, a pointer to the first 
operation to produce it. 

{{ product 
IS-A: object 
FI RST-OPERATION: }} 

Figure 3-47 : product Schema 

Hence, a turbine blade is a product with the first operation being the milling-operation. 
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({ turbine-blade 
{ i s - A  product 

FIRST-OPERATION: milling-operation ) )} 
Figure 3-42:  turbine-blade Schema 

3.5.4. Orders 

An order is a sub-type of the shipped state which defines the PRODUCT, QUANTITY, 

CUSTOMER, and SHIP-DATE. An order for a turbine-blade would hzve the following 
structure: 

{{ shipped 
IS-A: goal 
PRODUCT: 

OU ANTlTY : 
SHIP- DATE: 

C U ST OM ER : }} 
Figure 3-43:  shipped Schema 

{ {o rder  
IS-A:  shipped 1) 

Figure 3-44: order Schema 

{{ tu  r b ine- blade-o rde r 
{ INSTANCE order 

P R 0 D u CT : tu r b i ne- blade 
SHIP-DATE: 28-fe5-83 
QUANTITY: 128 

FIRST-OPERATION: } }} 
CUSTOMER: Ontario-hydro 

Figure 3-45: turbine-blade-order Schema 
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3.6. Schedule 

A product is defined to be an object which may be produced by interpreting the operations 
graph attached to it. The operztions graph is composed of instances of ststes and acts. The 
question then is how is a schedule defined if instances sannot themselves have instances? As 
described enrlier, states, objects, and acts may have manifestations. A manifestation defines 
a state during some time period which has or will occur. The view implemented in the 
modeling system is that actual schedules are manifestations of the states and acts found in 
the product’s operations graph; where product points to instances of states and acts, an 
order points to manifestations of those instances. For example, the schedule for the drilling 
and milling operations would be composed of manifesta?ions: 

{( turbine-blade-order 
( INSTANCE order 

FI R ST- OPE R ATI ON : m - mi I I i  ng ~ o perat ion } 1) 
{( m-mill ing-operation 

{ MANIFESTATION mill ing-operation 
NEXT.OPERATION: in-drilling-operation 
ENABLED-BY: rn-enable-milling } }} 

(( m-enable-mill ing 
{ FAANlFESTATiON ena ble-mill ing 

SUB-STATE: m-possess-wrench mpossess-operator } }} 

({ m-possess-w rench 
{ MANIFESTATION possess-wronch 

POSSESSION: wrencli 
POSSESSOR: milling-center } }) 

3.7. Model lnte rp retat ion/Simulation 

Another goal of our modeling effort is to construct a language which can support multiple 
functions. Scheduling is just one of the many functions found in manufacturing 
organizations. Of late. there is increasing use of simulation systems in analyzing current and 
future modes of aroductim. Given the depth of informa!ion contained in the lSlS rilodd, it 
should be possible to wri?e an interpreter which can simulate the multitude of activities 
described. 

The lSlS modeling system can support discrete event simulation. The Knowledge-Rased 
Simuiaiion (KBS), system is an SRL interpreter for discrete event simulation (Fleddy S Fox, 
1982). It performs simula..lions based on event rules embedded in scfiemata. Hence, the 
semantics of an event are defined by ruies in event slots In a schema. KBS does not interpret 
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schema nor relations types directly, but relies or( event rules in schemata to define their 
behavior. The rationale for this approach was to keep KRS independent of the domain 
semantics. 

An aiternativa approach to providirq discrete event simulation is to build an interpreter 
which understands level three semantics. The interpretation of the lSlS model is similar to the 
!oken passing method employed in Petri nets (Petri, 1966). The interpretation proceeds as 
follows: 

1. The simulation clock is set to its initial time. 

2. Tokens are placed at all initial (true) states. 

3. If the state at which the token is located is a composite state, then copies of the 
token are placed at the constituent states i f  it is an and and all the constituents 
are true, at only the true states if an or, or a single true state if an xor. A token 
may wait at either of these composite sta.tes i f  there do not exist the appropriate 
set of true constituents. 

4. Tokens situated at states which are either state-coupled with another state, or 
enable an act are passed from the current state to the related state or act. 

5. For all acts to which a token has just arrived. the exit time of the token is 
calculated from the CALCULATE-DURATION slot in the act. The exit time of each 
token is placed on the simulation calendar. Any action associated with the act is 
executed . 

6. Current simulation time is set to the time of the earliest calendar event (token exit 
from an act). 

7. The act associated with the earliest calendar event has its token transferred along 
a cause link to an act or state respectively (acl-couple links are ignored due to the 
ambiguity they introduce in interpretation). 

8. Go to step 3. 

The above steps sketch how the lSlS mcdel may be interpreted to support simulation. Much 
detail is left out, e.g., how to calculateduration times, due to the focus of this chapter. 

3.8. Conclusion 

The modeling system described in this chapter does not represent a complete theory of 
organization modeling, but is a synthcsis of many basic concepts found in artificial 
intcllligence and operations rrianagement which are necessary to support the sclieduling 
process in factories. It has been shown by example that the primary concepts necessary to 
support scheduling can be easily represented. The next question is whether the system also 
supports the criteria mentioned in the introduction: 
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Generality: SRL provides the user with the ability to mold the semantics of the language to 
their individual needs. It does not force a particular perspective on the 
user. For the lSlS application, as set of conceptual primitives was chosen 
to be domain independent. The independence or universality of these 
concepts support a variety of applications in addition to scheduling. 

Accessibility: The set of conceptual primitives was also chosen to be understandable. If the 
user understands the primitives then he should understand the model. 
Using rhe relation definition capabilities of SRL, the user may construct 
slots whose names match those used in the domain (e.g., next-operation), 
but whose semantics are defined by these primitives. Perusal and 
aiteration capabilities are already provided through SRL. 

Extensibility: The availability of the representation of meta-information and user-definable 
relat iox enables the user to extend the language in any direction they 
wish. The layered app:oach taken by the modeling system shows how the 
system can ba extended in the apprcpriate directions. 

We expect that the ISlS modeling system will continue to evolve as more experience is 
acquired in the factory. 
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Chapter 4 
Constraints 

Summary 

The lSlS modeling system provides primitives for describing the common 
actions and states in the scheduling domain. Experience has shown that a niajor 
part of our knowledge about a plant is an understanding of constraints on the 
plant’s operation, and alternatives to perform when the constraints cannot be met. 
The modeling system is extended by providing the capability to a?tach constraints 
to a schema, its slots, and values. Hence, any concept representable in SRL, can 
also have constraints attacned to it. 

In scheduling, constraints may not always be satisfiable. Hence the 
representation of alternatives is important. The modeling system adds to the 
representation oi  constraints the specification of relaxations. Relaxations may be 
defined either as predicates, or choice sets which can be discrete or continuous. 
Associated with a relaxation is a preferawe measure which determines the 
preferred relaxations among those available. The representation of constraints 
an3 their preferred relaxations is also a solution to the pattern specification and 
matching problem. 

The representation of constraints must not only cover what the constraint is, but 
when and how to use it. The first problem in using constraints focuses on their 
relative importance. DependiRg on the order. some constraints are more important 
than others. lSlS can repr’?sent relative importance by either an absolute measure 
of importance, or by the partioning of constraints into importance classes. 
Selecting which constraint to relax also depends on how the relaxation will affect 
other constraints. For example, reducing the number of shifts in the plant may be 
preferred, but it may negatively affect the due date constraint of many orders. 
Interactions of this nature are represented as relations in ISIS. It may also be the 
case, that the set of known constraints, may not be applicable to the particular 
decision. The system’s obligation to satisfying a constraint depends on a number 
of factors: the time over which the constraint is applicable, the consistency of the 
constraint with others, the source of ?he constraint, and the context. lSlS provides 
a representation for all of this information. Lastly, constraints may be generated 
dynamically by attaching constraint generators to relations in the model. 
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4.1. Introduction 

lSlS implements a constraint-directed search approach in its construction of job-shop 
schedules. Though the approach is complex, it can be viewed as a variation of generate and 
test. That is, there exist a set of operators which define a space of states which represent 
partial and full schedules, and there exists knowledge about the domain which is used to rate 
each state in the search space. The view taken in lSlS concerning the representation and 
utilization of this domain knowledge, is that i? can be represented in a single formalism of 
constraints. That is, knowledge such as: 

0 organizational goals, 

0 physical characteristics and capabilities, 

0 causality, 

0 preferences of action and selection, and 

0 availability of resources, 

may all be viewed as constraints. Additionally, there may exist knowledge at the search level 
which may constrain the reasoning process. For example, certain types of orders, e.g., forced 
outage, may be scheduled in B manner differently than other orders, e.g., shop orders. These 
can be viewed as meta-constraints, since they operate at a level above the actual scheduling 
problem. 

Consider the due date associated with a lot. In reality, the due date is a constraint which the 
scheduling systern should cilternpt to meet; it constrains the set of admissible schedules. If 
lSlS is to reason eifective!jf with this type of constraint, the following information should be 
known to the system: 

0 How important is the constraint relative to the other known constraints? Is it more 
important to satisfy the cost constraint than the due date? 

0 If I cannot find a schedule which satisfies the constraint, are there relaxations of 
the constraint which can be satisfied. I.e., is there another due date which is 
almost as good? 

0 If there are relaxations available for the constraint, are any more preferred? 
Perhaps I would rather ship the order early rather than late? 

0 If I chose a particular relaxation, how will it affect the other constraints I am trying 
to satisfp Will rrfeeting the due date negatively or positively affect the cost of the 
order? 

Under what conditions am I obliged to satisfy a constrain:? What if there are two 
constraints specified for the same variable? I.e., two different due date for the 
same lot’? Or there may two different due dates depending on the time of year. 
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In essence. a constraint is not simply a restriction on the value of a slot etc., but the 
aggregation of a variety of knowledge used in the reasoning process. Hence, the 
implementation of 8 theory of constraint-directed search requires an answer to the following 
questions: 

1. How are constraints to be represented? 

2. How are they to be interpreted during the search process? 

The first question is the focus of this chapter, the second is the focus of chapter 5. 

his chapter begins with a basic description of constraints, followed by a description of their 
relaxations. In the following, we focus on applicability issues of constraints, in particular, 
issues in the representation of: 

0 the relative importance of multiple constraints, 

0 the obligation to satisfy constraints according to time, context, and saurce, 

0 the interactions among constraints, and 

e the dynamic generation of constraints. 

This is followed by some examples. 

4.2. Structural Constraints  

Constraints come in many guises. Section 1.1.1 provided a glimpse of the many kinds of 
constraints found in the job-shop scheduling domain. If lSlS is to represent these constraints, 
and niore importantly, any new constraints not previously identified, then the constraint 
representstion should be as domain independent as possible. 

Many of the constraints found in the scheduling domain restrict the choice of value for some 
attribute, e.g., the due date of an order, or the relation between two or more schemata, e& 
the next operation to be performed. Constraints of this type may be described independently 
of the application. That is the constraints may be defined in terms of the structural level of 
representation, i.e., the representation language, as opposed to the domain level. 

SRL/1.5 provides a good starting point for solving this problem; it provides a syntax for the 
representation of concepts. If constraints can be defined at the structural level of SRL/1.5,  
then they should subsume any Constraint representable at the domain level. The following 
defines three types of constraints which correspond to the three primary structures found in 
SRL/1.5. 
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4,2.1. Range Constraint 

A range constraint constrains the value(s) a slot may have. This constraint is probably the 
niost comn7on, and is basis of other constraint-directed reasoning systems (Zucker, 1976; 
Steele, 1881; Sicfik. 1981). Range constraints may be specified as predicates, by 
enumeration. or through boanding. They may be unary in form; providing an absolute 
restriction such as the due date must be before the end of the month. They may be n-ary in 
form; restricting the value based on information within the schema (e.g., the due date must be 
no more than 2 weeks after the start date), or based on information in other schemata (e.g., 
the due date for the order must follow the due date of their previous order). Examples of 
range constraints include: due dates, work-in-process. cost, and p:oduction levels. 

A constraint on a relation’s range is represented by a range-constraint. 

({ range-constraint 
{ IS-A constraint 

VALUE: } 
DOMAIN: 

RELATION: 

CONSTRAINED- BY: 11 

Figure 4-1: range-constraint Schema 

A range-constraint is a constraint whose properties are defined in the rest of the chapter 
and summarized in section 4.8. It specifies a DOMAIN schema and RELATION (slot) pair whose 
range (value) is to be ccjnstrained. The actual value chosen is placed in the VALUE slot 
inherited from constraint. The CONSTRAINED-BY slot contains a schema which specifies the 
actual constraint. The contents of the CONSTRAINED-BY slot is an and/or combination of 
constraints: 

<constrained-by-spec> :: = 

(and (constrained-byspec>+) I 
(or <constrained-by-spec>+) I 
(not <constrained-by-spec>) I 
<relaxation-spec> - 

The form of the constraint schema will be provided later in the chapter. 

Range constraints may be attached directly ?o the relation (slot) of the schema to which it 
applies. lr: SRL this is accomplished hy placing the constraint directly in the slot’s range 
facet, replacing S R L ’ s  standard range specification. An example of the use of II range 
constraint woiild be the due date of the a turbine blade order. 
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-- 

{{ order-38 
{ INSTANCE order 

DUE- DATE: 

range: order-38-due-date-constraint } }} 

order-38 has attached to its DUE-DATE slot a facet5 callcd range which specifies the 
constraint on its range. 

4.2.2. Relation Constraint 

A relation constraint defines a relation between domain and range schemata. Examples 
include: precedence among operations, e g . ,  NEXT-OPERATION. and time ordering constraints 
netween activities. e.g., before and during. The simpist form of a relation constraint is the 
slot. The existance of a slot in a schema implies that the schema mlist and does contain the 
slot. For example, if an operation schema contains a WORK.CENTER slot, then it is 
constrained to always have the WORK.CENTER relation. 

Relation constraints may be mwe complex. They may specify a predicate or bounds on the 
the type of relation. A relation constraint may be specified by the relation-constraint 
schema. 

{{ relation-constraint 
{ IS-A constraint } 
DOMAIN: 

RANGE: 

CONSTRAINED-BY: }} 
Figure 4 ,2: relation con st rain t Schema 

The DOMAIN and RANGE is specified by the constraint. The RELATION is constrained by the 
Contents Of the CONSTRAINED-BY Slot. 

Similar to the range-constraint, the relation constraint is attached to the meta-schema of a 
schema. This is accomplished by adding to the definitior, of schema6 a 
R E  L A T I 0 N. C 0 N ST R A I NT . 

5A facet is another name for a slot in the meta-schema attached to a slot. 

6All meta-schemata attached to a schema are of type schema. 
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<slot> I 
(relation-constraint) 

The method of constraint representation described here also provides a flexible pattern 
matching language. In particular i t  defines a language for the specification of schema 
patterns and the (binary) conditions of a successful match. 

The definition of structural constraints is a first but important step towards a theory of 
constraint representation. Out there is much to be represented before the theory can be 
introduced into a production environment. These extensions are the subjects of the 
rem ai n i ng sect ions. 

4.3. Relaxations and Preferences 

During the construction of a schedule, i t  may be found that one or more constraints may not 
be satisfiable. For example, the NEXT-OPERATION of the milling-operation is constrained to 
be a dri l l ing-operation. At some time during the plant's operation, drilling may not be 
performable due to lack of supporting resources (e.y., machine repair, operator sickness, 
etc.). Under these circumdanccs the system should look for alternative ways of achieviiig the 
order goal. This may be accomplished by choosing an alternative to drilling. The selection of 
an alternative to a specified constraint is called constraint relaxation. 

In general, the variety and possibly conflicting nature of the Constraints, may preclude the 
existence of a single schedule which satisfies ail of them. How then can 2 schedule be 
chosen which satisfies as many constraints as possible? And i f  a constraint cannot be 
satisfied which relaxafion of the constraint can be satisfied? 

4.3.1. Relaxation Specification 

The first step towards a theory of constraint relaxation is the categorization of relaxation 
types. lSlS divides constraints into the following categories: 

-- 

Relaxat ion-sDec 

Choice 

D i s c r e t e  Continuous P r e f e r e n t i a l  Required 
/ \  

Predicate constraints test the value chosen. Choice constraints specify alternatives from 
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either a discrete or continuous set. This categorizatim on!!/ specifies ihot alternatives are 
available. It does not describe which a1:ernaiivc is preferred, if given a choice. 

To enable ISlS to choose amongsi relaxations. a system of utilities is provided. A constraint 
may have one of two effects on a schedule. it may determine the admissibility of a schedule. 
or i i  may determine the accepinbility of a schedule. Admissibility determines the legality of a 
schedule against constraints that cannot be relaxed. Acceptability rates a schedule, allowing 
alternatives to be clistinguislied. The approach taken in ISlS in representinci tile satisfaction 
of a constraint. is to have each constraint impart a utility to a schedule. A constraint may 
return a value in the interval [1),2]. 0 implies that the schedule is rejected. 1 implies that the 
ccnstraint is indifferent to the sclicdule, and 2 implies that the schedule is maxiinally rated'. 

Predicate constraints (figure 4-3) apply a predicate to the object und3r consideration. 

(( predicate-const raint 
{ IS-A relaxation-spec 

RELAXATION-TY PE: predicate } 
PREDICATE: 

FALSE.UTILITY: }) 
TRUE-UTILITY: 

Figure 4-3: predicate-constraint Schema 

If the predicate is evaluated to be true, then the contents of the TRUE-UTILITY slct is rerurned, 
otherwise the contents of the FALSE-UTILITY slot is returned. 

A required-constraint determines the admissibility of a scheduling decision. For 
example, the choice of ii machine for an operation may be rejected i f  !!E rritlchine workbed 
size constraint rejects the ordef because it IS too large. Either the machine is admissible for 
t h e  order's operation or it is not. The required-constraint specializes the 
predicate-constraint by restricting the value of FALSE-UTILITY to zero. In ISIS, a zero utility 
results in the rejection of the schedule under consideration. 

A preferential-const raint determines the acceptability of a scheduling decision by 
providing a constant rating if the constraint is satisfied. An example is a machine preference. 
The constraint may reflect the shop-floor supervisor's preference for one machine over 
another. This preference msy have been derived from some cost or quality differential. 

Both predicate constraitits test a predicate to determine whether the constraint has been 
satisfied or not. They differ in their effects. One may reject a schedule, the other just changes 
its rating. The former prunes the space of schedules, the latter prioritizes the space. What 
has yet to be considered is the relaxation of constraints. In order to relax a constraint, lSlS 
niust know the space of possible relaxations, and the preferences amongst them. 

'The choice uf /0,2] is a legacy of an earlier vefsion of ISIS. 
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A choice-constraint specifies alternative values (relaxations) an3 the utility of the 
relaxation. The first type of choice constraint is the discrete-constraint (figure 4-4). It 
specifies the alternatives and their utility. For example, the capacity variable of an inspection 
center is dependent upon the number of inspectors. ?he capacity constraint of the cen!er 
may specify three inspectors, Gut  it may also specify choices defining :he cost of each 
additional inspector in the center up to some maximum. The utility iridirectly defines the cost 
of relaxing the number of inspectors constraint. The number of shifts for the center could be 
specified in an analagous manner. 

{{ discrete-constraint 
{ IS-A choice-constraint 

RELAXATION: 

range: (SET (TYPE INSTANCE choice-constraint)) 
RELAXATION-UTILITY: 

RELAX ATION-VALUE: 

DISCRETE-TY PE: 

range: (OR exclusive inclusive) 
default: exclusive } }} 

Figure 4-4: discrete-constraint Schema 

A disc rete-constraint extends the choicc-constraint by defining a choice: 
RELAXATION-VALUE, and its utility: RELAXATION-UTIL!TY, and one or more alternatives: 
RELAXATION. The RELAXATION slot is filled with instznces of choice-constraints which 
specify alternative discrete values and their utilities. The DISCRETE-TY PE slot defines whether 
the alternatives are to be exclusive or inclusive. The RELAXATION-UTILITY slot specifies the 
utility of the choice, which is then used to fill the constraint’s UTILITY for the choice. Note that 
the form of the constraint allows relaxations to form a tree of alternatives. An example of a 
discrete-constraint is the specification of the number of shifts associated with a particular 
machine. Under normal operating procedures, the plant runs with only one shift, adding 
another shift results in overtime being paid. Adding another shift is not desirous. 

A continuous constraint (figure 4-5) provides a rating of a schedule when it satisfies the 
constraint, and also provides a continuous rating when the constraint is no:: met, but relaxed. 
Consider the problem of meeting due dates. The due date is a constraint on the delivery date 
of the order. But it is not the case that being tardy or early is not admissible. Rather, it is not 
preferred. I C  this case, the due date constraint provides a rating fcr when the date is met, and 
also when the ship date is early or late. 
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{ { continuous- c onst rain t 
{ Is-A choice-constraint 

UTILITY-FUbICTION: } }} 
Figure 4-5: continuous-constraint Schema 

~ ~~~ 

The continuous-const raint (figure 4-5) has an additional slot, UTILITY-FUNCTION, which 
when passed the chosen vaiue, returns the asscciated utility for the choice. Some constrain;s 
represented in lSlS as continuous constraints are due dates, start dates. work in process 
times, and queue stability. 

Preferences among relaxations could also be specified relationally. The relation 
more-preferred-than could link two schemata !o determine preferences among 
alternatives. No utilities need to be specified when using this relation, btit could be derived 
from the ordering., This introduces two problems. The first is inconsistent preferences. 
Preference graphs may form cycles, hence display inconsistency in choice. A second 
problem is the lack of a scale against which to cornpare relaxations of other constraints. In 
view of these two problems, lSlS uses absolute utilities. 

4.3.2. Relaxation Generation and Testing 

The relaxation of a constramt specifies a set of alternatives with an associated utility. With 
this information, constraints may play an active role in the generation of the solution space. 
That is, constraints may act as generators of states in the search space in addition to testers. 

The specification of how states (see section 5.5) may be generated from a constraint is 
contained in the GENERATOR slot of the Constraint. It contains a function which takes two 
parameters: the curren! search state and the constraint, and generates zero or more 
successor states: 

{{ constraint 
GENERATOR: 
TESTER: }} 

Figure 4-6: Basic CONSTRAINT SCkma 

Similarily, the interpretation of a constraint as a test of a state is determined by a fuoction 
placed in the TESTER slot of the constrain!. It takes the search state and the constraint as 
parameters, and returns a utility for the state. Consaouently, these two slots proceduralite 
the knowledge contained in a constraint for both the  generation and testing of states in the 
space of schedules. For example, the function in the tester slot for a due date constraint 
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would, for each cor~straint in the CONSTRAINED-BY slot, apply the contents of the 
UTILITY-FUNCTION slot to the state's proposed due date, and combine the utilities according to 
the form of the and/or. 

4.4. Importance 

Constraints are not created equal. Depending on the context, some constraints are more 
important than ethers. For example, a "forced outage" order of blades is a class of orders 
with a very short lead time and a due date which must be met at all costs. A "stock" order is 
an order which has no definite due date but should efficiently cltilize resources in the factory. 
The importance of an individual constraint may differ frorn order to order. Hence, lSlS must 
provide a method by which the relative importance of constraints may be determined. 

The importance of a constraint is specified by a value between 0 and 1. An importance of 
zero would imply that the constraint should not be considered, i.e., it is unnecessary. An 
importance greater than zero would signify an increasing importance. The actual level of 
importance is relative to the importance of the other constraints under consideration. Hence 
a Constraint's importance may be directly compared. A constraint's importance is specified in 
its IMPORTANCE slot. The importance of a constraint may be derived manually or 
a.~tomatically. The following defines the methods available in ISIS. 

Manual. A simple way of specifying Constraint importance is to assign to each constraint a 
cons?snt importance which is some number chosen from a rational scale. This importance 
could be changed by the user for each order (lot) to be scheduled. Thts places the burden of 
differentiation on the user, requiring their input for each scheduling run. 

Partitioning. Orders in W.S fall into definite classes. Le.: forced outage, ship direct, stock, 
e?c. Experience has shown that each class has a preferred set of constraints to satisfy. 
These preferences, in effect, partition the constraint set such that the importance of a 
constraint is determined by the partition in which it is a memtm. Partitioning is implemented 
in lSlS by scheduling-goal (see section 4.9.4). 

Relational. A third method of differentiation relies cn relations to specify an ordering 
among constraints. To simply say one constraint is more important than another does not 
solve the problem of how much more important. The lSlS method of schedille rating requires 
a r?.tional, as opposed to an ordinal, system of measurement. Hence, relative differentiation is 
not used. 

Since lSlS will be attempting to satisfy many constraints in parallel, some method of 
comparing their satisfaction must be provided. A constraint's utility provides a rational 
measure of the acceptability of the particular relaxation to ISIS; i f  a due date constraint's 
utility is grea?er than the utility of a cost constraint, this implies that it has been "better 
satisfied". The measure of importance of a constrzint may be viewed as a weight. It may be 
combined with a constraint's utility to form a weighted combination of utilities. 
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4.5. Interactions 

Until now. constraints have been treated as being independent; the selection of a 
constraint's value does not depend on nor affect another constraint's choice. But consider 
the choice of the number of shifts to run a machine. If the machine is a bott!eneck, then 
reducing the number of shifts will increase possibly an order's work-in-process time and/or 
miss its due date. The choice of a budget constraint for the overall operation of the plant may 
affect the choice of shifts available. It is obvious that constraints do affect each other. The 
relaxation of one may affect the possible relaxations of others, and there by reduce or 
increase their corresponding utilities. Such knowledge would be useful both in pre-selecting 
constraint values, and analyzing the resultant utility of a schedule (see section 5.5.3.2). 

To aid ISIS in its analysis of schedules, the constrains relation is defined (figure 4-7). This 
relation links constraints. A value of pos in the DIRECTION slot denotes that a positive shift in 
the utility of the domain constraint wil! result in a positive shift in the iitili!y of the range 
constraint. A value of neg denotes that a positive shift in the utility of the domain constraint 
will result in a negative shift in the utility of the range constraint. An unknown direction 
implies no direct correlation. Each of thsse relations has a sensitivity slot which denotes the 
sensitivity of the range constraint to a change in the domain constraint (Le., approximatioil of 
a linear coefficient). 

{( constrains 
{ IS-A relation 

DOMAIN: 

range: (type "is-a" "constraint") 

range: (type "is-a'' "constraint") } 
RANGE: 

DIRECTION: 

SENSITIVITY: }} 
range: (or pos neg unknown) 

Figure 4-7: constrains Schema 

4.6. Obligation 

Oblisztion defines the conditions underwhich a particular constraint must be considered 
ar?d possibly satisfied. Some forms of obligation are obvious such as ihe context sensitivity of 
a constraint. Other forms of obligation are more subtle and did not become apparent until 
field implementation of lSlS became imminent. The following defines various types of 
obligation a constraint'may specify. 
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4.6.1. Dtiration 

* Organizations are organic; they change ovzr time. Hence constraints may only have a 
limited ?ime span for which they are applicable. This specification of time can b? absolute, or 
it can be defined relative to some other span of time. An example of the latter is the 
specification that a constraint is applicable only during the execution of an activity such as an 
operation. or before or after it. To represent the concept of absolute and relative time 
specification, the time representatim described by Allen (1982) is used. It is interval based 
and contains the foliowing basic relations: before, overlap, during, meet, and time-equal (see 
section 3.4.2). An example of the during relation is as follows: 

{{ need- box-gauge 
{ IIJ ST A N CE PO S S e S S 

POSSESSION: box-gauge 
DURING: airfoil-inspection } 11 

Figure 4-8: need-box-gauge Schema 

Constraints may now be linked to activities which span a time interval by means of these 
relatims. Constraints may also be direct!y linked to a time interval in order specify an explicit 
time during which they should be considered. See (Smith, 1983) for a complete description of 
tirne-based selection of constraints. 

4.6.2. Consistency 

The use of ISlS in a factory may result in the same constraint being supplied by more than 
one source. Consider the possibility that both the marketing representative and the scheduler 
have access to ISIS. Each may specify a possibly different due date in line with their own 
perception of "reality". What should ISiS do when faced with inconsistent constraints (as 
opposed to conflicting)? In this case it could determine which constraint is to be ignored 
either by asking one of the user: to yield, or by referring to other information. One approach 
to the latter is to generate an authority model (Meehan, 1981). This model wotild specify the 
authority relations between people and departments which exist within the corporation, and 
whose specifications of constraints have precedence over others. These relations must also 
specify precedence among automatically generated constraints, and those manually 
generated. 

To support tiiis. lSlS must first recognize that there cannot exist more than one constraint 
for a range, relation, or schema. This is accomplished by means of the CONSISTENCY s!ot in 
each type constraint. At present the slot may have two values: exclusive or inclusive. An 

8M!:ch of this subsection evolved during discussions with the lSlS research g:'oup: Erad Allen, Stephen Smith, and 
Gary Strohm. 
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exclusive vdue signifies tin! there can only be a single constraint, and if there is more than 
one. the systein must determine wliish to ignore. 

The second step toward renioving inconsistencies is the recording of adequate information 
with which to make decisicns. Each constraint nmy have meta-information which records its 
creator. This is easily handled by the meta-schema. 

4.6.3. Residency 

A third type of obligation is residency. Simply through attachment of a constraint to an 
object or process, lSlS is obliged to consider the constraint whenever it uses the object 
and/or process in a schedule. Attachment is accomplished by either adding a CONSTRAINT 

slot to a schema and filling it with one or more constraints, or eiakorating a CONSTRAINT slot 
into one or more types of constraints (e.g., shift, capacity). 

4.0.4. Context 

Duration, authority, and residency are part of the basic specification of the context 
underwhich a constraint rfiay be applicable. Other obligation types remain to be determined 
ana their relations constructed. In lieu of furthe; analysis, a catch-all CONTEXT slot is 
specifiable in a constramt. The contents of this slot is a lisp function which takes two 
pararnenters. the search state and the constraint. The fcrnction must return non nil in order 
for the constraint to be used. 

4.6.5. Obligation Resolution 

The resolution of the set of constraints to be evaluated during the scheduling process is 
defined in the next chapter. Once the lSlS search algorithm has determined the initial set, the 
constraints are filtered according to the following tests: 

0 remove all constraints whose time specification does not coincide with the 
cu r :en t ti me, 

e remove all constraints whose contexts evaluate to nil, 

e partition constraints into inconsistency sets and reduce to single constraint in 

1. the creators of the inconsistent constraints are retrieved fran the attached 

each set accordirig to authoritylpreferencc relations: 

meta-schemata, 

2. constraints without creators are ignored, 

3. the has-authority-over relation is followed to dc!ermine the creator with 
the greatest authority, and the corresponding constraint is returned. 
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4.7. Gemration 

With the definition of constraints complete, it is time to discuss their generation. Until now, 
i! has been assumed that constraints exist statically in the model; their source being the 
system user. Instead, Constraints may be generat& dynemically. Consider the problem of a 
milling operation which transforms the shape of metal. The final mass of the metal may be a 
function of the initial mass, and the operation. Hence, the constraii7t.s on the the metal’s final 
mass must be determined dynaniicaily; the operation does not produce a value for the metal’s 
mass. but one or more constraints. 

At this point it is important to differentiate among a classical algorithmic approach to 
problem solving, and a constraint-directed approach. In the former, algorithms/functiors 
would produce a single value for the attribute of a state. In the latter, constraints are 
produced, and the attribute‘s value must be deduced from them. These approaches are 
equivalent only when the constraint limits choice to a single value. 

Existing approaches to the dynamic generation of constraints are either highly specific to 
the domain, for example the CONSTRAINTS system (Sbele, 1980) produces 8 constraint on 
the nth pin of a circuit, given constraints on the n-1 pins, and the definition of the circuit. Or 
more general to the point of being simple production rules (McDerrnott & Steele, 1981: 
Stanfill, 1981). 

The approach taken in lSlS is somewhere between the two. The generation of constraints 
can be embedded in the relational model of the domain. Consider the milling opercit~on again. 
The pertormance of the oDeration causes a state in which the metal’s m8ss is reduced. In 
ISIS, the constraint generator would be attached directly to the cause relation linking the 
millins operation to its post-state. Hence, when the operation (act) is performed, the system is 
not only able to deduce what states are caused, but m y  constraints on those states. The 
approach may be extended by allowing constraint generators to be attached to any rslation. 

The relxesentation of a relation is amended to inc!ude constraint generators: 

{{ relation 
DOMAIN: 

RANGE: 

... 

CONSTRAINT-GENERATOR: }) 
Figure 4-9: relation Schema with Constraint Generator 
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4.8. The Constraint Schema 

The following is the generai form of a constraint, from which the others are derived: 

{( constraint 
VALUE: 

UTILITY: 

CONTEXT: 

I fvl PO RT A N C E: 
INTERACTION: 

DURATION: 

CONS ISTEIJCY : 

GENERATOR: 

TESTER: I3 
Figure 4- 10: General constraint Schema 

In the VALUE slot is ?laced the value chosen for the constraint. In the UTILITY slot is placed 
the utility of the value chosen. Each of the other slots refer to the basic: issues raised in the 
preceding sections. For 
example. the IMPORTANCE slot is filled manually and/or by interpreting scheduiing goals. The 
D~JRATION slot is elaborated into relative time relations, or filled with a time span. 

They are either used directly or elaborated in sane manner. 

The next section provides examples of different types of constraints. 

4.9. Examples 

4.9.1. Predicate Range Constraint 

Consider a constraint that restricts the length of a turbine blade that can be milled on a 
machine to less that 28.5 inches. This can be represented by the schema 
product- length- wquirernent which is a combination of a required-constraint and a 
binary-attr ibute-constr~int (see section 4.1 1): 
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(( p roduc t-lengt h- requirement 
( IS.A range-constraint 

DURING: airfoil-operation 
CONSTRAINS: airfoil-machine-preference 

direction: neg 

DOMAIN: 

range: (type "is-a" "blade") 
RELATION: foil-length 
CONSTRAINED-BY: product-length-constraint } }} 

Figure 4-1 1: prodilct-length-requirement Schema 

{{ p rod u c t - I en g t h - c o n s t ra i ri t 
CONSTRAINT-OF: product-length-requirement 

{ INSTANCE requi red-const raint 
RELAXATION-TY PE: required 
TAUE-UTILITY: 1.2 
PREDICATE:produCt-Iength-predicate} >} 

Figure 4- 12: product-length-constraint Schema 

{{ product-length-predicate 
PREDICATE-OF: product-length-constraint 

{ INSTANCE binary-attribute-predicate 
RANGE-2: 28.5 
PREDICATE: lessp } }} 

Figure 4-1 3: product-length-predicate Schema 

product-length- requirement specifies that the foil-length of a blade is being constrained. 
It is obligated to being used during an airfoil-operation, arid it negatively affects the airfoil- 
machine-preference constraint. The acigaf constraint is specified in 
product-lcnyth-constrain:. If the constraint is satisfied then tiie utility returned will be 1.2, 
otherwise 0. The predicate of the reqiiit-zment IS specified by the product-length-predicato 
It specifies that any blade must have a foil-length less than 28.5 units. One poterltial prcblem 
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in construLting this constraint is enabling the predicate to refer to slots in the root constrailit 
(i.e.. product-len~tti-requirernent). Yoti will notice that the predicate schema is linked to the 
requirement schema via a PREDICATE-OF relation (inverse of predicate), and that the 
requirement schema is linked to the range consiraint by a CCNSTRAINT-OF relation (inverse of 
constrained-by). Each of these relations allow the inheritance of slots and values. Hence the 
product-length-predicate inherits the DOMAIN, and RELATION slots from 
product- lengt h- requi rement. 

The product-lenglh-requirement is riot attached to the FOIL-LENGTH slot of AI producis, 
but is attached instead to the airfoil-operation schema ( i e ,  contained in the constraint 
slot). It is up to lSlS to retrieve the constraint from the operation’s CONSTRAINT slot, and apply 
its tester function to the search state and constraint. The tester retrievss the blade being 
scheduled and places it in the domain slot, and applies the contents of the APPLY sloi in the 
predicate to its schema naine. This is described further in the next chapter. 

4.9.2. Discrete Range Constraint 

Another type of constraint often found in manufacturing organizations is the specification of 
shifts. A shift defines the time that a work center is availabe for work. His!orically, it has been 
discrete, specifying one, two. or three shifts during a work day. In addition, the number uf 
shifts on a week end may differ frmn that during a week day. Therefore, a shift constraint 
shodd specify what the normal available shifts are, what the relaxations are, and the period 
during which the shift constraint should be interpreted. 

A shift specification may be specified as a discrete-constraint (figure 4-14). The 
C;~NSiSTENCY of the slot is exclusive, spxifying that only one shift constraint may exist for the 
slot. No alternatives are specified at this point. 
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{{  shif t-constraint 
{ IS-A range-constraint 

DOMAIN: 

range: (or (TYPE is-a machine) (TYPE is-a work-center)) 
RELATION: shift } }} 

Figure 4-14: shif t-constraint Schema 

{{ shif t-constraint-spec 
{ is-a discrete-constraint 

CONSISTENCY: exclusive } }} 
Figure 4-1  5: shif t-constraint-spec Schema 

{{ shif t  
STA RT-TIME: 
END-TIME: 

WORK-WEEK: }} 
Figure 4- 16: shif t  Schema 

An example of a shift constraint is that specified for a wmfl machine (figure 4-17). 

{{ w m f l  -shif t  
{ IS-A shi i t -constraint  

D o  M 1, I r4 : wm f 1 

CONSTRAINED- BY: wmfl -shift-constraint ) }) 
RELATION: shift 

Figure 4-17: w m f l  -shif t  Schema 

Th,? :ar,ge ccnstraint specifies the domain of the constraint and reiation. That is, the 
constraint affects the SHIFT slot of the wmf 1. The contents of the CONSTRAINED-SY slot is the 
name of the constraint: w m f l  -shif t-constraint (figure 4-18). It aescribes a start-time, 
end-time, and day for the shift. 
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(( wmf 1 -shif t-const raint 
{ INSTANCE shift-constraint 

RELAXATION-VALUE: {( INSTANCE shift  

END-TIME: 16:OO 
WORK-WEEK: (OR monday tuesday Wednesday 

START-TIME: 8:OO 

thursday friday) }} 
RELAXATION-UTILITY: 2 
RELAX ATION: wmfl -shift-relaxation } }} 

Figure 4-18: w m f l  -shif t-constraint Schema 

The shift constraint is not a schema constraint. Each relaxation completely specifies the 
start-time, end-time. and work week. They cannot be relaxed individually. The contents of the 
RELAXATION slot specify another shift, w m f l  -shift-relaxation, to be used in addition to the 
first constraint (the DISCRETE-TY PE of the constraint is inclusive). 

(( w m f l  -shif t-relaxation 
{ INSTANCE shift-const raint 

RELAXATIDN-VALUE: {{ INSTANCE shift  

END-TIME: 24:OO 
WORK-WEEK: (OR monday tuesday Wednesday 

t h u rsday f riday) 

START-TIME: 16~00 

}} 
RELAXATION-UTILITY: 1.2 
DISCRETE-TY PE: inclusive }} 

Figure 4-1 9: w m f l  -shif t-relaxation Schema 

The constraint is interpreted by taking the value of the TESTER slot from w m f l  -shi f t  (not 
shown) and applying it to the pair (<state> w m f l  -shift). The tester will retrieve the discrete 
constraint and find the value which matches :he value under consideration (Le., specified 
inthe state) and return ?he relaxation utility. 

4.9.3. Continuous Range Constraint 

A due-date-const raint is represented as a continuous range constraint. 
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{{ due-datc-constraint 

{ IS-A range-constraint 
DOMAIN: 

range: (type "is-a" "lot") 
RELATION: due-date 
CONSTRAINED- BY: 

range: (type "is-a" "due-date-constraint") } 

TESTER: due-date-tester 
PRIOR IT Y -CLASS : }} 

Figure 4-20: due-date-constraint Schema 

{{ due-date-constraint-spec 
{ IS-A continuous-constraint 

cords ISTE tdc Y : exclusive 
UTILITY -FUNCTION: interpolate } 

PIECE-WISE-LINEAR-UTILITY: }} 

Figure 4-21 : due-date-constraint-spec Schema 

The basic due-date-constraint is a continuous value constraint which constrains the due- 
date slo! of a IGt. The choice of a due-date has a utility specified by the 
PIECE-WISE.I_I~FAR.UTILITY. The utility is specified by (shipping-lateness utility) pairs. An 
example of its use is a due date for forced ciltage orders. The tester for 
due-date-constraints takss the search state and the constraint as parameters, retrieves the 
due date being considered int the state, or predicts one, and applies the value of the utility 
function slot to the due date. The utility function uses the PIECE-WISE-LINER-UTILITY value to 
interpolate and return a utility. 

{{ fo-due-date 
{ IS- A due - d a t e - con s t rain t 

P R IO R I T Y - c LA ss : forced - ou tag e 
CONSTRAINED-BY: ({ INSTANCE due-date-constraint 

PIECE-WISE-LINEAR-UTILITY: ( (0 2) (7 0.2) ) }) 
1 11 

fo-due-date specifies that the gtility of the due da!e chosen is 2 i f  it less than or equal to the 
the requested due date. It is lineariy decreasing to 0.2 if  it greater than 0 days !ate and less 
than 7. And is 0.2 if  greater than 7 days late. 
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4.9.4. Meta-Constraints: lniportance Partit ioning 

A variety of constraints exist which are used to select the iype of search to be performed, 
and the knowledge to be used. They are ca!led mela-constrain?s. Examples of meta- 
constrair,ts include: 

e selecting the di:ection of the beam search based on the priority class of the order, 

e selecting the operators to perform the search, 

0 resolving which constraints to use to rcte a state in the search space. 

One such meta-constraint is the schedu!ing-goal. It defines for each type of order the 
relative importance of constraints. During the schsduling process, lSlS retrieves the 
scheduling-goal for the @r&r being scheduled and derives the importance of constraints 
under consideration. Hence, lSlS dynamically determines a constraint’s IMPORTANCE while 
searching. 

{{ scheduling-goal 
{ ISA constraint 

DOMAIN: search-state } 
PRIORITY -CLASS: 

PA R T I T I 0 N. I M P 0 RT A N C E : }} 
Figure 4-22: scheduling-goal Schema 

T h e  scheduling-goal constraint applies to any state generated by lSlS in it search for a 
schedule. 

The partit ion-importance schema defines an importance for a schema or class of 
schemata. Given a sei of constraints. lSlS partitions the constraints according to the 
pa rt it ion-importance specifications (<gartition-spec> is an AND/OR/NOT specification of a 
partition). And divides the partition’s importance equally among the constraints in the 
partition. 

{( partit ion-importance 
PAHTITION-SPEC: <partition-spec> 
I M PO RT A N C E : }} 

.(partition-spec> :: = <schema> 
1 (OR (partition-spec> +) 
I (AND <partition-spec>’) 
I (NQT <partitionspec>+) 
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An example of a goal in ISlS is a Forced-Outaye-Sched-Goal (figure 4-23). 

(( Forced- Out age-Sc hed-Goal 
{ INSTANCE scheduling-goal 

PRIORITY-CLASS: forced-outage 
PARTiTioN-ihiPoRTANcE: fo-partition other-partition } I} 

{( fo-part i t ion 
{ INSTANCE part i t ion-importance 

PARTITION-SPEC: (OR lead-time due-date) 
IMPORTANCE: 0.9 1 11 

{{ other-part i t ion 
{ INSTANCE part i t ion-importance 

CONSTRAINT: (NOT (OR lead-time due-date)) 
IMPORTANCE: 0.1 1 11 

Figure 4-23: Forced Outage Scheduling Goal 

In this goal, all due-date and lead-time constrnints are in the fo-part i t ion which splits a 
importance of 0.9. The other-part i t ion covers all the other constraints not in the 
fo-part i t ion with a combined importance of 0.1. 

The interpretation of scheduling goals is "hard-wired" into the resource analysis level's 
beam search algorithm. A general approach to the interpretaiion of meta-constraints has not 
been investigated . 

4.10. Conclusion 

This chapter introduced some of the principles of constraint-directed :easoning. In 
particular, it defined the types of knowledge required to reason about constraints, and 
proposed a representation. In ISIS, "comtraint-directed search" is more than a phrase. It 
provides a shift in perspective. Instead of viewing the creaticjn of a shop model as object- 
attribute-value triples, the focils shifts to specifying object-s?tribute-constraint triples. Values 
are simply the result of evaluating the constraint c v  constraints. 

Constraint-directed search is also a theory of problem solving. More specifically, it is an 
extension of heuristic search paradigm. Where heuristic search specifies a state-space 
approach to problem-solving, constraint-directed search exterids this theory by providing 
meta-information about the problem and its search space. Constraints may: 

0 specify possible operators. For example, a next operation constraint can be an 
operator. 

e evaliiate states. The utility assc;cia?ed with a constraivt and its relaxations can be 
used to evaluate the Choices made in a state. 
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0 stratify the search space. In?eractims among constraints my define a structuring 
of the search space. 

0 structure our knowledge about the probrem. Obligation and reiaxation provide 
additional structure as to when and where to use this knowledge. 

Much of the problem in performing problem-solving is the selection of state description and 
operators. That is, the deiermining what the structure of the search space will be. A poor 
choice of either may result in infinite search. Constraints provide a solution to this problem by 
explicitly representing the dimensions tc be searched (Le., constraints and their relaxations), 
and preferences among them. With this information, it may be possible to construct a system 
which can structure the search space and select the operators to search it. This issue is 
exp!ored in the next chapter. 

4.1 1 .  Appendix: Predicate Specification 

This appendix examines how predicate constraints may be specified in SRL/1.5. The 
apsroach taken is a combination of deciarative and procedural representations. That is, the 
description of the constraint is defined by slots in a schema, and the application or testing of 
the Constraint is performed by procedural interpretation. For example, the concept of a 
function can be represented as follows: 

{{ function 
PARAMETER: 

BODY: 

APPLY: (lambda (schema) 
(apply (valuegl? schema "body") (list (valuegl? schema "parameter")))) }} 

Figure 4-24: Function Schema 

The cclntents of the APPLY slot provides the procedural interpretation of the function 
schema. It simply applies the contents of the BODY slo? to tkIe contents of the  PARAMETER 

slot? 

It follows that constraints which have a procedural interpretation such as enabling and 
preference constraints can be represented in this fashion. For example, a 
binary-at t  ribute-predicate may be represented as follows: 

'The function valuegl? returns the first vaiue in the slot. But if the slot is empty. it returns the name of the slot. 
T!ie rationale for this is a result of the user's ability to elabornte any slot into new slots, in SRL. By elabcxation, the 
user may redefine the RODY slot iiito nlore detaiieri slots until ;he level of spccification reaches lisp functions. At this 
point the slot name is equivaknt to the value of the slot. 
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{( binary-att r ibute-predicate 
DOMAIN: 

RE LA T I ON : 
RANGE: 
RANGE-2: 
PREDICATE: 

APPLY: (lambda (bap) 

; place in the ratige slot the value defined in domain.range 
(valuecl bap "range" 

(valuegl (valuegl? bap "domain") (valuegl? bap "relation"))) 

; apply the predicate to the two ranges 
(apply (valuegl? bap "predicate") 

(list (valuegl? bap "range") (valuegl? bap "range-2")))) }} 

Figure 4-25: binary-att r ibute-predicate 

The procedural interpretation takes the came of the schema as its only parameter (bap). It 
assumes thnt the schema has the DOMAIN, RELATION, and RANGE-2 Slots filled. it fills the RANGE 

Slot from the designated DOMAiN and RELATION. It then applies the PREDICATE to both VaIUeS. 
Other predica!es can be defined in a similar manner. This zllows lSlS to "execute" any 
predicate in a predicate-constraint in schema form. 
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Chapter 5 
Const raint-Directed Scheduling 

Summary 

The goal of lSlS is to construct schedules which satisfy as many constraints as 
possible ir, near realtime. To achieve this, lSlS uses constraints to bound, guide 
and analyze the scheduling/search process. The lSlS system performs a 
hierarchical, constraint-di:ected search in the space of alternative schedules. 
Level 1 selects an order to be scheduled according to a prioritization algorithm 
based on the category of the order, and its due date. Level 2 performs a current 
capacity analysis of the plant. It determines the earliest start time and latest finish 
time for each operation of the selected order, as bounded by the order's start and 
due date. The times generated at this level are codified as constraints which a:e 
passed to level 3. These operation time bound constraints constrain the start and 
end times of operations at the next level. Level 3 performs a detailed scheduling of 
all resources necessary to produce the selected order. Fre-search analysis begins 
by examining the constraints associated with the order to determine the 
scheduling direction (forward vs backward), whether any additional constraints 
should be created (e.g., due dates, work-in-process), and the search operators 
which will generate the search space. A beam search is then performed using the 
selected sezrch operators. The beam search sequences the application of 
operators. Each application of an operator generates anGther "ply" in the search 
space. At each ply only the "n" highest rated states are selected for extension to 
the next ply. The mcst often selected operators generate alternative operations, 
machines! and queue positions for an order in the plant. Star?ing with a nul! 
schedule, alternative partial schedules &re generated either forward from the start 
date or backward from the due date. An operation operator generates alternative 
states vdiich represent alternative operations in either the forward or backward 
direction. Once the operation is known for a state, other operators extend the 
search by creating new states which bind the machine and/or the execution time 
of the operation. A variety of zlternatives exist for each type of operator. For 
example, two operators have been tested for choosi!iy the execution time of an 
operation. The "eager reserver" operator chooses the earliest possible 
reservation for the operation's required resources, and the "wait and see" 
operator tentatively reserves as much time as mailable, ieaving the final decision 
to level 4. This enables the adjustment of reservations in order to reduce work in 
process time. Alternative resources are generated (e.g., tools! materials, etc.) by 
other operators. Each sta.te in the search space is rated by !he set of Constraints 
found (resoived) to be relevant to the state and its ancestors. Constraints defined 
to be in the set are those which are attached to any resource (e.g., machine, tool, 
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order, etc.) specified by the state. Each constraint assigns a utility betwesn 0 and 
2 to a state; zero signifies that the state is t;ot admissibic. 1 signifies indifference, 2 
maximal support. The rating of a state with rnultiple constraints is the weighted (by 
impsrtance) averaae of the corisiituent constraints. The importance of a 
constraint is defined statically or derived dynamically according to goal 
information. Once 3, sei of candidate scnedules have been gerierated, a rule- 
based post search analysis examines the candidates to determine if one is 
acceptable. Currently, any schedule with a rating greater than one is accepted. If 
no acceptable orders are found, then diagnosis is performed. First, the schedules 
are examined to determine a type of scheduling error. The error is then fed back 
to pre-analysis in order to select new operators which are used to re-schedule the 
same order. The diagnosis of poo: soluticns caused by constraint satisfaction 
decisions made at another level can be performed by analyzing the interaction 
relations linking constraints. A poor constraint dcxision at a higher level can be 
determined by the utilities of constraints affected by it at a lower level, and an 
alternative value chosen. Level 3 outputs rservation time bounds for each 
resource required for the operations in the chosen schedule. Level 4 selacts the 
actual reservations for the resources required by the selected operations which 
minimize the work-in-process time. 

The scheduling of lSlS is also reactive. The invalidation of reservations by 
actions such as machine breakdowns or other orders taking too long on a 
machine, results in a minimal rescheduling of only the affected orders, while 
attempting to maintain previous reservations. ISIS's scheduling is also suggestive. 
If cons!rcints cannot be met, it attempts to genefate a schedu!e which satisfies as 
many constraints as possible. For example, if the due date of an order cannot be 
met by backwards scheduling, it attempts to schedule in the forward direction and 
suggests an alternative due date. 

5.1. Introduction 

Job-shop scheduling is a constraint-directed reasoning task. This has been determined by 
an analysis of the tasks perfor!;& by scheduiers. How then must machine proSlom solving be 
organized in order to construct schedules which satisfy the ccnstraints? A strawman 
proposai is to use the britisn museum algorithm approach: enumerate the solution space of 
possible schedules and choose the best by using constraints as rating functions. Regrettably, 
scheduling is a classic example of i n  NP-hard problem which grows exponentially along each 
dimension such as operations, machines, tools, personne!, orders, etc. By reducing the 
number of dimensions the size of the problem decreases, but just considering n orders on an 
m machirre process sequence results in (n!)m diffe:ent sequences. And this ignores time 
assignments with gaps. The sokition lies not just in how to search the "solution space", but 
in finding the right prcblem in the "problcm space". Selecting the "right problem" implies 
bounding the dimensions and size of the solction space. 

The first step towards bounding the problem would be to analyze the complexity of the 
search space. Mrfa-planning is one possible approach (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1979; 
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Wilensky, 1980; Stefik, 1981 b). Given the goal of a "shipped order". a ineta-planning system 
should first decide how it can be achieved. For example, there is an operation which has its 
caused state restricted to a "shipped order". The meta- planner would examine the operation 
to identify slots which enable it. In the f inish-&-test oaeration (figure 5-l), possession of a 
NDT-MACHINE and ndt- f ix tu re enable the operation to be performed. In addition, 
airfoil-machining is act-coupled with f inish-&-test, hence it must be performed before 
f inish-&-test. The meta-planner would note that the latter constraint will require that 
planning be done to determine an operation sequence. It would also note that the former 
constraints require scheduling (time assignments) of resources to be performed. 

{{ f inish-&-test 
{ IS-A operation 

CAUSE: 
range: (TYPE "is-a" "shipped order") 

ENABLED-BY: "f8t-resources" 
ACT-COUPLE + itw: "airfoil-machining" } }} 

Figure 5-1: f inish-&-test Schema 

{{ f&t-resou rces 
{ INSTANCE and 

SUB-STATE: "possess-ndt" "possess-ndt-fixture" } }} 

{{ possess-ndt 
{ INSTANCE possess 

POSSESSION: ndt } }} 

{{ possess-ndt-f ixture 
{ INSTANCE p05SeSS 

POSSESSION: ndt-fixture ] }} 

({ airfoil-machining 
{ INSTANCE operation 

A CTCO U PLE: " f i n ish - 8 -test I' } }} 

In this initial ineta-planning or problem generation stage, i twas found that planning in an 
operation space and scheduling in multiple resource spaces must be performed. Now that 
the extent of the probiem space has been marked off, states in the space must be generated, 
keeping in mind that a problem definition must be found of tractable complexity. 

One approach to reducing the complexity of the search space is to recognize that 
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scheduling has multiple foci. That each non-perishable non-infinite resource, can be viewed 
as a separate scheduling focus with its own constraints to be considered and utilities to be 
maximized. Of the scheauling systems surveyed in the market plsce, it was found that each 
was a machine scheduling system. The focus being machine-operation assignments with bill 
of materials (;.e., tooling. material, and other requirements) exploded for each operation. 
None attempt to optimize tools or other resource assignments. 

We now encounter the problem of whether to totally decompose scheduling into separate 
problems for each resource. And i f  so how are their results to be communicated to each 
other? Or should the scheduling of all resources be collapsed into a single search space? 

Since complexity does not allow the merging of all scheduling foci into a single search 
space, it remains to choose how the problem is to be decomposed and what the operators are 
that elaborate the search space. In order to determine the dimensions along which to search 
the space of partial schedules, scheduling goals and constraints must be re-examined. A 
priinary goal ct the factory is to produce the product arid to meet an order’s due date. In 
order to product? a product, a process routing must be chosen. The choice cf an operation 
directly aifects all time related constraints since processing time is directly related to the 
operation. The choice of an operation restricts the choice of machine, and in turn the choice 
of queue position. And the choice of a machine and queue position for the machine also 
diractly affect time-related constraints. So there are three dimensions along which the search 
space can be eiahorated: operation, machine, queue position. Upon further examination, 
each of the resources have their availability constrained. For example, the number of SHIFTS 

constrains how long the machine is run each day. Each of these constraints may also define 
dimensions in the search space. 

Should the search be restricted to the cperation, machine, and queue position dimensions 
when the choice of the number of shifts available on a ma-chine has a large affect on time- 
related constraints? In this case the number of shifts is a hard constraint. The degree of 
hardness of a constraint is related to the ccst of relaxing it. Normally, the number of shifts 
associated with a machine or cost center is set in advance, and the addition of another shift is 
quite costly. It is not a decision that is normally considered except in certain situations. 
Hence, choosing the dimension along which partial schadules are eiaborated is determined 
by iis relevance to goals, primary constraints, and the cost of relaxation. 

Once the problem has been defined, the method of search must be determined. As 
described earlier, the number of possible sequences of orders on a set of rnacnines is very 
large. Hence, the search method is crucial. 

Whmever search is to be performed, the first problem is to decide where to start. Search 
problems can be distinguished by whether they are anchored or not. Anchoring implies that 
there are one or more points in the search space that are known to the problem solver. These 
arichors can be used to guide or focus the search. Actually, anchors are instances of of 
rneta-constraints, i.e., a search constraint. An anchor constrains the search process. 
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A problem with only an initial state is called a s;nglc anchor prcblen:. Only one state is 
known. The goal state may not be uniquc, but can be recognized. The search begins at this 
anchor state and spreads. How the search spreads can be categorized in two ways: rated and 
b:ind. A rated search asstiines :list each state can be rsted, and ordered by rating Exzmples 
of rated searches ar2 best-first, A "  (Nilsson, 19711, E' (Berliner, 1979), and Beam (Lowerre, 
1976). A blind search assurnes that states cannot be ditferentrated other than by order of 
elaboration. Two such searches are breadth and depth searches. 

Problems can have mort' than one anchor. A :rvo anchor problem might have both an initial 
state and a goal state. The search is for a path between the two states. Means-end analysis 
(MEA) (Newell, 1969) is one technique that finds paths between anchors, and the parallel 
search of NOAH (Sacerdoti, 1975) is another. The existence oi  more than two anchors 
implies that there may be more than one initial or goal state, or that states along the solution 
path are also known. In the latter case, MEA can be used, or the island-driving technique of 
Hearsay-I1 (Erman et al., :980j and H'NlM (Woods et at., 1976). 

Up to this point, it has been assumed that anchors are well defined. That they are points in 
the search space to be used or avoided, implying that they are discrete. But actually anchors 
may form a continuum. Obviously, if anchors are just constraints on how to search, then they 
should follow the constraint categorizations in section 1.1 .l. 

Search may be directed, hence reducing complexity, by exploiting structure in t he  search 
space. Two types of structure have been discerned. The first is the stra:ification of the 
solution space. That is, the solution space can be divided into levels. Each level can be 
searched separately or in some connected fashion. The Hearsay-I1 levels of representation is 
a deper?dcncy stratification where the higher levels (e.g., syntax) restrict the lower levels (e.g., 
lexical, phonemic). On the other hand. ABSTRIPS (Sacerdoti, 1974) stratified the conditions 
of its operators by partitioning the variables into major factor sets. Strata can be searched 
top-down, bottom-up, or opportunistically. 

The second type of stratification is to decompose the space into separate sub-spaces that 
can be searched separately. 

In our analysis of the problem, the search dimensions were narrowed to operations, 
rnachines. and queue positions. These dimensions formed a dependency stratification of the 
search space (figure 5-2). The space was single anchoied at either a start date or a due date 
in conjunction with a first or last operation, and each state was rated (by the constraints). Tho 
question then was what search technique should be used? 

The number of schedules elaborated can be reduced by taking a top-down approach to 
searching the machine space. This means that the operation space would first be searched 
to find a "reasonable" sequence of operations. Then the rnachine space would be seal ched 
along the direction imposed by the chosen operation sequence. Finally, the queue position 
space would be searched for only the machines in the chosen mschine sequence. 
alternative scarch method would be to collapse the spaces into one and search each 

An -. 
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_ _ _ _ _ _ ~  __ 

Operation Space 

~~~ 

Machine Space 

Queue Position Space 

Figure 5-2: Machine Scheduling Search Space 

dimension in parallel. The choice of approach is dependent upon whether choices at a higher 
level in the top-down approach would prune better partial schedules from the search space. 
In this case, the top-down approach would generate inadequate solutions which would result 
in back-tracking. In other words, the stratification does not exhibit complete dominance: 

Definition: Rated Space A search space where each state (node) has a rational numeric 
rating assigned to it. 

Definition: Stratified, Rated Space A rated search space in which the states are 
partitioned into levels. States at one level can be related (linked) to states 
(children) a! the immediate level below it. The rating of a state is the sum 
of its own ratin9 and the ratings of its children. 

Definition: Complete Dominance A lsvel in a stratified. rated, search space completely 
dominates a lower level when the sum of ratings of nodes along any 
search path in the lower level is less than any rating for any node in t h e  
higher level. 

Theorem: A rated search space where each level completely dominates the levels below will 
return the optimal path if  searched top-down. 

Corollary: A top-down search of a stratified, rated, search space will have the same results 
as a complete search of the collapsed space if and only i f  the space is 
complete I y do m i Rated. 

The first varsion of lSlS constructed was composed of two levels: 

I. lot selection, 

2. resource analysis. 

Lot selection chose a single lot and handed it to resource analysis. Kesource ana!ysis 
performed a beam search to construct detailed schedules for all resources used in next- 
operation, choose-machine, and choose-queue-pos. Schedules constructed in this manner 
were rather poor due to horizon 

"See chapter 6 for a complete analysis. 
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Based on experience with the first version, a second version of iSlS was constructed which 
was composed of three levels: 

1. lot selectiort, 

2. capacity analysis, 

3. resource analysis. 

The capacity analysis level generated time bounds for the operations required to build a lot. I! 
ignored much of the information used in resource analysis, and considered only operations, 
machines, and available capacity. These time bounds were ihen communicated as 
constraints to the resource analysis level. The capacity analysis level introduced a 
hierarchical reasoning capability similar io that suggested by Simon (1962) and implemented 
by Sacerdoti (1974). While the results of this level were good, Le., most constraints were 
satisiied, there were still problems with the satisfaction of the work in process constraint. 

A third version of ISIS was then constructed which included a fourth level: 

I .  tot se'iection, 

2. capacity analysis, 

3. resource analysis, 

4. reservation selection. 

Instead of having resource analysis make reservations for resources such as machines and 
tools, it generated time bounds on when the resources should be made available to perform 
an operaticn. The fourth level, reservation selection, then looked at all the time bounds and 
made rcservatrons for the resaurces which reduced the work in process time for the order. 

In the rest of this chapter, the architecture of the final version of lSlS is described. 

5.2. lSlS Problem-Solving Architecture Overview 

The version of lSlS discussed in the rest of this chapter is ISIS-11. ISIS-II employs a 
hierarchical constraint-directed search to construct schedu!es. The search space is 
composed of four dimensions: 

1. Scheduling method, 

2. Analysis step, 

3. Time, and 

4. Rating. 

The first dimension, scheduling, has four levels: 
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- 
1 : LOT SELECTION 

2: CAPACITY ANALYSIS 

3: RESOURCE ANALYSIS 

4: RESERVATION SELECTION 

Lots are scheduled sequentially". The cext lot to be scheduled is selected by the level 1 
analysis, based on lot status, due date information, and priority class. This lot selection level 
searches the schedulable lot space, assigning to each lot a start time. finish time, and priority 
rzting. A selected lot is then scheduled at the capacity level based on available machine 
capacity. and the lot's operation graph. Level 2 generates a graph of states, where each state 
represents a separate operation with an earliest start time and a latest finish time'*. The 
output of the leve! 2 analysis is a sot of constraints which bound the times that each operatioil 
for the lot may be performed. The resource analysis level performs an anchored beam 
search13. It generates time bounds on the required resources by using all available 
constraints, both local t G  the level and those generated at the capacity level. Level 3 s  search 
states represent alternative operations, machines, and operation times for each step in the 
lot's production process. Level 3 outputs to level 4 a sei of time bounds for each resource 
required for the lot's operations. Level 4 then se!ects a reservation within the time bounds 
which reduce work in process time. 

The second dimersion, analysis, implements the "theory" of constraint-directed search. 
Each scheduling level is divided into three steps: pre-search analysis. seerch, and post- 
search analysis (figure 5-3). The purDose of pre-analysis is to analyze the probiem at hand to 
determine how to bound the search space. If meta-planning module were available, as 
described in section 5.1, it could be deiermined which were the "major" constraints which 
would affect search at a particular level. These major constraints could act as cperators, e.g, 
next-operation constraint, hence bounding the space of possible schedules. Such a module 
was not constructed. Instead, a rule based was devised and implemented in OPS5 (Forgy, 
1979j which represented an expert systems approach to pre-search analysis. For example, 
there is a rule-base in the pre-analysis of the resource analysis level which selects the search 
operators, the direction of search, and may add additional constraints to the search. 

"The intent was to reduce the complexity of the search, enabling the monitoring of a single order as it "weaves" 

'*The use of alternative operation paths was required in order to utilize the operationai flexibility available in !he 

I3Tt,e investigation of OPPOI tunir:tic search was postponed to ISIS-Ill. It was anticipated that other "levels of 
analysis" (e.$, capscity analysis) could detwt islands of certainty and guide the resource analysis around or through 
them. 

its way !hrough the plant. Parollel scheduling is being investigated in ISIS-Ill. 

plant. 
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The second step of analysis performs the search with the operators and other information 
provided by the pre-analysis step. It uses constraints selectea in pre-analysis and found 
during the search to rate the generated states. These constraints guide the search by pruning 
and/or reducing the interestingness of states in the search space. 

The third step is post analysis. The purpose of this step is to use constraiqts to determine 
whether the results of the second step are acceptable. The final states of the search step are 
rated according to how well their constraints are satisfied. If the ratings are unacceptable, the 
constraints can be examined to determine which are not satisfied, and corrective action 
taken. For example, feedback may be provided to pre-analysis to alter the search space. The 
implementation of this step is also rule based, with a more general constraint-directed 
diagnosis method suggested. 

SEARCH MANAGER 

s e a r c h  p o s t  
a n a l y s i s  

Pre 
a n a l y s i s  

- c o n s t r a i n t  

Figure 5-3: Phases of Reasoning at a Level 

The third dimension, time, orders each state at each search level, according to the time of 
its expected implementation. 

The fGurth dimension, rzting, orders each state in the search space according to its utility 
rating. 

It would appear that ISIS-11's approach to scheduling utilizes an architecture which is 
quickly becoming a standard in AI (e.g., Hearsay-Il, SU/x, SU/p, Molgen). What sets ISIS-11's 
approach apart, is that decisions at a higher level do not restrict decisions at a lower level, but 
constrain them. The difference is subtle. Decisions at higher levels in top down hierarchical 
reasoning systems do not allow search paths at lower levels that fall outside of those decided 
above. That is, they severly restrict "movement" at lower levels. But in ISIS-II, the information 
communicated between levels is in the form of constraints. Constraints guide (constrain) 
search but do not necessarily restrict search. And constraints may be relaxed if they prove to 
be overly constrictive. Hence, levels in ISIS-II may be loosely coupled through the appropriate 
specification of constraints. 

The relaxation of constraints is performed in three ways: generative, analytic, and indirect. 
Generative relaxation is performed during the performance of search. Each operator 
embodies a s'ngle constraint. The operator generates alternative successor states by 
generating relaxations of the constraint it embodies. For exampls, a choose-machine 
operator embodies a machine choice constraint which soecifies that an operation can have 
one or more machines upon which it is to be performed. The operator generates each of the 
choices in the constraint as part of its search. 
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Analj?ic relaxation is performed in the pre and post-analysis of a level’s search. The rules in 
the analysis phase expmine the available information and may decide to choose a particular 
relzxation of a constraint. 

Indirect relaxatior! is the relaxation of constraints which may not correspond to parameters 
in the factory which can be directly controlled. instead, choices of otiier constraints may 
indirectly determine the relzxations of these constraints. For example, a due date constraint 
may be indirectly determined by operation, machine and reservation choices. Hence, ISIS-II 
does not directly choose the value of the due date constraint, but it may be indirectly chosen 
through the analytic and generative relaxation of other constraints. 

The rest of the chapter elaborates ISIS-11’s architecture and provides an example of its we. 

5.3. Level 1: Lot Selection 

The !SIS-II problem-solving architecture was designed to investigate constraints and their 
effect on ttie search process. To simplify the analysis, it was decided to schedule one  lot at a 
time, iii priority ~ r d e r ’ ~ .  The problem of scheduling all availetjle lots in parallel is being 
investigated in ISIS-Ill. 

1 

O R O F R  S F I  F C l I O N  

I order 49 I 
order 13 

order 108 

due d a t e  

priori ty-class 

1 I 

1 

S E A R C H  MANAGER 

o r d e r  selection 
priority-class due-date 

Select 1 on 

Figure 5-4: ISIS Level 1 

The purpose of the lot selection level (figure 5-4) is to select from the set of known lots, 
which ones are to be scheduled and in what order. ISiS-II first examines ttie n:odel of the 

~~ ~ 

14L01s w e e  manually generated from orders. 
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factory to deterinine whar lots must be scheduled or re-scheduled. A lot niay be posted for 
scheduling under the following conditions: 

1. manual posting by human, (posted) 

2. pre-emption oi a reservation for a resource by ancther lot, (pre-empt) 

3. manual alterations to an existing schedule resulting in invalid reservations, 
(invalid) 

4. a previous attempt at scheduling failed. (search-failure) 

Figure 5-5 defirles a lot which has had a reservation preempted by another lot.15 

({ lot-xxxx 
{ INSTANCE lot 

PRIORITY -CLASS: forced-outage 
PRIORITY: 20 
STYLE: # 7J8924 
ROWS: 12 
DUE-DATE: 

range: {{ INSTANCE due-datemconstraint 
DATE: (450 0 0) }} 

STATUS: pre-empt } }} 
Figure 5-5 :  Pre.empted Lot 

Once the set of scheduable lots has been determined, they are par!it:oned by priority 
class.’6 Each lot within e partition is prioritized according to the nearness of their due date. 
Two approaches currently exist. The first approach being used, was derived from the human 
scheduler. It is a simple tardiness measure: t h e  more tardy, the higher priority in its class. 
Tne second approach, which remains to be tested, is b s e d  on an “apparent urgency“ 
heuristic developed in (Rachamadugu, 1982). 

The lot selection level also performs a “cleaning” of the lot to he scheduled. It examinos the 
information provided in the lot schema to assure that it is complete fcr scheduling. At this 
time, the systetn may add its own additional cmstraints to the lot. For example, if only a 
simple due date is specified, then the this level will add to it a constrairli specifying its 
relaxations. A due date constraint is chosen by matching the lot’s priority-class to one in the 
set of alternative due date constraints; each due date constraint specifies tne prioritydass for 
which it is defined. 

15An lo! can only p:e-enipt a reservation for a resource by acnther 131 it the latter !ot’s rriority is lower. 

16TIw priority-class of a lot is eq7ual io the highest priority-class of its crdsrr. 
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5.4. Level  2: Capacity-Based Analysis 

It became apparent during the standalone testing of level 3 that the horizon effect (Berliner, 
1973), was increasing a lot's tardiness. Because of the resource analysis level's inability to 
generate enough aiternative states, it was not able to "see" machine bottlenecks near the m d  
of the schedule. Hence, what would appear to be a good partial schedule at the beginning 
would run into a bottleneck machine and stay queued for many weeks. To correct this form of 
the horizon effect, a capacity analysis level was created to perform a simple available capacity 
analysis to detect bottlenecks (figure 5-6). The output of this analysis being bounds on a lot's 
operation times. 

1 

C R [ I F R  SEL FCTION 

o r d e r  4 9  

o r d e r  1 3  

o r d e r  108 

due d a t e  

p r i o r i  t y - c l  a s s  

n e x t  o p e r a t i o n  

ma c h i n e 

r e s e r v a t i o n  
s t a r t - d a t e  
due d a t e  

2 
C A P A C I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  

machine 

210a 

t ime hound ( o p e r a t i o n )  Z Z J  

S E A R C H  M A N A G E R  

J r d e r  s e l e c t i o n  

c a p a c i t y  a n d l y s i s  

p r i o r i t y - c l a s s  d u e - d a t e  - 

Mea s u r  emen t Sel  ec t i o n  

g e n e r a t i v e  ( o p e r a t o r )  
and 

r e l a x a t i o n  
a n a l y t i c  ( r u l e / i n t e r a c t l c n )  

Figure 5-6: lSlS Level 2 

The output of level 1 to level 2: is the highest rated lot to be scheduled next. Level 2 
performs a capacity analysis of the shop in order to determine the earliest start and latest 
finish time for each operation in thz cperations graph of the lot. The capacity analysis bases 
its times on current reservations (loadings) for machines. Hence, isable to detect existing 
bottlenecks in the shop. 

This level is composed of two phases: a forward analysis and a backward analysis. 
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5.4.1. Pre-Search Analysis 

At this level, pre-search analysis is simple, in the first phase it creates a set of initial states in 
the search space: states representing alternative first operations with their earliest start time 
set to the lot’s requested start date. The forward search operator chosen to extend these 
states is a derivative of 3 critical path analysis. It performs the following: 

e generates a state for each successor operation for the current state’s operation, 

e sets the start time of the successor state to the earliest time the parent operation 
may be completed, and its completion time based on available capacity, 

0 completion time for an operation is calculated based on existing reservations for 
alternative machines that may perform the operation. The operator looks for the 
earliest contiguous block of time in which the required operations may be 
performed. Hence, earliest start times and latest finish times reflect current 
loading and bottlenecks, 

e checks to see if there already exists a state with the same operation in the search 
space. If one is found, and its finish time is greater than the new state’s then the 
existing state is deleted. Otherwise the new state is deleted, Le., the earliest finish 
time for an operation is maintained. 

Once the first phase search and post analysis is performed, the system returns to pre- 
search analysis. In this second phase, a backward search operator is chosen to extend all the 
last operation states. It is similar ro t h e  forward search operator but work’s backwards from 
!he fipish date to provide a latest finish time for each operation. 

5.4.2. Search: Capacity Analysis 

The search performed in each phase is a simple breadth first search using the single 
operator supplied in pre-search malysis. In the first phase, the operations graph is searched 
in the forward direction from the first operations to generate earliest start times for each 
operation in the graph. la the second phase, the operations graph is searched in the 
backward direction from the iast operations to provide latest finish times for each operation in 
the graph. 

5.4.3. Post-Search Analysis 

In ihe current implementation of ISIS-II, post-analysis is only performed after the second 
phase. It sinipiy generates time bounds for each operation based on the earliest start time 
and latest finish time. These constraints are passed to level 3. 

Obvioilsly, a more detailed analysis may be performed. The following are additions under 
consideration: 
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B A bof!leneck ineastirc for each rriachine for cacii iiiontti/'cveek will be dorived 
b x e d  on the ratio of queue length to availr:ble capacity. If the ratio is high, then 
clther more shifts, or More machines will he  made cvailable. 

0 If the utility of the earliest start time for the lot, as determined by the due date 
constraint. is low, then the capacity of bottleneck machines used by the lot will be 
seleciively increased dtlring the period that the lot is in process. 

e F'ziirwise swapping of reservations rnay (j<:cur i f  another lot in the queue has more 
slack. 

5.5. Level  3: Resource Analysis 

The purpose of Iwel  3 is to perform a detailed search utilizing all known constraints and 
required rescurces (figure 5-7). The search sprice at ihis level is quite large, hence the 
method of search was chosen to rniiiimize search time. The goal of this level is to perform a 
"macii;nc-centered" search, i.e., directed by the operatioris graph, and to generate 
reservation time bounds for the machine and resources required by the scheduled 
ope r S i o n s . 

5.5:i. Pre-Search Analysis 

ISIS-It docs not search the problem space in the manrler detailed in section 5.1. The 
major-iiy of lots exhibit a high enough degree of regularity. lo allow the creation of a set of 
rules which examine an lot and determine its search dimensions. For example, rule 
fcrward-search (figure 5-8) states that i f  the lot is of tjrpe "snop-order" and its schedule- 
status i,; "schedule", then it is to be scheduled in a forward direction from the its start date, 
and its operators are to search the operation, machine, and queue position dimensions. 

{{ fo  rw a rd-sea rch 
{ INSTANCE rule 

IF: 
lot.type = shop-order 
lot .sc hed u le-st at us = posted 
lotstart-date NEQ nil 

THEN: 
lotdirection <-- forward 
lotstart-states <--  first operations 
lot.operator <-- choose-operation, choose-machine, 

choose-queue-pos } }} 
Figure 5 - 8 :  forward-search Rule 
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Figure 5-7: lSlS Level 3 

Bule (figure 5-9) states that if  the lot had a reservation pre-empted or a reservaiion is 
invalidated, then scheduling is to take place in the forward direction from the operation 
previous to the pre-empted cperation. And tha? the opera!o:s that define the search space 
are the operation, machine, and queue elaboration operators mentioned earlier. 
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{{ pre-empt 
{ INSTANCE rule 

IF: 
lot.schedule-status = (pre-empt OR invalid) 

THEN: 

lot.direction <-- forward 
lot.s?art-State <-- (previcrus-operation of invalid reservation) 
lot.operator <- - choose-operation, choose-machine, 

choose-queue-pos ) )) 

Figure 5-9: Pre-empt Rule 

All lots, i f  posted, pre-empted, or invalidated are restricted to searching the operation, 
machine, and Queue dimensions. The search space is expanded only when search in these 
dimensions have failed. 

Consider lot -xxxx which was just entered and posted for scheduling. Pre-search analysis 
would set ths lot so that the scheduling direction is backwards, and the initial search states 
are the last operations that may be performed [figure 5-10). The direction was chosen based 
on the lot's PRIORITY -CLASS. A "forced-outage" classification implies that the duc-date of the 
lot is the most important constraint, i.e., the due-date is a major anchor in the search space. 

(( lot-xxxx 
{ INSTANCE IO? 

PRIORITY -CLASS: forced-outage 
PRIORITY: 7 
STYLE: #7J8924 
ROWS: 12 
DUE- DATE: 

STATUS: posted 
SCHEDULING-DIRECTION: backward 

(( IiJSTANCE duo -dat e-const rain t 
DATE: (450 0 0) }} 

INITIAL-SEARCH-STATE: {{ INSTANCE search-state 
OPERATION: finish-test }} 

111 
Figure 5-10: Posted Lot 

The analysis of lots whose previous attempt at scheduling failed is a little more complex. If 
t he  lot of priority class "forced outage". and a backward search from the due-date was 
attempted but failed, then the system will try again by relaxing the due-date with limits set by 
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the aiie date constraint. If this in turn fails, then the system inusi take a more drastic step by 
increasing the search space. In this case another operator is added which elaborates the 
available rnzchine shifts dimension only at the point where the lot is being processed. 

As mentioned above, the problem space analysis rules have not been generalized to the 
point that they carry out the general analysis of what the search space operators should be. 
The current approach is more in common with “expert systems”. ISIS-If1 will incorporate the 
inore general approach. 

5.5.2. Search: Const rain 1-Di rected Scheduling 

ISIS-It performs a beam search in a collapsed, rated space. A state is rated by the 
constraints that apply to it. The rated space vas collapsed because none of the strata are 
dominant. A beam search was chosen for two reasons: 1) the space is heavily anchored at 
either the start-dale or the due-date, and 2) opportuaistic searches will be investigated in 
ISIS-IIi. 

5.5.2.1. States 

ISIS-II performs a beam search of the state space of partial schedules. It starts by taking the 
initial states generated in pre-search analysis, and extends these states by the operators 
designated in that phase. After each application of an operator, the generated states are 
rated by applying the constraints, 2nd only the best “n” states are kept for the next iteration of 
operator application (i.e.3 beam search). A search state is defined by an operation, machine, 
and queue position choice (figure 5-1 I). 

{{ search-state 
LOT: 
PREVIOUS- STATE: 
NEXT-STATE: 

OPERATION: 

MAC t i  IN E: 
START-TIME: 
END-TIME: 

CONSTRAINT: 
RATING: 

PRE-EM PTED-LOTS: 11 

Figure 5-1 1: search-state Schema 

The search-state defines a single point in a proposed process routing for an lot. A 
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complete process routing is c!etetniined by following the the PREVIOUS-STATE links to all the 
states that lex! up to the current state. Each state also contains ?he rating of the state, and 
the cons?raints, including importance and utility, that composed the rating. 

5.5.2.2. Operators 

Operators are the generative interpretation of constraints. An operator embodies one or 
more constraints, and uses them to create new states by generating relaxations of the 
constraint(s) they represent. The selection of an operator in pre-analysis is the selection of 
the dimensions along which relaxations will be investigated via search. The three most 
common operators chosen by pre-search analysis to generate the search space are choose- 
operation, choose-machine, and choose-queue-pos, Operators are represented as schemata 
in ISIS-II, but the contents of the IF and THEN slots are lisp functions. These functions are not 
derived automatically from constraints, but are written by hand. For simple constraints, it is a 
simple task to derive the operators automatically, but compomd constraints are harder17. 

The first operator searches the operation dimension (figure 5-12). It represents the 
constraint of which operations may precede or follow the an operation. 

({ choose-operation 
{ INSTANCE sea rch-operator 

IF: "a state has its operation, machine, and reservation bound" 
THEN: "create a state binding the operation for each operation that follows, 

in the proper direction, the current state's operation" ] }} 

Figure 5 -1  2: operation-cperator Schema 

In a similar manner, the choose-machine operator represents the constraint of the choice of 
It will generate a separate state for each machines that may implement the operation. 

machine that may perform the bound operation. 

(( choosc-machine 
{ IN ST A N CE si? a r c h -ope rat o r 

IF: "a state has only its operation bound" 
Tt im:  "create a state binding the machine for each machine associated 

with the state's operation" 

Figure 5- 13: machine-operator Schema 

- 
17The autama:ic derivation of opcrarors from constraints has also been postponed till ISIS-Ill, 
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The choose-quetie-pos operator will gerlerate a separate state for each queue position the 
lot can feasibly occupy in the machine's queue. This can be viewed as a compound operator 
in that it considers more than one constraint in making its decision. It examines the 
reservation constraints on a machine, it examines the reservations for the mate:ials, tools, etc. 
required for the operation, and it examines the priority of the lots holding reservations for the 
resources it requires. There exists more than one reservation operator. The choice of 
operator is currently made by the user, and is specified in the system profile. The choosc- 
queue-pcs operator embodies the following constraints: 

Whether to pre-empt the queue position of any lot of lower priority. 

e Whether to pre-empt an lot already running on a machine. 

o Whether to begin processing of the lot on the next machine before it has finished 
on the current machine. 

a What time in a free time block to reserve. 

Ideally the problem space search phase of ISIS-II should have rules which determine which of 
these constraints should be applied. Currently, the choice of reservation operator is made by 
the user. Two types of choose-queue-pos operators have been tested in ISIS-11: the "eager- 
reserver" , and the "wait-and-see-reserver". 

Eager Reserver .  The eager reserver operator was used in the first two versions of ISIS. It 
generates alterqative successors to a state that has both its operation and machine chosen, 
bat does not have a time reservation. Given an arrival time, which is the finish time of its 
previous operation, it generates blocks of time, from its arrival time on, in which the rnachine 
is free or machine reservations exist for lots having lower priority. It also considers the 
cperation resource availability during the block of time. A resource may have its availrbility 
constrained in one of two ways. A resource may be possesed o\j some possessor in what is 
called a "destroy" manner. That is, if a reservation is pre-empted or split, then the entire 
reservation is invalid, hence no work during the possession is accomplished by the original 
possesor. Wance, any resource of possession type "destroy" thet is not available during the 
block, splits the block into two at iis point of inavailability. The second type of availability is 
called a "delay" possession. If the resource is reserved by an possession of type "delay", 
then the reservation may be split, without any loss to the original reservation. Hence, any 
resource of type "delay" only extends the time that the lot occupies in the block if it overlaps 
with the time during which the operation is to be performed. That is! t he  inavailability of the 
resource during the time block only delays, instead of destroys. the performance of the 
operation. For each block of time, which is large enough for the operation to be performed, it 
creates a state with a start and finish time at the earliest possible time in the block. Hence, the 
eager reserver jumps to use the machine and its ancillary resource requirements as soon as 
Fossible within a time block. 

Wait and Sce Reserver .  Th? wait and see reserver is similar to the eager reserver. It 
differs in the time it reserves in a block. This operator would like to wait, before choosing its 
reservation time, in order to see what times are available further on in the schedule; there is 
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no need tg reserve a machine too early i f  i t  will sit in a queue later in the schedule. The 
"eager-reserver", in the case of bottlenecks, would result in increased work in process time, 
i.e., sitting in queues waiting for a machine io become available because it finished an earlier 
operation io0 SOOT,. The wait-and-see-resei ve: solves this problem by "tentatively" reserving 
the entire time block. and then leaving the choice of actual reservations of resources to level 
4. The result is reduced work in process because reservations can be shifted as close 
together as allowed by the time block. 

5.5.2.3. Constraint Resolution 

The key part of the search is the application of constraints in rating a search state (partial 
schedule). The rating of a state can be divided into two parts: resolving what constraints 
should be applied to the state, and applying the constraints to the state. 

Local Resolution. As the search proceeds, states are generated which vary widely in their 
choice of operations. machines, and queue positions. Not all constraints in the system may 
be relevant in rating the state (partial schedule) in question. For example, each machine may 
have zero or more constraints associated with it. These constraints should be considered 
only when the corresponding machine is part of the schedule being rated. 

ISIS-II dynamically resolves the set of applicable constraints at each search state. 
Constraints may originate from four sources: 

Model-Based: Constraints may be embedded in any object or process in the factor!] model. 
For example, there may be physical constraints associated with a 
machine, sequencing constraints associated with an operation, queue 
ordering constraints associated with certain work centers. 

Hierarchical Impositisn: Constraints generated by other !evels of analysis will be 
incorporated. 

Lateral Imposition: Constraints can alsc be propagated laterally during the search. A 
decision made earlier in the elaboration of a schedule may result in a 
constraint being attached to the lot that restricts a choice point further on 
in the search. 

Exogenous Imposition: The user may also create and implant constraints. These 
constraints can be attached to anywhere in the model, or be globally 
attached so that it is considered at each search state. 

The above constraints are deposited at the appropriate points ir; the model, Le., at the lot, 
operation, machine, etc. Hence, actual resolution is performed by examining each schema 
(ie, operation, machine, etc.) in the current state description. The contents of any 
CONSTRAINT slots, or constraints attached to any slots which enable the schema are added to 
the local resolution set. After the local constraint set is resolved, ISIS-II filters the set by 
performing the evaluation described in section 4.G;5. 
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Global Resolutiori. Unlike some simple game ire2 searches, ihe path which leads to a 
search state, is as importan? as the state itself. Each state in the path defines one more 
opcrztion, machine, and queue bindings for the iot. And a com;;l!ete schedule is defined by 
the path from the initiai stat-? to the e x !  staie in the search space. Local resolution, as 
defined above, resdves what constraints affect only the state under consideration. But the 
rating of a state is a rating of the partial schedule up to the current state, and not the single 
choice represented by the state. Hence, the rating of a state must include not only the local 
constraints but the constraints applied to all the states along the partial schedule ending at 
the current state. For example, the blade length constraint locally resolved at state-n is 
included with the local states when rating state-n + 1. 

It would appear that the appropriate action would be to rate a state using all of the 
constraints associated with all the states in the partial schedule represented by the state. 
Hence, the constraints associated with a state are those locally resdved, and the local 
constraints along the path from the current state to the initial stale. This turns out to be 
incor:ect. Consider the due-date-constraint (figure 4-20). It is e classic evaluation function 
as defined in heuristic search. Part of the constraint calculates the work-in-process time of 
the lot to the current state, and the other part predicts the remaining work-in-process time to 
the end state. Each time the constraint is applied, it is a better estimator of :he work-in- 
process time, and should overide applications of the same constraint earlier in the partial 
schedule. On the other hand, the queue-stability constraint is applied at each state which 
binds a queue position. It rates the state by how much it destabilizes existing queue 
reservations. The greater the destabilization, the lower the rating. This constraint measures a 
decisicn made at that state, and remains invariant over future states, since m y  future states 
cannot affect an earlier state. 

Constraints are classified into two categories: invariant and transient. When ISIS-II rates a 
state, it collects all the invariant constraints along the path from the initial state to the current, 
and includes tbem in the rating. ISIS-II also gathers up 211 the transient constraints, but does 
not retain duplications. Only the latest instantiation of a transient constraint (closest to the 
current state) is saved. The union of invariant and transient constraints form the constraint 
set for the state under consideration. 

Re!ative Resolufion. As discussed in the section on constraint differentiation (section 4.4), 
all constraints are not created equal. Some constraints are mme important than others 
depending upon the lot being scheduled and the status of the factory. Relative resolution 
differentially interprets the resolved constrainjs by partitionicg the constraint set according to 
the applicable scheduling goal. As described in section 4.4, a scheduling goal partitions the 
cofistraint set and supplies an importance to each partition. The importance is then uniformly 
divided amongst the constraints in the partition. 
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5,5.2.4. Constraint Application 

The first step in constraint application is deriving the utility of each constraint. The utility 
reflects the "goodness" of the choice specified by the constraint. Each constraint is 
procedurally interpreted by applying the contents of its TESTER slot to two parameters: the 
state, and the name of the constraint schema. Hence, the combination oi  the state and the 
constraint provide all the information necessary for the constraint's utility to be derived. That 
is. the constraint is interpreted in the context of the current state, and looks for the schemata 
(information) it requires within only the current state. 

Now that both the utility of the constraint, and its importance have been derived, ISIS-I1 
computes a rating for the state by computing the importance (weighted) average of each 
constraint's utility. The state stores each constraint's importance and utility a? the state for 
later use in explaining a schedules search path. 

Once ali the current states have been rated, lSlS simply throws away all but the top n (beam 
search) and repeats the search process. 

5.5.3. Post-Search Analysis 

As the search proceeds, ISIS-I1 continually tests to see whether the goal state has been 
generated, and/or the search has died without finding a solution. If either of these has 
occurred, post-search analysis is entered. Post-search analysis is accomplished by a set of 
rules that analyze the results in order to determine whether: 

0 the system found a satisfactory solution. 

e the system sliould continue searching i f  the solution is unsatisfacto;y. 

e another search strategy should be pursued. 

Consider the example of lot-xxxx (figure 5-10). It is of priority-class "forced outage". A 
torcsd outage blade must be shipped by its due date, if  not sooner. ISIS-I! first attempts to 
schedule it backwards from its due date. If a feasible schedule is not found, i.e., it runs out of 
time bGfore it runs out of operations, it then resets the lots scheduling parameters to schedule 
forward irorn the "today". If the results of this scheduling attempt are poorly rated, then it 
marks the lot as having failed again, and posts it for re-scheduling. This time, the pre-analysis 
rules add another operator which searches the shift dimension for a machine. As in pre- 
analysis, these rules represent a portion of "expert" post-scheduling analysis knowledge. 
The following defines extensions to ISIS-II which are being implemented. 

5.5.3.1. Wave Search 

The current approach to post-analysis views the search step as a single! indivisible action; 
once the search is complete, it cannot be re-started from partial state. Yet, post-analysis does 
have enough information to detect which states in the beam search while rated highly at their 
point of creation, led tc poorer states later on. 
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One approach that v~ould make use of this iriforrnation is a wave search. A wave search is a 
derivative of bean? search but with the added capability of performing a dependency analysis 
of states, resulting in a backtracking-like behavior. The following describes the wave search 
algorithm: 

I .  Define wave 1 as containing all initial states. Set the current wave number, j, to 1. 

2. Create wave j +  1 by extending. the top n rated states in wave j through the 
application of all applicable operators. Do not delete any states in wave j. 

3. Appiy :he stop search algorithm (e.g., the top n states in wave j are all goal 
states). If the search is not complete then set j = j + 1 and go to step 2. 

Once the search has been completed, post-analysis performs a dependency analysis starting 
from the last wave. The following describes the analysis. 

1. Set j to the last wave generated. 

2. For each state in wave j set its expec ted  actual utility (EAU) to its rating. 

3. If j = 0 then the analysis has failed to detect reasonable retreat. 

4. For each state in the top n states in wave j -1.  calculate its EAU by the waited 
average of the EAU of its children states. And for each state not in the top n, set 
i!s EAU to its rating. 

5. Compare the EAU of the top n states in wave j-1 to the EAU states in the same 
wave which were not in the top n. I f  none of the latter states have a "significantly" 
higher utility, then set j = j -1  and go to step 3. 

6. If some o i  these latter states have a "significantly" higher utility, then replace the 
lowest states in the top n with these n states and start the search again from this 
point. 

In the search phase, a wave is defined as all possible successms of the top n states of the 
parent wave. The system will save all the states in a wave fcr post-analysis. The post-analysis 
phase of the wave search derives an expected average utility for each of the top n states in a 
wove by averaging the children EAUs. The resulting EAIL is a measure of the expected utility 
of all schedules that emanate from the state. This is in contrast to the rating assigned to a 
state. The rating reflects the average utility of all the constraints associated with the partial 
schedule embodied in the state, and in some cases, a prediction of the utilities of future 
constraints to be found in the extensions of the state (partial schedule). Hence, the EP,U 
contains "more" perfect information. The result of this analysis is the removal from certain 
waves the states that had a high "predicted" utility (Le, rating), Gut whose resultant EAU was 
low. The wave may then proceed forward (generating new waves). extending a new set of 
states which may contain better schedules. 
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5.5.3.2. Constraint-Directed Diagnosis 

A second post-analysis technique (and complementary to wave search) relies on a more 
theoretical approach to constraint analysis. It supercedes an expert systems approach in that 
it has “deep” knowledge of what constraints are and how they interact with other constraints. 
The approach is as follows: 

As described in the section 4.5, constraints may be related by a constrains relation. These 
relations define how the selection of a value for a constraint may affect another constraint’s 
selection. Reviewing the form of the constrains relation: 

(( constrains- 
DOMAIN: 

RANGE: 
DIRECTION: 
SENSITIVITY: }} 

Figure 5 -  14: constrains Relation Schema 

This relation defines whether an increase in the utility of the domain constraint will positively 
The SENSITIVITY slot defines how or negatively affect the utility of the range constraint. 

sensitive the RANGE’S utility is to a change in the DOMAIN’S utility. 

The method of analysis proposed here is similar to the methods of diagnosis found in 
systems such as Mycin (Shortliffe, 1976). Prospector (Duda et al., 1978), and PDS (Fox et ai., 
1083). Constraints and their “constrains” relations form a network. Each constraint can be 
viewed as having two utilities: a direct utility derivzd from the gtility of its relaxation, and a 
indirect utility derived from the constraints constrained by it (Le., the range schemata for 
which it is the domain of a constrains relation). The indirect utility of a constraint is the sum 
of the indirect utilities of its range constraints, weighted by the relation’s sensitivity and the 
range constraint’s importance. 
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SIGMA lisi Ui 
i member R 

___._..______..___.-__._____________.___----- 
SIGMA I i  

i member R 
where 

R = set of constraints in range of constrains relation emanating 
ftom constraint being rated. 

Ui = indirect utility of constraint i in R 

Si = sensitivity associated with constrains relation linking 
ith constraint in R 

Ii = importance of the constraint i in the R 

The procedure for calculating a constraint’s indirect utility is: 

1. starting with with the leaves of the graph (i.e., constraints which have an empty R 
set), set their indirect utility to their direct utility. 

2. for each constraint which has a non-empty R set, and all nienibers of the set have 
a non-nil indirect utility, use the above formula to calculate their indirect utility. 

3. If all constraints have an indirect utility, then stop, otherwise go to 2. 

The resultant indirect utility represents the indirect effect of the constraint’s value selection. 
A decision can now be made as to which constraints to relax, based on the smallness of their 
indirect utilities. 

Selecting a constraint to relax also selects the level in ISIS-11’s hierarchy in which to perform 
the relaxation. Constraints form a hierarchy when structured by const rains relations. This 
hkrarchy can be used io derive the levels of scheduling. For example, the following is one 
such hierarchy. A constraint at one level constrains the values of some or all constraints on 
the next level lower. Cost constra.ints affect how many shifts are going to be used. Selection 
of shifts constrains how well due dates and other tinit? constraints are going to be met. 
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Level Constraints 

Lot Selection priority class 
- 

Advance Planning cost 
quality 

Capacity Analysis shift 
operation alternatives 
machine alternatives 

Detailed Scheduling due date 
work in process 
start date 

Figure 5- 15: Constraint Interaction Hierarchy 

5.6. Level 4: Reservation Selection 

The fourth level (figure 5-16) takes as input time bounds on each o the resources rcqL.:ed 
by the operations in ths operation sequence selected at level three. It se!ects a time 
reservation for each of the resources which attempts to mhimize the work-in-procass time of 
the lot. 

5.7. A n  Example 

To show how ISIS-II operates, the construction of a schedule at level 3 (detailed scheduling) 
will be analyzed. Due to the number of al?ernative schedules that can be produced, only one 
path will be traced through the solution space, noting alternatives generated along the way. 

Consider the forward scheduling of a 7J8924 blade (figure 5-17). 
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Figure 5- 16: lSlS Level 4 
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{{ 7J8924 
{ INSTANCE CSE 

ROW-QUANTITY: 120 
MANUFACTURING-QUANTITY: 130 
ROOT-W IDTH: 
FOIL-LENGTH: 31 
LUGS: 
TENON: 

PEEN: t 1 }} 
STRIP: t 

Figure 5 -  1 7: Blade 7J8924 

The 7J8924 is a CSE blade (figure 5-18). It inherits its operations graph from CSE (figure 
5-22). 

CSE 
{ IS-A blade 

FIRST-CIPERATION: forge rigid-mill 
Constraint: cse- forge-preference 

LAST-OPERATION: finish-test 
MATERIAL-TYPE: stainless-steel 
ROOT-TY PE: ccrve } }} 

Figure 5-  18: CSE Blade 

~~ ~~ 

lot-7J8924 represents the  lot for the blade type. 
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{{ lo t -7J8924 
{ INSTANCE lot 

PRIORITY -CLASS: forced-outage 
PRIORITY: 7 
STY LE: 7J8924 
ROWS: 10 
DUE-DATE: {{ INSTANCE due-datc-constraint 

DATE: (450 0 0) }} 
STATUS: posted 
SCHEDULING-DIRECTION: forward 
INITIAL-SEARCH-STATE: {{ INSTANCE search-state 

OPERATION: forge }} 
({ INSTANCE search-state 

OPERATION: rigid-mill )} 

Figure 5- 19: lot 7J8924 Schema 

The presearch analysis decides to schedule the forced-outage irl a forward direction 
because of a lack of sufficient lead time. It creates two initial search states, one for each of 
two alternative first operaticjns: forge (figure 5-20) and rigid-mill (figure 5-21)18. These first 
two search states provide alternate bindings of the operation slot. They do not specify ei!her 
the machine, nor the process times. 

'*The representation of these operations is altered, i.e , explicit spl?ci!icatio!i of cnablement is replaced by simply 
listing the names of the resources reqcrired, in order tc reduce the length of the example. 
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{ { fo rge  
{ INSTANCE operation 

NEXT-OPERATION: inspection-l 
SETUP-TIME: 6 
PIECE-TIME: 0.2 
MACHINE: cse-forge-line ] 3) 

{{ cse-fo rge-line 
{ INSTANCE machine 

CAPACITY: 1 } }} 

{{  cse-forge-p refe rence 
{ IS-A operation-preference 

OPERATION: forge 
TRUE-UTILITY: 1.5 
FALSE-UTILITY: 0.8 } }} 

Figure 5-20:  Forge Operation 

The initial constraint set for the forge operstion includes: 
738924-due-date : f r o m  lot-7J8924 
cse-forge-preference ; from CSE blade 

The context of the due-date constraint tests the presence of a start and finish time binding. 
Since only the oDeration is bound, the context fails, and the 7J8924-due-date constraint is 
removed from th5 constraint set. The cse-forge-preference context evaluates to true, so that 
ir remains in the constraint set. Since there are no earlier, parental states, this comprises the 
constraint set The forced-outage goal (figure 4-23) is then applied to prioritize them. There 
being only one constraint, it receives full priority. Evaluating the cse-forge-preference, it 
returns a rating of 1.5, which, in turn, becomes the rating of the search state. 
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{{ rigid-mill 
{ INSTANCE operation 

NEXT-OPERATION: inspection-1 
SETUP-TIME: 2 
PIECE-TIME: 4 
MACHINE: rigmill 
LATERAL-CONSTRAINT: no-airfoil-op } }} 

{{ rigmill 
{ INSTANCE machine 

CAPACITY: 4 } }} 

{{ No-Airfoil-Op 
{ IS-A operation-requirement 

OPERATION: (TYPE is-a airfoil-operation) 
TRUE-UTILITY: 0 
FALSE-UTILITY: 1 } }} 

Figure 5-21 : Rigid Mill Operation 

The initial constraint set for the ri@d tliill includes: 
7J8924-dua-date ; f rom t h e  lot-7J8924 
cse-Porge-preference ; f r o m  CSE b lade  

As before, t he  context of the iJ8924-due-date fails, leaving only the cse-forge-preference. It 
evaluates to 0.8 since the bound operation is not the forge. The choice of a rigid-mill 
opera?ion results in the addition of the no-airfoil-requirement to the LATERAL-CONSTRAINTS slot 
of the search state. Lateral constraints are inherited by a state's siblings. 

Once all the generated states have been rated, the beam search orders, and keeps only the 
"n" highest ratsd states, Since n is larger than 2, both states remain in the search space. 

In the next iteration of the scheduler the states in the search space are extended through 
the application of all applicable operators. Since each specify an operation, and no machine 
or process times, the only operalor applicable is choose-machine (figure 5-13). It takes a 
stale and generates new sibling'states with the machine bound to a member of the 
operation's machine set. Extending the state bound to the forge operation, results in the 
machine being bound to forge-line machine. 
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{{ state-3 
{ INSTANCE search-state 

PARENT: State-1 
OPERATION: forge 
MACHINE: forge-line } }} 

The constraint set for this state does not have any locally specified constraints. Taking the 
union of the local constraint set, ana its parent constraint set, state-3’s constraint set is 
composed only of the cse-forge-preference. Its evaluation maintains the rating of 1.5 for the 
state. 

{{ state-3 
{ I rJsTAwE search-state 

PARENT: State-1 
OPERATION: forge 
MACHINE: forge-line 
CONSTR A 1N.r .SET: cse-forge- preference 
RATING: 1.5) )) 

State-3 is extended by a.pplying the choose-queue-pos operator. Fcr simplicity sake, we will 
assume there does not exist any reservations for the machine. Hence, a single state is 
generated for the machine with the reservation spanning the time (445 0 0) to (445 7 ?). 

{{ state-4 
{ INSTANCE search-state 

PARENT: States3 
OPERATION: forge 
MAcHitxi: forge-tine 
START-TIME: (445 0 0) 
END-TIME: (445??) } }} 

The locel constraint set contains only the ‘7J8924-due-date. Its context evaluates to true 
because the state contains a start and eild !irns. Combining this with the constraint set of 
state-3, the following constraints are applicsble: 

cse-9orge-preference 
7J8924-due-date 
queue-stabillty 

The Dreference constraint is an example of an invarimt constraint. Its rating is incorporated 
(at a locally determined priority) in every state trom the point of its introduction. The due date 
constraint is a trmsient constraint. Its rsting is inc!uo’ed in every state irorn its point of 
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introduction until introduced again. The new rating at tile point of re-introduction overrides 
19 the previous rating . 

The queue-stabil ity is also an invariant constraint. It measures the instability in schedules 
This constraint introduced when a lot pre-empts another lots reservation in a queue. 

originates in the general machine schema. 

?he due date constraint evaluates a state by computing the expected time to complete the 
lot, and returning the utility of that date as specified by the utility function. In this case, the 
expected completion is determined by using average lead-time statistics. 

{{ state-4 
{ INSTANCE search-state 

PARENT: state-3 
OPERATION: forge 
MACHINE: forge-line 
START*TIME: (445 0 0) 
END-TIME: (445 ? ?) 
INVARIANT-CONSTRAINT-SET: CSe-fOr~e-preferenCe 

TRANSIENT-CONSTRAINT-SET: 7.18924-due-date } 
queue-stability 

The constraint set for state-4 is partitioned into two sets. A weight of 0.9 for 
7J5924-due-date and 0.05 for each of cse-forge-preference and queue-stability. If 
the due date has a rating of 1.2, and the stability a rating of 1 (no pre-emptiorls), then the 
rating fo: the state is (0.9 * 1 S) t (0.05 * 1.5) + (0.05 * 1) = 1.205. 

The sysiem continues by extending state-4 using the choose-operation operator. The next 
operation is inspection- 1. Separate states are generated for choosing the machine(s), and 
queue position(s). 

{{ inspection- 1 
{ INSTANCE operation 

PREVIOUS-OPERATION: forge rigid-mill 
NEXT-OPERATION: kt-iine rotary-line root-line } }) 

After the inspection- 1 operation is fully specified, then three alternative states are 
generated for the possible next operations: kt-l ine, rotary-line, and root-line. 

"In the case of the due date constraint, any re-intrcduc!ion provides a more certain rating. 
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({ k t - l ine 
{ INSTANCE operation 

PREVIOUS-OPERATION: inspection-l 
NEXT-OPERATION: root-inspection } }} 

({ rot a r y - I i ne 
{ INSTANCE operation 

PREVIOUS-OPERATION: inspection-1 
NEXT-OPERATION: root-inspection } }} 

{ { root -I  ine 
{ INSTANCE operation 

PREVIOUS-OPERATION: inspection-l 
:JEXT-OPERATION: root-inspection } }} 

{{ root-inspection 
{ INSTANCE Operation 

PREVI~JS-OPERATION: kt-line rotary-line root-line 
NEXT-OPERATION: xlo-airfoil91O-airfoil} }} 

At his point, if the rigid-mill based scbedule was being extended, this operation would not 
be generated. The lateral constraint attached at state-2 would force the scheduler to skip 
over this and the airfoil-inspection operations. 
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{{ x l o - a i r f o i l  
{ INSTANCE a i r f o i l - o p e r a t i o n  

PREVIOUS-OPERATION: root-inspection 

MACHINE: w m f l  wmf2 wmf3 wmf4 wmf5  w m F 6  } }} 
NEXT-OPERATION: ZIirfOi!-inSpeCtiOn 

{{ w m f l  
{ ls-A machine 

SHIFTS: 3 
PRODUCTIVITY: 0 .81  
LAB- MACH- RATIO: 0.5 
RESERVATION: lOt-22-reS 

lot-48-res 
COST-CENTER: 4608 
CONSTRAINT: wmf-length-requirement 

wmf-lug-preference } }} 

{{ 9 1 0 - a i r f o i l  
{ INSTANCE a i r f o i l - o p e r a t i o n  

PREVIOUS-OPERATION: root-inspection 
NEXT-OPERATION: airfoil-inspection } }} 

{{ a i r f o i l - i n s p e c t i o n  
{ INSTANCE a i r f o i l - o p e r a t i o n  

PREVIOUS-OPERATION: xlo-airfoil910-airfoil 
NEXT- 0 P ERA TI ON : finish - tes t } }} 

~~~ 

The last operation in the search is finish-test. 

{{ f i n i s h - t e s t  
{ INSTANCE o p e r a t i o n  

PREVIOUS-OPERATION: airfoil-inspection } )) 
F i g u r e  5-22: Example  Operation-Graph 
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5.8. Increniental 
Ex plan at ion 

Scheduling, Interactive Scheduiing, and 

ISIS-I1 incrementally schedules lots. As the s!atus of the plarct changes, Le., nea lots are 
received and scheduled lots have their reservations invalidated, ISIS-II schedules or re- 
schedules the affected lots, and m2y pre-empt the reservations of lots of lower priority. Those 
lots whose reservations are pre-empted are also re-scheduled. 

ISIS-II also provides an interactive scheduling capability. By means of a gantt chart 
interiace the user can create reservations, or alter reservations made either manually or 
automatically. When a reservation is made for resources, ISIS-II checks the attached 
constraints and provides feedback to the user as to their satisfaction. Interactive scheduling 
may proceed at any level of abstiaction contained in the operations graph. In addition, the 
interactive system can infer and create any missing reservations based on a standard time 
analysis, and time constraints provided by the existing reservations (see Smith (1 983)). 

A simple explanation facility is also provided. Attached to each constraint is an english 
phrase which describes the constraint. The explanation combines the constraint's 
description with a simple description of how well the constraint was satisfied. Since 
constraints represent much of the knowledge in the search, describing .a  schedu!e by 
describing its attached constraints, is quite informative. 

5.9. Conclusion 

This chapter described ISIS's approach to constraint-directed scheduling. In particular, 
constraint-directed scheduling is composed of: 

0 multiple levels of representation which are coupled by constraint passing. The 
constraints passed between levels represents the knowledge gained from the 
search passed at each level. 

0 pre-analysis of each level. The rule base in the pre-analysis of each level 
examines the search problem and bounds the search space by selecting both 
operators and constraints to apply. 

constraint-directed search in which constraints are used to rate states in the 
search space much like a classical evaluation function. 

0 constraint-directed diagnosis. The rule bzse in pmt-analysir uses constraints to 
detect the acceptability of scnedules. Additionally, consti-aints can be used to 
detect incorrect decisions and the level at which they ccccrred, hence enabling 
the system to back up to the appropriate level of search. 

The "theory" of constraint-direcded search has only begun to be eiaborated. There are 
pieces of ISIS-II which have yet to be tested. Their are pieces for which alternative 
mechanisms exist, e.g., using a MYCIN-like combining firnction for constraint utilities iil rating 
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sta!as. and they also have yet to be tested. Though sGme analysis has been pefornied (see 
the next section), much work remains to be done. 
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Chapter 6 
System Evaluation 

Summary 

Two series of experiments are performed, all based on a portion of the turbine 
plant defir:ed by the plant scheduler. Each experiment In a series, tests a different 
combination of constraints, scheduling direction, search operators, and levels of 
reasoning. One experiment removes the capacity analysis and reservation 
selection levels. The resulting schedule displayed high tardiness (65 of 85), and 
high work in process times with a makespan of 857 days. This is due to horizon 
effect caused by the coupling of beam search and insufficient machine capacity. 
The experiment which included the capacity analysis and wait-and-see reservation 
selection levels displayed fewer tardy lots (17 of 85), and very low work in process 
time witn a makespan of 588.8 days. At this pcint, machine capacity is the 
principal lirnitztion affecting tardiness. Experiments with all lots being scheduled 
backwards fron; the due date and added capacity were also performed. 

6.1. Introduction 

As is true in many AI systems (e.g.,Bacon, AM), measuring the success of lSlS can be 
difficult and controversial. Unless the domain has a clear measure of success, such as: the 
computer configuration "works" (Le., R l ) ,  the sentence is recognized (Le, speech 
understanding), coal was found (i.e.; prospector), determining the "success" of the system 
may be a thesis in itself. 

Three approaches have been taken towards measuring ISIS's performance. The first is an 
ana!ysis of the type of reasonins a job-shop scheduling system requires to successfully 
consider the multitude of constraints in its environment. The predious chapters describe the 
approach. In particular they describe how lSlS can represent, reason with, and relax 
constraints during the scheduling process. 

The seccnd approach is to ask the expert how well lSlS performs relative to hidher 
expectations. 

The third approach is to analyze the performance of lSlS on data representative of the 
In 

Other scheduling 
plant's orders. Though it appears simple. the experimental design is quite difficult. 
particular, there is no single measure of the efficacy of a schedule. 
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system, because they focus O I I  the optimization of a single criterion such as tardiness, are 
easy to analyze. But ISlS attempts "optimize" an order's schedule according to its own, 
peculizr constraints. As stated earlier, each order differs by the constraivts applicable and 
their prioritizztion. It is the sa:isfaction of the constraints, in a particular context, that define 
the efficacy of ar; order's schedule. Global statistics are not indicative except in a gross 
sense. 

A set of Pxperiments were conducted to ascertain the aggregate performance of the system. 
A portion of the turbine component plant was modeled and a rep:esentative set of orders (85) 
generated and scheduled over a two year period. The following defines the generation of the 
test data. 

A portion of the turbine component plant was chosen to test ISIS. About twenty turbine 
blade styles, representative of the types of orders worked on in the area, were chosen by the 
plant scheduler. These styles were chosen so that their operztions would maximize resource 
contention. A typical lineup is composed of the following sequence of operations and 
machines: 

1. First Straightening (machine: ffs*), 

2. Root Forming (xao*, msr*, mr8a), 

3. Second Straightening (fss*), 

4. Airfoil Forming (wmcl-4, wmfl -4), 

5. Peg Milling, Brazing, Grinding (mvtl , sabb, fps*, m3db, xpma, gbbv, jwia-c), 

6. Final Straightening (ftq*, f?s*), 

7. Layout and Pack (ilpa). 

Lineups are di-graphs; alternative paths exist to achieve the above sequence. Each node in 
the di-graph represents an operation which can be implemented on one or more machines. 
About half the operations have more than one machine or work-canter at it can be performed. 

The distribution sf orders for an average year was specified by the scheduler to be a uniform 
300 with a standard deviation of 50. Orders were allocated for delivery in a given month 
according to a monthly ship distribution determined by the scheduler. 

Within each month an order was assigned a ship date on a weekly basis by uniformly 
dividing the month's orders amongst the weeks. Next, the priority class of an order was 
determined by the following percentages: 
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Forced outage (FO) 2% 
Critical replacement (CR) 5% 
Ship direct (SD) 20?6 
Service order (SO) 33% 
Shop order (SH) 20% 
Stock order (ST) 20% 

Table 6 -  1 : Percentage of Orders in Each Priority Class 

Once the class of order was determined, the lead time for the order (Le., the time of arrival of 
the order into the plant), was determined by the following uniform distributions (in weeks): 

Forced outage [0,121 
Critical replacement [O, 181 
Ship direct [O, 621 
Service order to, 621 
Shop order [O, 821 
Stock order [ O I  601 

Table 6-2:  Lead Time Distributions by Priority Class 

A year's orders were randomly generated according to the above statistics, and the first 8fj 
(ordered by requested start date) were scheduled. Appendix B list the orders used to test 
ISIS. 

A worst-case complexity analysis will shed some iight on the difficulty of the prob!em. 
Assuming that: 

0 we are scheduling a flow shop containing o operations, 

0 there are n orders to be processed, 

0 there does not exist any precedence amongst orders, and 

e the size of gaps (i.e., idle time) is ignored. 

Then the number of different schedules that exist is: 

Generalizing the problem to include a single alternative machine for an operation, then for 
each sequence of n orders in front of a machine, there are 2" ways in which each orders may 
choose a machine to run on. This results in a worst case complexity of 

(nuo 

(2" n!)' 
In our test data 

o is ap?rox 8 (excluding alternatives), and 
n is 85 

resulting in 8 worst case complexity of 
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(P  85!)” 
Note that this number does not consider idle time of varying lengths as different schedules, 
nor does it consider aliernative operations, and other resource substitutability. 

The testing of lSlS is an ongoing process. The following series of experiments ortly test of a 
small number of the possible variations lSlS may take in pi-oblem-solving structure and 
constraint content. 

6.2. Series 1 Experiments 

The first series of experiments were based on a model and set of constraints provided by the 
scheduling expert. In experiments one through eight, all forced outage (FO), critical 
replacement (CR) and ship direct (SD) orders are scheduled backwards from their due date, 
and the rest are scheduled forwards from their order arrival date. In experiments nint. through 
twelve, all orders are scheduled backwards Orders are assigned a priority according to their 
classification. The ordering from high priority to lowest is FO, CR, SD, SO, ST. The types of 
constraints included in the series are: 

o Alternative operations, 

e Alternative machines, 

Pre-specified due date, 

0 Pre-specified start c!ate, 

o Work in Process, 

e Queue ordering constraints to reduce setup time, 

e Lug and length machine physical constraints, 

Y Resource availability, 

0 Shop stability. 

lweive experiments were performed in this series. A detailed a description of the results of 
these experiments can be found in appendix C. The following analyzes experiments 1, 2, 4, 8 
and 12, which I chose as the more interesting. Each experiment was run using the same 
order/lot data. Experiments i and 8 were also run on nine additional sets of test data. 
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6.2.1. Experiment 1 Analysis 

The following are the characteristics of Experiment 1 : 

0 The capacity analysis level was removed, 

0 the beam search width was set to 9, and 

c, orders were scheduled in priority order. A higher priority order may pre-empt 
resources of a lower priority order, and 

0 the eager reserver version of choose-reservation was used. 

The purpose of experiment 1 was to test a simple beam search approach which was found to 
be useful in both speech (Lowere, 1976) and vision (Hubh, 1978) tasks'". A beam search 
approach reduced the complexity of the problem drama;ically. With a beam width of size b, 
only b schcdules are produced. A better measure o i  the complexity of the task is to examine 
the number of states generated by the search. With a beam width b. and ?he number of 
reservations generated for each state being less than n/2, and no machine alternatives, a 
reasonable upper bound on the number of states examined to generate a complete shop 
schedule is 

(n/2) b o n 
If  2n alternative machine is specified for each operation, then an upper bound on the number 
of stales generated is: 

(n b o rl) 
In this series of experiments this is sDproxirnately 85*9'8*85= 520,200 states, or 6120 
srates/order. 

The actual number of states generated is much smaller. This is due partially to the 
existence of alternative paths in the lineups which reduces the number of reservaticns 
associated with a machine. Coupled with the time ordered arrival of orders, the number of 
reservations generated at a machine is well below n/2. The number of states generated is 
also reduced by having only a single machine for half the operations. Hence i! the number af 
reservations (states) generated for each machine considered is reduced to about 6, and the 
number of alternative machines se! to 1.2, then the number of states generated is 
approximately (6*1.2*9*10) 648. 

The following gantt chart sunimarizes the machine schedules. Each row is a separate 
machine. The rows, y axis, have been ordered by time of appearance in a lineup. Machines a: 
the top of the chart are used first, and machines at the bottom are used last. The x axis is 
time, with each column depicting one week. A row-column position without a character in it 
does not have any work to perform for that week. A row-column position with an o has 1 to 4 
days of the week schetfuled, and a position with an @ has 5 to 7 days scheduled. 

20This was the first version of lSlS constructed (see chapter 5). 
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Figure 6- 1 : Experiment 1 Ganit Chart 

The following summarizes th.: aggregate statistics for orders in the schcduling r m ,  broken 
bcwn by priority class. 

STATISTIC SD so ST SH A11 
(3rd ers Sched u led 9 19 14 43 85 
'Tardy lots 0 16 14 35 65 
Avg. Tardiness 0 31.36 186.01 122.90 99.82 
Avg. Finishing Lateness -0.97 30.19 186.01 122.50 99.25 
Avg. Starting Lateness 263.83 125.88 71.51 1 18.21 127.56 
Avg. WiP 32.31 200.16 324.50 402.34 3G5.15 

Avg. Processing Time 30.86 31.59 28.32 30.28 30.31 
kvy. Queue Time 1.45 168.56 296.18 372.06 274.84 
Avg. % Processing Time 95.23% 24.98% 9.53% 8.67% 21.62% 

Table 6-3: Experiment 1 Statistics 

The first y!aring problem with Experiment: 1 !s that G5 of tha 85 orders scheduled were tardy! 
There are two bottlenecks in the shop, the first straighteiing area, ffs*, and the final 
stiaighlc-ning area, fts*. Both of these areas dc not appear to have enough capacity to handle 
the orders. This is not actually the case. The average tardiness for the orders is 99.82 days. 
This is less than the average starting lateness of 127.56 clays. I be latter statistic states that 
orders were started about '127.56 days after they:aerc known. If these orders were started 
closer to the lime they were received by the plant, t b n  they could be scheduled earlier 
through the bottlenecks. 

-. . 
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Wherein lies the problem? The problem with experiment 1, is that the beam search is unable 
to spot the second bottleneck in advance (it occurs near the end of the schedule), and chose 
late rather than early reservations on the preceding machines. When the order finally arrived 
at the last machine, there was a large queue in place. Hence, orders spent undue amounts of 
time in queue, while other machines were left idle. Thk is an example of the horizon effect. 
The beam search has no provision for "looking into the future" inorder to alter its current 
scheduling decision. It assumes that by generating enough alternative states that the 
problem will be overcome. This turned out to be false. There was not enough information 
early in the schedule to discern problems later on. 

The differences amongst classes of orders is dramatic, but expected. Higher priorit), orders 
(e.g., SD) which were given pre-emptive access to resources, had little tardiness (O), and a 
high average percentage processing time (95.23%). The lowest priority orders, (e.g., SH) had 
an average percentage processing time of 8.67%. 

The next table provides another perspective on the performance of this experiment. Five 
machines were chosen baseti 3n their criticality to the wajority of the orders in the 
experiment. For each machine, its percent utilization and average queile time of orders is 
defined for the makespan period of the version's experiment. 

Machine % Utilization Avg.  Queue Time 
ffs' 41.2 0 
fss* 21.2 53.4 
fps* 21.9 18.1 
fts * 61.6 100.5 
ilpa 8.6 35.1 

Table 6-4: Machine Utilization for Experiment 1 (makespan: 857.4 days) 

There is nothing surprising about these statistics. Basically, all of these machines are under 
utilized when comparing their processing time to their maximum mailability. Never the less, 
fts* has a high average queue time due to the bunching of orders late in the schedule. 
Makespan for this experiment is over two years, much of which is due to tardiness of orders. 

Another measure of the performancc? of lSlS is how well the constraints it uses are satisfied. 
The constraints used in these experiments are sunimarized in appendix A. The results 
presented here summarize the utilities of five classes of Constraints. Each class contains from 
one to eight different constraints. 

stability: constraints which measure machine queue stability (pre-emption). 

wip: constraints on the work in process time of a lot. 

due-date: constraints on the due-date of a lot. 

attribute-preference: preference constraints which measure machine and product 
attributes. 
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q-constrairlt: 

These constrain?s have a maximum utility ranging from 1.1 to 1.5. For ezch group of 
constraints, the numbs of instances of the constraint found in a priority class and its average 
utility are listed: 

constraints which measure preferences for certain orderings of lots in 
machine queues. 

Class Number AveraGe Utility 

Priority Class SD 
Stability 76 1 .o 
Wip 9 1.5 
Attribute-Preference 18 1.1 
Q-Constraint 18 1 .o 

Priority Class SO 

Priority Class ST 

Stability 160 1 .o 
DuP-date 19 0.5 
Attribute-Reference 38 1 .o 
Q- Constraint 38 1.1 

Stnbility 118 1 .o 
Duedate 14 1 .o 
Attri butepreference 28 1 .o 
Q-Constraint 28 1.1 

Stability 366 1 .o 
Due dzte 43 0.5 
Attribute-Preference 86 1 .o 
Q-Constraint 86 1.1 

Priority Class SH 

Table 6-5: ConslraInt Satisfaction Summary foi Experiment 1 

S D ’ s  cor?straints appear acceptable to good, especially wip. ST lots are acceptable. Eoth 
30 and SH have poor due da!e utilities. This confirms what we have already sem in the 
statistics above. 

Experiments 1 and 3 were tested on an additional 9 sets of test orders, randomly generated 
from the same sales statistics. The following summarizes the performance of experiment 1: 

STATISTIC Min Max Mean Std 
Tardy lots 55 72 64.3 4.51 
AVO. Tardiness 99.8 159.84 138.44 18.10 
Avg. Finishing Lateness 99.25 158.13 137.16 17.7 
Avg. Starting Lateness 127.56 219.87 189.55 24.0 
Avg. WIP 208.79 305.15 287.4 25.54 

Avy. Processing Time 29.26 30.86 29.96 0.52 
Avg. Gueue Time 179.22 274.04 237.5 25.35 
Avg. C/O Processing Time 21.62% 35.04% 31.!2% 3.88 

Table 6-6: Experimen? 1 Average Statistics 

The number of tardy lots is high with the average tardiness exceeded the average starting 
lateness. 
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6.2.2. Experiment 2 Analysis 

The purpose of ex2eriment 2 was to determine whether the horizon effect couid be reduced 
by inc,rea:ing the utility of early reservations. This was accomplished by altering the utility of 
t h e  due date constraint. Where previously, a due date constraint placed a high utility on 
shipping an order close to its requested due date, i t  was altered to increase the utility of 
shipping early. In this way, states with early reservations were rated as gocd as states with 
later roscrvations. Hence, experiment 2 is exactly the same as experiment 1 except for the 
altered due date constraint. 

The same orders were run through experiment 2 as in experiment 1. The Gantt chart for 
experiment 2 is: 
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Figure 6-2: Experiment 2 Gantt Chart 

The statistics for the orders broken down by priority class are: 
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STATISTIC SD so ST SH A l l  
Number of orders 9 19 14 43 a!! 
Tardy lots 7 17 14 41 72 
Avg. Tardiness 0 32.05 144.74 203.27 133.83 
Avg. Lateness (finishing) -0.97 31.82 144.74 203.16 133.63 
Avg. Lateness (starting) 263.83 112.01 74.51 202.51 167.69 
Avg. WIP 32.31 21 5.65 280.23 398.52 209.39 

Avg. Processing Time 30.86 29.90 28.32 29.63 29.60 
Avg. Queue Time 1.45 185.75 251.91 368.89 269.78 
Avg. % Processing Time 95.23% 24.62% 14.73% 8.44% 22.28% 

Table 6 - 7 :  Experiment 2 Statistics 

By changing a single due date constraint, it appears that the resultant schedule is worse 
than experiment 1 (i.e., tardiness has increased without a significant change in WIP). This 
appears to be counter intuitive. Actually, the statistics are be!?er than experiment 1. The 
classes tardiness and WIP for ST orders are decreasing. 

CLASS TARD. V 1  TARD. V2 WIP V I  W I P  v2 
SD 0 0 32.31 32.31 
so 31.36 32.05 200.16 21 5.65 
ST 186.C1 144.74 324.5 280.23 
SH 122.9 203.27 402.34 398.52 

Table 6-8: Experiment 1 & 2 Comparative Statistics 

It is only for the SH orders that the statistics degenerate. This can be at!ributed to the 
bottleneck in the last operation. Since orders are scheduled in priority order, SD orders were 
schedule tirst, followed by SO, ST, then SH. It is o!lij when the SH orders were scheduled that 
the combination of the bottleneck and the horizon effect caused the last set of orders to have 
a large increase in tardiness and wcrk in process. 7 he degeneration of SH statistics may be 
explained by the aitered search space. In experiment 2, earlier reservations are chosen, 
hence the SH orders start earlier but queue in front of t he  bottleneck never the less. The 
increase in average tardiness is due to the general inavailability of the final machine fts'. That 
is, the SD, SO, and ST orders have reserved the fts* earlier than in experiment 1, hence 
reducing the capacity of the machine for early resenations for SH orders. Hence, SH orders 
can only find capacity on the "late side" of their due dates. 

The following are the machine utilization and queue time statistics: 
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Machine ?6 Utilization Avg. Queue Time 
ffs* 38.3 0 
fss * 19.7 66.3 
fps* 20.3 21.8 
fts * 57.2 138.1 
iipa 7.9 11.9 

Table 6-9 :  Machine Utilization for Experiment 2 (makespan: 923.5 days) 

Makespan has increased. Utilization remains about the same as in experiment 1 due to 
equivalent makespans. But average queue times increase at the fss* and fts* machines. The 
reason for this will be explained in the experiment 4 analysis. 

The following is :he summary of average constraint utlities: 
Class Number Average Utility 

Priority Class SD 
Stability 76 1 .o 
WiP 
Attribu te-Preference 
Q-Constraint 18 1 .o 

Stability 160 1 .o 
Due-date 19 0.64 
Attribute-Preference 38 1.09 
0-Constraint 38 1 .o 

Stability 118 1 .o 
Due-date 14 0.56 
Altribute.Praference 28 1.1 
Q-Constraint 28 1 .o 

Stability 366 1 .o 
Due date 43 0.22 
Attri bute-Preference 86 1.09 
Q-Constraint 86 1 .o 

9 1.47 
18 1.08 

Priority Class SO 

Priority Class ST 

Priority Clzss SH 

Table 6- 10: Constraint Satisfaction Summary for Experiment 2 

The SD constraints do not differ from experiment 1. SO lots show a slight improvement in 
due date, but at the cost of both ST and SH’s due date utilities. 

6.2.3. Experiment 4 Analysis 

To reduce tardiness due to the horizon effect, the capacity analysis level is included (see 
section 5.4). The new level performs 8 capacity analysis”. It takes 2 dynamic programming 
approach to determining the 4arliest start time and latest finish time for each operation to 
produce an order. Times are based only on start time, finish time, niachine capacity, and 
existing resenations for each machine. It ignores all the other constraints used by the 
detailed scheduling level. The result of this analysis is a set of time bounds for an order’s 

*lThis was the second version of lSlS constructdd which isdescribcd in chapter 5. 
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operations. 
constraints used at the detail scheduling level. 

These timi? b a n d s  are ckfincd as constraints Grid  added to the existirig 

The following is the gantt chart for experiment 4: 
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Figure 6-3: Experiment 4 Gantt Chart 

The schedule's su:nmary statistics are: 

STATISTIC SD so ST SH All  

Tardy lots 0 0 0 13 13 
Avg. Tardiness 0 0 0 36.81 18.62 

Avy. Lateness (starting) 263.83 58.76 24.17 145.51 118.66 
Avg. WIP 32.31 106.73 119.14 271.78 206.74 

Number of lots 9 19 14 43 85 

Avg. Lateness (finishing) -0.97 -30.31 -66.69 19-43 -8.04 

Avg. Prccessing Time 30.86 29.39 32.25 30.10 30.33 
Avg. Queue Time 1.45 177.34 86.89 241.68 176.37 
Avg. Oh Processing Time 95.23 27.94 38.87 13.30 29.46 

Table 6-  1 1 : Experiment 4 Statistics 

The effect of the constraints geperated by capacity analysis are dramatic. The number of 
t xdy  lots is reduced form the current best of 65 to 13. Wo(k in process, tardiness, and 
la!eness are also reduced across all classes of oi-ders. Agair?, the bottleneck at the fts* 
machine manifests itself in the SH c.:ders; the number of tardy orders were not eliminated, but 
reduced from 35 (ex2eriment 1) to 13 (cxprirnent 4). 
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The cost of the added capacity analysis is, on the average, linear with the number of 
operations in an operation graph. k sinall cost compared to the affect it has 3n the horizon 
effect. 

The following are the machine utilization and queue time statistics for this experiment: 

Machine % Utilization Avg.  Queue  Time 
ffs* 47.9 0 
fss * 24.6 22.2 
fps* 25.4 3.1 
fts 71 .G 65.9 
ilpa 9.9 52.2 

Table 6-  1 2: Machine Utilization for Experiment 4 (makespan: 737.6 days) 

Makespan has been reduced by 119.8 in comparison to experiment 1. Better scheduling of 
orders through the bottlenecks has pushed much of the reservations earlier in time, reducing 
the "tardiness tail". Utilization of all r:iachines have gone up, thwgh not significantly on the 
ilpa since it is not a bottleneck. One startling statistic is the dramatic increase in average 
queue time at the ilpa. A quick look at the yantt chart shows that in any week, the machine is 
not fully loaded, hence why are the orders wciiting? Since lSlS explicitly chooses a time for 
each operation, orders sit in the queue even though the machine. may be idle. Such a 
decision may be useful if the machine is operated only when enough orders exist to be 
processed. But such is cot the cme here. All the orders which have large queue times in 
front of the ilpa were scheduled in ihe forward direction from their arrival date. A due date 
cons!raint was applied to each of these orders. This constraint biased the system towards 
chosing reservations as close to the crder's due date as possible. Hence, when lSlS 
generated alternative reservations for the ilpa, earlier reservations were poorly rated when 
compared to reservations which were closer to the order's due date. This is a symptom of 
forward scheduling from art order's arrival date which provides more work in process time 
then lSlS requires. 

The following summarizes the utilities of the constraints in experiment 4. No?e thitt the class 
of operation time bound constraints has been added to reflect the output of capacity analysis 
to resource analysis. 
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Class Nuiiiber Average Uiiiity 

Priority Class SD 
Stability 76 
op time bound 76 
\Nip 9 
Attrihute-Preference 18 
Q- Constraint 18 

1 .o 
1.1 
1.5 
1.08 
1 .o 

Priority Class SO 

Priority Clsss ST 

Priority Class SH 

Stability 160 1 .o 
Op time bound 160 1.1 
Due-date 19 0.85 
Attri bute-Preference 38 1.09 
Q-Constraint 38 1 .o 

Stability 118 1 .o 
Op time bound 118 1.1 
Due-date 14 0.71 
Attri bute-Preference 28 1.1 
O-Constraint 28 1 .o 

Stability 366 1 .o 
Op time bound 366 0.85 
Due date 43 0.61 
Attri bute-Preference 86 1.09 
Q-Constraint 86 1 .o 

Table 6- 13: Constraint Satisfaction Summary for Experiment 4 

SD's constraints appear acceptable to good, especially wip. ST lots are acceptable. Both 
SO and SH have poor due date utilities. This confirms what w8 have already seen in the 
ear I i er stati sliss. 

6.2.4. Experiment 8 Analysis 

Experiment 8 was created to detil with a different manifestation of the !iorizon effect. The 
eager reserver rule (section 5.5.2.2) generates alternative states for each block of time 
available, reserving the earliest time in that block. It is no: known at the time whether this is a 
good decision due to the horizon effect. There could be a bottleneck, hence choosing a later 
time in a block, and arriving later into the bottieneck would reduce its queue time. The wait 
and see reserver implements this approacli. It does not choose a reservation in a block until 
the seach is finished. It then chooses the latest time possible for each operation22 

The gantt chart for experiment 8, when compared to experiment 4, shows a general 
compression of reservations, hence, il. more even utilization of machines during a smaller time 
period. Both the f k "  and fts' machines continue to be bottlenecks. 

22This is the third version of lSlS constructed as described in ctiaptei 5. 
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Figure 6-4: Experiment 8 Gantt Chart 

The skitistics for expe:ilnent 8 are: 

STATISTIC SD so ST SH Al l  
Number of lots 9 19 14 43 85 
Tardy lots 0 1 0 16 17 
Avg. Tardiness 0 0.56 0 40.67 20.7 
Avg. Lateness (finiching) -1.13 -19.93 -5.61 27.89 8.61 
Avg. Lateness (startirig) 263.81 155.94 68.39 149.46 149.66 
Avg. WIP 32.18 119.98 136.21 276.29 192.4 

AVO. Processing Time 30.86 30.57 28.32 28.93 29.4 
Avg. Ouctie Time 1.31 89.41 107.68 247.36 162.99 
Avg. % Processing Time 96.04% 32.93% 24.16% 13.04% 28.1 1 % 

Table 6- 14: Experiment 8 Statistics 

The effect of the wait-and-see'reserver is to reduce the number of states generated when in 
the presence of reservations for orders of lower priority. Instead oi creating mul?iple 
reservations which bcutid the existing reservation(s), it creates a single reservation with 
spans both the available time and the time reserved by lower priority orders. Since, in these 
tests. orders are scheduled in priority order, there will not be any reservations for orders of 
lower priority encountered during scheduling. Hence, the primary difference in the search 
space between experiment 4 and experiment 8 is the compression of reservations to reduce 
WIP, leaving fewer holes in a machine's queue. 
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The mzchinc utilization and queue times for experiment 8 are: 

Machine YO Utilization A v g .  Qucuc Time 
ffs' 60 0 
fss 30.8 42.2 
fps' 31.8 6.9 
fts* 89.6 11.2 
ilpa 12.4 56.3 

Table 6- 15: Machine Utilization for Experiment 6 (makespan: 588.9 days) 

Makespoil has been reduced by about 148 days when compared to experiment 4. This 
reduction ,is due to the wait and see reserver pulling reservations closer to an wder's due 
dPte. A noticeable 
deviation is thc decrease in average queue time at the fts* (from 65.9 in experimeiit 4). This 
reduction is also explained by t h e  wait and see reserver. Since t he  operatar, whiln operating 
in the forvrard direction, chooses as late a reservation as pcssible, then orders tend to arrive 
in more of a "just in time" fashion. 

With t he  reduction of makespan, machine utilization also increases. 

The following summarizes the utilities of the constrzints in experiment 8: 
CI ass Number Average irtility 

Priority Class SD 
Stability 
OD time bound 

76 
76 

Vii p 9 
Alti ibute-Preference i a  
Q-Constraint 18 

1 .o 
1.1 
1.47 
1.08 
1 .o 

Priority Class SO 
Stability 160 1 .o 
Op time bound 160 1.07 
Due-dnte 19 0.93 
At:ri bu te-Preference 38 1 .G9 
Q-Constraint 38 1 .o 

Priority Class ST 
Stability 118 1 .o 
Op time bound 118 1.1 
Due.date 1 4 1.03 
Attrihute-Preference 28 1.1 
Q-Constraint 28 1 .o 

Priority Class Sti 
Stability 366 1 .o 
Op time bound 366 0.81 
Due date 43 0.60 
Attri hu te-Preference 86 1.09 
Q-Constraint 86 1 .o 

Table 6- 16: Constraint Satisfaction Sunirnary for Experiment 8 

SD statistics stay the same. Both SO and ST havi. improved due date utilities. Work in 
process coiistraints were not include in the SO, ST, and SH classes. If they were, they would 
show a marked improvement in utility due to the reduction in queue time. 

Experiments 1 and 8 were tested on an nddiiional 9 sets of test orders, randomly gencrated 
based on t h e  same statistics. The following sumn?ari-.tls the performance of experitvent 3: 
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STATISTIC Min Max Mean Std 
Tzrdy lots 14 16 18.4 4.27 
Avg. Tardiness 19.33 50.36 32.8 11.5 
Avg. Finishing Lateness 1.55 51.09 23.65 13.7 
AVJ. Starting Lateness 140.66 194.2 170.27 17.17 
Avg. WIP 147.31 186.9 173.25 11.63 

Avg. Processing Time 29.32 30.83 30.06 0.52 
Avg. Queue Time 11 7.97 156.54 143.19 11.25 
Avg. % Processing Time 32.0336 38.97% 36.51% 1.92 

Table 6- 17: Experiment 8 Average Statistics 

6.2.5. Exper'iriient 12 Analysis 

Many of the problems in experiments one through eight stem from the forwatd sci\cduling of 
ST and SH orders. Poor decisions at the beginning of t he  schedule lead to bottlenecks at the 
end. The purpose of experiments nine through twelve was to determine the effect of 
scheduling all orders backward from their clue date. The following is t he  gantt chart for 
experiment 12: 
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Figure 6-5: Experiment 12 Gantt Chart 

The statistics for experiment 12 are: 
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STATISTIC 
Number cjf lots 
Tardy lots 
Avg. Tardiness . 

Avg. Lateness (finishing) 
Avg. Lateness (starting) 
Avg. WIP 

Avg. Processing Time 
Avg. Queue Time 
Avg. % Processing Time 

SD so ST SH 
9 19 14 43 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-1.13 -30.27 -67.4 -79.44 
263.81 218.66 67.24 21 0.23 
32.18 46.92 75.36 108.19 

30.86 30.63 30.12 29.08 
1;31 16.29 45.24 79.1 1 
96.04% 79.25% 49.56% 55.31 % 

Table 6-  18: Experiment 12 Statistics 

A l l  
85 
0 
0 
-58.1 7 
194.23 
81 -04 

29.79 
51.25 
64.03% 

Backward scheduling of all lots vastly improves the above measurements, except for SD 
orders which were scheduled backwards in experiments 1 through 8. The wait and see 
reserver makes sure all reservations are as close to the delivery date as possible. 

The machine utilization and queue times for experiment 12 are: 

Machine % Utilization Avg. Queue Time 
ffs' 51.4 0 
fSS' 26.4 0.1 
fps* 27.3 0.7 
fts' 76.8 1.5 
ilpa 10.6 42.9 

Table 6- 19: Machine Utilization for Experiment 12 (makespan: 687.4 days) 

in comparison to experiment 8, the makespsn has increased almost 190 days. This implies 
that backward scheduling is able to meet its due dates by utilizing idle time earlier in the 
scheduling period. Thus start times are pushed back earlier than what is found in experiment 
8. 

The following summarizes the utilities of the constraints in experiment 12: 
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Priority Class SD 
Stability 76 
Op time bound 76 
VJi p 9 
Attribute-Preference 19 
Q-Constraint 18 

1 .o 
1.1 
1.47 
1.08 
1.0 

Priority Class SO 

Priority Class ST 

Priority Class SH 

Stability 160 1 .o 
op time bound 160 1.07 
wip 19 1.22 
Attribute-Preference 38 1.09 
Q-Constraint 38 1 .o 

Stability 118 1 .o 
Op time bound 118 0.96 
Wip 14 1.07 
Attribute- Preference 28 1.1 
Q-Constraint 28 1 .o 

Stability 366 1 .o 
OF time bound 355 0.95 
Wip 43 1.18 
Attribute-Preference a6 1.09 
Q-Constraint a6 1 .o 

Table 6-20: Constraint Satisfaction Summary for Experiment 12 

Both SD and SO classes of lots show good performance in satisfying' its constraints. ST and 
SO classes are also good, but the wip utility is below 1.0. This is due to lack of capacity in the 
bottleneck machines. 

6.3. Series 2: Experiment21 Analysis 

A major factor in generating good schedules in the first series cf experiments is the ability to 
"work around" the bottlenecks. In the experiments where forward scheduling and backward 
scheduling were mixed, the capacity analysis level was required to detect bottlenecks before 
detailed scheduling is performed. When all scheduling was backward, sufficient lead time 
was required to spread the load. 

In this series of experiments, the bottleneck problem is alleviated by doubling the capacity of 
the fts' machine. Except for this model alteration, the experiments are eqgivalent to those in 
series 1. Only one experiment is analyzed here. 

6.3.1. Experiment 8 Analysis 

This experiment is equivalent to the series 1 experiment. The gantt chart for experiment 8, 
when compared to its equivalent in series 1 shows a major compression of reservations, 
hence, a more even utilization of machines during a smaller time period. 
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Figu:c 6-6: Experiment 8 Gantt Chart 

The statis?ics for experiment 8 are: 

STATISTIC 
Number of lots 
'Tardy lots 
Avg. Tardiness 
Avg. Lateness (finishing) 
Avg. Lateness (starting) 
Avg. WIP 

Avg. Processing Time 
kvy. Queue Time 
Avg. 96 Processing Time 

SD so ST SH 
9 19 14 43 
0 0 0 2 
0 0.56 0 3.04 
-0.69 -28.44 -77.31 -23.54 
267.49 192.5 60.76 123.72 
28.93 74.91 71.93 250.6'1 

28.71 27.16 26.9 27.43 
0.22 47.75 45-03 223.18 
99.3% 46.68% 57.88% 15.78% 

Table 6-2  1 : Experiment 8 Statistics 

Al l  
65 
2 
1.54 
-31.07 
143.95 
158.M 

27.41 
131.02 
38.47% 

Processing time for SH is still quite small compared to its WIP time. This can be alleviated 
by scheduling SH orders backward. 

Ths machine utilization and queue times for experiment 8 are: 
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Machine % Utilization Avg.  Queue Time 
ffs' 75 0 
fSS* 35.5 54.3 
fps* 39.8 1.2 
fts * 58.6 1.8 
ilpa 15.5 26.2 

Table 6-22:  Machine Utilization for Experiment 8 (makespan: 471.5 days) 

Makespan has been reduced by about 120 days when compared to experiment 8 in series 1. 
The reduction is obviously due to the additional capacity in the main bottleneck machine. 

The following summarizes the utilities of the constraints in experiment 12: 
Class Number Average Utility 

Priority Class SD 
Stability 76 1 .o 
Op time bound 76 1.1 
Wip 9 1.49 
Attribute- Preference 18 1.08 
Q-Constraint 18 1 .o 

Stability 160 1 .o 
op tims bound 160 1.1 
due date 19 0.86 
Attr ibute-Preference 38 1.09 
Q-Constraint 38 1 .o 

Priority Class SO 

Priority Class ST 
Stability 118 1 .o 
Op time bound 118 1.1 
Due date 14 1.02 
Attribute-Preference 28 1.1 
Q-Constraint 28 1 .o 

Priority Class SH 
Stability 366 1 .o 
Op time bound 366 1.06 
Due date 43 0.75 
Attribute-Preference 86 1.09 
Q-Constraint 86 1 .o 

Table 6-23: Constraint Satisfaction Summary for Experiment 8 

The utitilities for these constraints are similar to those found in experiernent of series one. 
The only significant difference is that in the SH class, which contains the majority of lots, the 
due date utility has increased by about 0.1 5. Hence, the due date is being better met with the 
increased capacity. 
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6.4. Conclusion 

This chapter describes the experimental analysis of lSlS as a job-shop Scheduling system. 
The difference in performance between experiments 1 and 8 shows that in very large search 
spaces where the evaluation function is a poor estimator of future success of the search path, 
a hierarchical approach is required. The hierarchical approach is a heuristic look ahead 
procedure which examines a projection of the search space. The output of a level is a set of 
constraints on the search at the next level. Using this approach, lSlS performed well. 

The major difficulty with testing lSlS is that it contains too many variables. The number of 
tests that should be performed is far beyond that which could be performed. Convergence of 
1SIS’s performance can be enhanced by focusing on the more salient parts such a scheduling 
of goals and time constraints. But in the end, not all of the utilities, and importance levels will 
ever fully be examined, and their sensitivity evaluated. Never the less, testing is still 
contir?uing in which a single variable. such as a constraint’s utility is altered while others are 
held constant. Another type of testing that needs to be performed, is the iterative effect of 
post-analysis. Once the implementatiori of constraint interaction diagnosis is completed, 
tests will be performed to determine the convergence of schedules through this form of 
iterative scheduling. 
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Chapter 7 
Observations and Conclusions 

Summary 

The contributions of this thesis are in three areas: representation, constraint- 
directed search and job-shop scheduling. In the representation area, a more 
cornplete semantics for the modeling of organizations is provided which includes: 
states, acts, time, causality, multi-level representation, and support for discrete 
simulation. In the area of search, lSlS introduces a number of new concepts: 

0 A general representation for constraints with particular attention paid to the 
representation of relaxations, interactions, and obligations. 

0 Constraint-based pre- and post-search analysis to bound the solution 
space before performing search, and diagnose poor constraint decisions at 
other levels. 

0 The generation and evaluation of constraint relaxations during the search 
process. 

0 The resolution and differentiation among constraints in evaluating states in 
the search space. 

o Hierarchically constrained search. A level in the hierarchy communicates 
only constraints in order to guide search at the next level. 

The contribution to job-shop scheduling made by this thesis is that it provides, for 
the first time, a system which can represent and consider all the domain 
constraints durifig the construction of a schedule. And do so in a reasonable 
amount of prscessing time. It also provides incremental scheduling in reaction to 
changes in the plant’s status, and suggests alternative schedules when constraints 
cannot be satisfied. 
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7.1. introduction 

In this chapter, some observations of ISIS's performance are made, and following the 
contributions of this dissertation are summarized. Lastly, a description of future research is 
provided, much of which is currently being pursued. 

7 . 2 .  Observations 

7.2.1. Tactical vs. Strategic Decisions 

Constraints can be used to represent both tactical and strategic information. Tactical 
information co:responds to constraints that provide specific knowledge of what can or cannot 
be done on the shop floor. For example, precedence constraints define possible operation 
sequences. Enabling constraints define what materials must be available before zn operation 
can be performed on a machine. Reservations define possession of objects by other orders. 
Tactical decisions are implicitly made by the search process. As the search is performed 
states are generated which represent alternative tactical decisions based on the above 
constraints. 

Different levels of strategic information are also represented by constraints. Organizational 
goal constraints can be viewed as strategic in nature; they provide an ove7all rating of a 
schedule without restricting individual decisions. Scheduling god schemata also provide 
strategic informatron, in that they prioritize the constraints, which in turn affect the choice of 
schedules. 

A prsblem with experiment 1 is that its tactical decision making is generative; it elaborates 
the space of alternatives, and chooses tne most highly rated. The "generate and test" 
approach, requires that the number of alternatives be small, so that the search space is of a 
reasonable size. Better tactics could be used if the operators did less generation and more 
analysis. For example, if  it was determined that a certain mschine was a bottleneck, an 
operator could be added that would generate alternative shifts for that machine or work area 
only. If the bottleneck information was made available by some hierarchical analysis, or by 
the post-search analysis, it would be simple enough to add to the pre-search rule-based 
knowledge to add another operator to the solution mace search. 

The incorporation of capacity analysis in experiment four and reszrvation selection in 
experiment eight succeeded in operationalizing strategic constraints into tactical constraints. 
Operationalization of constraints is performed by the creation arid communication of 
constraints from one level to ?he next. General time constrairits are s!rategic in nature. These 
constraints are used to Guide the capacity analysis, whose results are time bounds on 
individual operztions at the detziled scheduling level. Hence, a strategic due date constraint 
which simply states that due dates should be met, is used to guide and analyze the capacity 
analysis. This results in the generation of operation time bound constraints which is the 
operationalization OF the due date constraint at a tactical level. 
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7.2.2. Constraint Representat ion 

The scheduling of a job-shop is defined here 2s n constraint-directed search process. 
Hence, the representation of constraints is a focus 0: this work. The first questiori to be asked 
is whether the representation covers the set of possible constraints? By tying the 
representation of constraint types to the kncwledge representation system (SRL) primitives, 
the representation guarantees that anything that can be represented in SRL, can have a 
constraint associated with it. Hence, lSlS provides constraint representation at the lowest, 
structural level. It is then up to the user to aefine higher level constraints, examples of which 
can be found in section 4.9. 

A second important facet of ISIS’s approach to constraint representaiion is the explicit 
representation of relaxation. Any theory of constraint-directed reasoning must include a 
specification of bow to relax constraints. The specification of relaxation incorporates both 
predicate and choice set spscifications of alternatives with preferences specified as utilities. 
Hence. lSlS provides the conceptual primitives to represent a variety of constraints, and more 
importantly their relaxations and associated utility. This approach subsumes the value set 
approach found in CONSTRAINTS (Steele, 1980), and the predicate bounding approach 
found in MOLGEN (Stefik, 1981a). 

It is interesting to note, that the combination of a schema ccjnstraint and its relaxations is 
equivalent to a schema template which can be used for matching in the knowledge base. The 
incorporation of utilities in the relaxations provides a simpie measure of match performance; 
bridging the gap between binary matching systems and baiief-based reasoning systems. 

A third facet is the integration of a constraint’s declarative 2nd procedural interpretation. 
Each constraint contains both its attributive/structilral definition and its procedural 
interpretation. This has proved useful as less of lSlS is hidden in lisp procedures; and even 
those are placed in the model and subject to the inheritance mechanisms available in SRL. 

7.2.3. Obligation 

The concept of obligation in ISIS takes many forms. One of its primary forms is the 
importance of a constraint. The most common form found in AI, bning synonymous with the 
coefficient associated with a term in a heuristic search evaluation function. Much of the 
generation of evaluation functions is an art, though Samuel (1963) has demonstrated 
optimizing behavior through machine learning techniques. And Berliner (1 973; 1980) has 
noted that better search behavior is exhibited when coefficients can vary slowly with context. 
lSlS departs from this paradigm in a number of ways. First-there does not exist a single, 
global evaluation function. The function is dyrlamically determined through the constraint 
resolution mechanism. Each copstraint is a term of the newly defiped evaluation function. It 
can be argued that all of the constraints form the evaluation function, but those not in the 
resolution set have a zero coefficient. As more constraints are resolved, their coefficients 
become non zero. But due to scheduling goals, each constraint in an importance partition 
has its importance reduced 2.s the number of constraints in ihe partiticn increnses. Mor3 
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interestingly, a schec?uling goal results in differing constraint importance across classes of 
orders. Hence, the evaluation function changes depending on one's perspective (Le., the 
order being scheduled). Berliner's results imply that a closer examination is required to 
further understand how ISIS's search behavior is affected by this "different" form of an 
evaluation function. 

The time and causality primitives extends the notion of obligation from simple attachment of 
a constraint to a schema to a deeper understanding of duration and enablement. And where 
!hese primitives leave off, the simple context checking mechanism of a constraint provides a 
procedural loop hole for testing arbitrary conditions of applicability. 

One of the most interesting concepts of obligation is that arising from inconsistencies. ISlS 
admits the possibility of inconsistent constraints being created such as two differing due 
dates from two sources. The removal of such inconsistencies relies upon the explicit 
representation of authority relations to determine which constraint has precedence. 

7.2.4. Modes of Relaxation 

lSlS provides two modes of relaxation: analytic and gensrafive. Analytic relaxation is the 
examinatim of the state of the environment to determine which of the existing constraints 
should be relaxed. The result of this analysis is the explicit relaxation of one or more 
constraints. For example, the capacity analysis level can detect Sottlenecks. As a result, 
certain constraints such as shifts and alternative routings can be relaxed in two senses: either 
an operator can be created that generates the relaxation during the solution space search, or 
the utility of the relaxation, such a3 an extra shift, may be increased. Analytic relaxation may 
also be performed in the pre- and post-analysis within a level. 

Generative relaxation is built into the operators of the search space. An operator, by 
generating one or more new states in the schedule space either explicitly or implicitly 
generates relaxations. The choose-machine operator generztes alternative machines for a 
given operation. The choxz-machine operator is the generator associated with the machine 
discrete choice constraint. But an operator such as choose-reservation is the ccmposite of 
more than one constraint. 6y choosing alternative queue positions, it may affect work in 
process coristraints, due date constraints, queue ordering preferences, cost preferences, etc. 

The issue being dealt with in this two step approach to relaxation is search complexity. The 
number of constraints, and their relaxations are large, making it impossible to consider all 
alternatives in reasonable m o u n t  of time. Hence, the search space analysis bounds the site 
of the search space, making the search manageable by methods such as beam search. 

The next issue concerns the quality of the analysis. Section 5.1, makes the case that the 
anaiysis should be based on search space size, and constraint relevancy. Rut that the actual 
implementation is more "simplistic" in that it is a set of rules representing sckeduling 
expertise. A first step towards a deeper Einalysis is the utilization of constraint interactions to 
determine which constraints should be re!axed, ana at what scheduling !eve1 the relaxation 
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should be performed. This is a post-analytic approach which is able to determine how 
decisions at a lower level have been affected by higher level decisions, and the direction of 
relaxation that should be performed at the higher level. 

7.2.5. Integrating Planning and Scheduling 

It would seem that lSlS cleanly separates the task of scheduling from planning. By pre- 
computing the graph of possible routings through the factory. the planning has been 
completed before scheduling begins. But this is not quite true. During scheduling, the choice 
of an operation or machine can be eliminated by a physical constraint such as one that 
measures the length of the blade and compares it to the size of the machine. Hence, the line 
separaticg scheduling from planning is fuzzy. The generation cf alternative next operz?ions 
could have been accomplished in a "planning" sense during the search of the solution space. 
And could be accomplished by substituting another "choose-operation" operatcr. 

Ultirnately, we would like to have lSlS carry out the planning step, resulting in a system that 
could perform "generative process planning", as it is called in manufacturing engineering. 
This would require much more knowledge of the part geometries and manufacturers 
descriptions of what type of processes each machine in the factory could perform. This is 
analogous to the problem addressed by Stefik (1981a; 1981 b). 

7.2.6. Search Anchoring 

In the previous chapter, the issue of anchors in the search space was discussed. Both 
end-anchored, and opportunistic anchoring were discussed as search foci. It was decided 
that ISIS perform either backwards or forward search from the end or beginning anchors. 
The decision was based on the type of knowledge that lSlS cui'tently receives in the form of 
constraints. lSlS could reason opportunistically from anywhere, that is, from ?he islands of 
certainty designated by constraints. But? current!y, it does not have constraints which provide 
that type of information. Altering lSlS to perform an opportunistic search process would 
require adding rules to the pre-search analysis which would determine the initial islands of 
certainty, much like the WOSEQ module generated initial islands for Hearsay-Il (Erman et. al., 
1980). The beam search would have to be replaced by one similar to Hearsay-ll which would 
extend only the highly rated islands. The transformation to an opportunistic approach will be 
made in ISIS-Ill. 

In the current version of ISIS, the beam width is held to a constant. The selection of the 
beam width is another investigation of tradeoffs of time versus quality of schedule. Studies 
shou!d be performed to determine what is a reasonable beam width; whether there is a 
relation between beam width and the constraints in the environment; Or whether the width 
should be dynamically determined b j  the some analysis of t h  current states in the beam. 
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7.2.7. System Efficiency 

A melior thrust of this research is to discover a thecry of ccrnstraint-directed reasoning which 
is able to operate with near realtime performance. This goal has played a major par: in 
decidins the types of search that lSlS is to use. The version of lSlS used in our experiments 
was written in FRANZ-LISP and run on a DEC VAX 11/780. Moderate effort was made 
towards increasing the efficiency of the search code, but much remains to be done. Never 
the less, statistics show that lSlS does not take a great deal of time to schedule a single lot. 
Table 7-1 depicts the average processing time to schcdule a lot, including garbage collection, 
for each of the experiments in series 1. 
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Table 7 - 1  : Average CPU Processing Time (sec) 

Much of th i s  time is spent manipulating schemata; as many in the field have discovered, 
knowledge representations are expensive to use in both time and space. 

Table 7-2 aepicts the number or states searched. on the average, for each lot scheduled in 
an ewerimerit in series 1. Compared to the number of states generated in chess games, lSlS 
generates very few. The combination of better constraint knowledge and the larger number 
of states generated combine to make experiments 8 and 12 better than experiment 1, 

Our expectation is that the combination of more efficient software, and faster hardware will 
vastly improve ISIS’S search efficiency, allowing lSlS to realize even better schedules. 
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Table 7-2 :  Average Number States per Search 

7.3. Contributions 

The fcrcus of this thesis has been the representation of and reasoning with constraints in the 
job-shop scheduling domain; with the added meta-constraint that it perform in near realtime 
required for the dynamic control of a factory. 

Constraint Categorization. The first contribution is the progression towards a clearer 
definition of constrzints. The categorization of constraints as range, relation, and schema 
(section 4.2). coupled with predicate and choice relaxation types (section 4.3) explicates what 
is being constrained, and their alternatives. This representation unifies the somewhat 
disparate approaches iound in other constraint systems, without altering their approaches to 
reasoning with constraints. But in ISIS-ll the definition of constraints extends beyond the 
above to consider constraint attribu?es found to be important in "real-world'' tasks. 
Preferelices amongst relaxations, and the differentiation (section 4.4) of constraints on a per 
order basis, guides ISIS-11's decision making. The definition of constraint interactions 
(section 4.5) enables ISIS-!I to perform a better diagnosis of its schedules, and the elaboration 
of the different types of obligation (section 4.6) enables ISIS-II to determine the applicability of 
a constraint, and resoive inconsistencies amongst them. 

Search Pie-Analysis. The second contribution is the explicit pre-malysis of the search 
space in order to defina its bounds. Because of the innate size of the search space, ISIS-II 
must dynamically cie:errnine, for each order, based on the problem Wi t  it is trying to solve. 
The current analysis of the search space is rule-based. A better solution aould be to perform 
the analysis of the space/time tradeoffs. 
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Consfraint Strengthening arid Relaxation. The third contribution is the methods by 
which ISIS-II can dynamically strengthen or relax constraints. The problem space analysis 
effectively partitions the space of constraints into those that are s?rengthened and those that 
can bz relaxed. The analysis is based on attributes o! the o:der. the previous scheduling 
history of the order, and on the current state of the plant. This analytic approach to constraint 
strengtheniqg and relaxation admits knowledge from other sources such as a capacity 
planning system. The generative approach to constraint relaxation entails incorporating into 
the operators that define the search space, the ability to generate directly or indirectly 
relaxaticiis cf constraints. 

Consfrainf Resolution. The fourth coritribution is the approach to constraint resolution. 
Thai is, determining the set of constraints that are to be used to rate a state in the solution 
space. ISIS-I1 divides constraint resolution into three steps, first determining the set of 
constraints that are locally definea by local presence in the model, hierarchical imposition, 
lateral imposition, or exogenous imposition; constraints that are globally defined by presence 
in the search oath: or relatively resolved by prioritizing them according to existing scheduling 
goals. These methods of resolution introduced the concept of invariant and transiant 
constraints, and the goal-directed dynamic prioritization of constraints. 

Levels of Representation. A fifth cont:ibution is the extension of scheduling to rnultiple 
le:~els of :epresentation. Though reasoning in this manner is well known, the key difference 
here is the use oi  constraints as t h e  means by w l x h  information is communicated between 
levels. The allows the degree of coupiing of levels to vary according to the constraints’ 
rekixations and their preference. 

Gonsfrnint-Directed Diagnosis. .4 sixth contribution is the constraint-directed diagnosis 
proposed in section 5.5.3.2. A problem with search systems, especially multi-level search 
systems is rhe poor ability tc diagnosis problem areas in their search space, and relate them 
to specific decisions at higher levels. While Fahlman’s (1974) error analysis technique in 
robot planning, and dependency-directed backtracking are forms of diagnosis in search, the 
approach proposed in ISIS-I1 links diagnosis direcfly into the representation of constiaints, 
hence formalizing the knowledge: the sensitivity of interaction and the direction that change 
should take place. 

Knowledge Measu.+emenl. A seventh contribution is the steps taken towards t h e  
measurement of the effects of incremental addilims of knowledge both within a search level 
arld at difierent levels of search. While the current results are minimal, experiments continue 
to be performed. 

e .  

Pragmatic Scheduling, Arid the eighth, and last contribution, is to management science 
and industry in general. ISIS-I1 represents the first step forward in the development of a near 
realtinie job-shop scheduling system that can incorporate, rezson with ar?d relax a large and 
expanding set of constraints that define the environment. 
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7.4. Future Research 

Research tends to raise as many questions as it answers. IS1S-11 is no different. It would be 
approFriate to note at this !:me that the - ! I  on !he end of lSlS was deliberately chosen. ISIS-I 
was a throw a way system, more a vehicle to understand the job-shop scheduling problem 
than anything else. ISIS-I1 was designed in parallel with ISIS-Ill. The purpose of ISIS-ll being 
to investigate the representation and relzxation of constraints with a beam search style 
search zlgorithm. The choice of a beam search approach was made with full knowledge that 
a more opportunistic reasoning approach could possibly be better, but would also increase 
the complexity of the research. I decided that ISIS-Ill would explore the 
opportunistic/distributPd reasoning questions, while restricting ISIS-ll to the basic questions 
on representation, resolution, and relaxation. Within this framework, ISIS-I! raised the 
fol1cwir.g issues which should serve as future research. 

The first problem is that the development ot constraints, their utilities, arid their priorities is 
very much an art. Efficacy of a constraint representation cannot be determined other than by 
continued analysis of system performarice. One of the few systems thzt has attended to this 
problem has been PROSPECTOR (Gaschnig, 1980). A sensitivity analysis was performed on 
the rule-base to determine the effects or rules and their beliefs. At least two approaches can 
be taken towards solving this problem. The first would be to develop a system by which users 
c:oiild state preferericas, and the system derive utility functions and priorities. The second 
would be a machine learning apnroach. By coupling sensitivity analysis with faedback on its 
performance, the system could alter its goals and utilities in a more intelligent manner. The 
former approach is quite difficult, as exomp1iiie.j by the work in mathematical psychology in 
dealing with inconsistent preferences and beliefs. 

ISIS-I! was designed to incorporate a multitude of constrzints, but the decision to use a 
beam search anchored at either the initial or goal state and did not allow for it to take 
zdvzntage of "islands of certain?y" in ?he solution space. ISIS-Ill will have the ahiiity to search 
from any island in an opportunistic manner. 

ISIS-I1 also allows the incorporation of constraints from other, hierarchical analyses such as 
capacity planning. Though a hierarchical analysis system was constructed, it was 
incorporated usin9 simple top down control. An opportunistic form of control. such as found 
in Hearsay-Il wobid require implementation of the previous suggestion. Again, this capability 
will appen: in ISIS-Ill. Sccondly levels of representation should be ndded, tc irrcorpcrate other 
perspectives on the scheduling state. 

Currently, lSlS performs complete scheduling of all lots that it is aware of. In reality, only 
detail schedules need to be develop& for lots which are to be delivered in a shod time frame. 
FGr lots which are not required fcr many months or years, a simple capacity analysis would 
suffice. This raises the issue of to what level of detail should ISIS perform its scheduling. 
Ideally, the level of detail should reflect the level of certainty the system has about the plants 
future states. 
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T h e  issue of complexity and the constraint of providing a reasonable response time, 
resulted in the formulation of the search space analysis step in the scheduling process. This 
analysis is vital to the system in that it bounds the space ot schedules. I f  the analysis is poor, 
than the schedilles are pGor. Cuxentty, ISIS-I! perfo:ms a ru!e-based analysis of the problem 
space. The rules are derived from both experts and myself. Ultimately, the system will have to 
take a more analytical approach to the analysis of the constraints, their utilities, and their 
effect on the size of the search space. A first step towards this is the interaction diagnosis 
proposed in section 5.5.3.2. 

Lastly, ISIS-II is really a machine centered scheduling system. Resource requirements are 
determined by operation/machine routings. There is no expki? attempt to smocith resource 
utilization, other than noting their inavailability and choosing an alternative schedule. A next 
step would be to develop a system that would smooth the usage of all resources in parallel. 
This is a goal of ISIS-Ill. The approach being investigated there is to create a distributed 
system. One scheduler for each resource. Each processes schedules its c m  resource 
utilizing both its own local constraints and goals. and the constraints communicated to i: from 
other processes. If a machine scheduler requires a tool, it communicates that l i e d  as a 
constraint to the tool schedule:. The system iterates, passing constraints at each iteration. 
Relaxing some, strengthening others until the group of schedules converge. 
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Appendix A 
Test Coiist raints 

The following is the list of constraints which were used in both series i and series 2 
experiments. 

Preference  Constraints  
Preference constraints were used which covered preferences on how to order lots in a 

queue according to physical characteristics, and choice of machine for an operation, again 
according to physical characteristics. 

q-hand prefer to sequence together in a machine’s queue turbine blades of similar hand. 

true-utility: 1.1 
false-utility: 1 .O 

q-root prefer to sequence together in a machine’s queue turbine blades of similar root. 

true-utility: 1.1 
false-utility: 1 .O 

length p r e f e r e n c e s  different machines had preferences for the length of a turbine blade 
they would work on. 

true-utility: 1.1 
false-utility: 1 .O 

lug p r e f e r e n c e s  different machines had preferences for the number of lugs on a turbine 
blade they would work on. 

true-utility: 1.1 
faise-utility: 1 .O 

Continuous Constraints  
Continaous constraints were used to constrain schedules to meet due date, work in process 

, and queue stabiiity goals. The utility for these constraints are specified as a piece wise linear 
equation in !hs form of x-y pairs. 

due date Each priority class had its own due date constraint providing a utility which varied 
with how early or late an order was. The due date constraint calculates a 
due date for a lot’s partial schedule based on the amount of time in the 
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plant so far, and the amount of time, theoretically, till comple?ion. X is the 
number of days after the due date the order is expected to be shipped. 

util i ty: 

queue stability determined th 

ST 

utilit: 

Class X 
FO 0 

CR 0 
7 

7 

0 
7 

0 
14 

0 
14 
-7 
0 
7 

SD -14 

SH - 28 

SO- 28 0.2 

Y 
1.3 
0.1 
1.3 
0.1 
1 
1.2 
0.1 
0.2 
1.2 
0.2 

1.2 
0.2 
1 
1.1 
1 

of preempting another lots reservation for a machine 
when the Icit is close to setup. X is the number of days'left til! the prc- 
empted lot is to be run. 

u tilit y : Y 
-1 
0 
7 

Y 
0 
0.1 
1 

wip determines the acceptability of the amount c! time the lot is spending in process. The 
utility returnecf is a function of the number of days in process 2nd the 
theorstical minirnsm t h e  lot should spend if the  shop was empty. 

Discrete Choice Constraints 

next operation Each operation had a list of next operations to choose from. The utility of 
each choice was uniiorm and was not considered in testing. 

machine Each operation had a list of machines to choose from. The utility of each choice 
was uniform and was not considered in testing. 

tools Ezch operation had a list of tools to choose from. The utility of each choice was 
unitorm and was not considered in testing. 

TEST CONSTRAINTS 
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Appendix B 
Test Data 

The following lists the test lots used in version 1 of each expcrlment in series m e  and two. 
They were generated according to the distributions described in section 6.1. (Olher test data 
was generated from the same distributions for the further testing of experiments one and 
eight in series one.) Each lot has a priority class, a requested start date in the fcrm of a triple: 
(week day hour), 2 requested due date, and the number of turbine blades in the lot. The lots 
were then ordered by start date. Le., the time the order became known tc the plant, and 
scheduled in that order. 

Ship Direct Lots 

Lot 
tlot-3-3 
t! Ot - 4- 28 
tlot-4- 13 
tlot-3-4 
tlot-3-10 
tlot-1-13 
tlot-3-28 
!IO t - 5-3 
tlot-2-3 

P rio tit y 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 

Start date Due date 
(58 0 0) (11000) 
(64 0 0) (11400) 
(e4 0 0) (1 15 0 0) 
(64 0 0) (109 0 0) 
(65 0 0) (1 13 0 01 
(73 0 0) (10400) 
(75 0 0) (1 13 0 0) 
(77 0 0) (11800) 
(79 (3 0) (105 0 0) 

Table 6- 1 : SD Lots 

blades 
186 
175 
168 
204 
191 
139 
167 
202 
1 94 

TEST DATA 
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Service Urder Lots 

order 
tlot-4- 16 
tlOt-4-29 
tlot-4-34 
tiot- 1-4 
tlot-4-3 
tlot-3-5 
tlot-5-28 
tlGt-3-17 
tl o t - 3-2 1 
tlot-3-27 
tlot-2-19 
tlot-1-12 
lIOt-6-16 
tf 0 t - 5- 24 
tlol-4-25 
tlot-4-2 
tlot-2-15 
tlot-6-lG 
tlot-3-29 

Priority 
so 
so 
so 
so 
so 
so 
SO 
so 
so 
so 
so 
SO 
so 
so 
so 
so 
so 
so 
so 

Start date 

(66 0 0) 
(66 0 0) 
(66 0 0) 
(67 0 0) 
(68 0 0) 
(69 0 0) 
(69 0 0) 
(70 0 0) 
(7G 0 0) 
(70 0 0) 
(70 0 0) 
(T4 0 0) 
(74 0 0) 
(74 0 0) 
(76 0 0) 
(77 0 0) 
(78 0 0) 
(79 0 0) 

(63 0 0) 

Table 6-2: 

Due date 
(11400) 
(11500) 
( 1  16 0 0) 
(10200) 
(1 17 0 0) 
(1 09 0 0) 
(1 1 9 0 0) 

(1 12 0 0) 
(1 l a  0 0) 
(1C500) 
(1 00 0 0) 
(1 23 0 0) 
(1 19 0 0) 
(1 15 0 0) 
(1 16 0 0) 
(105 0 0) 
(1 25 0 0) 
(1 12 0 0) 

(1  1 2 0 0) 

so Lots 

blades 
161 
163 
121 
151 
123 
121 
202 
140 
120 
203 
1 34 
1s1 
165 
198 
134 
200 
164 
174 
155 
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order 
tlot-1-5 
tlot-1-3 
tlot-1-2 
tlot-1-11 
tlot-1-16 

tlot-2-17 
tlot-2-13 
tlot-2-9 
tlot-2-14 
tlot-2-6 
tlot-3-14 
tlot-3-2 
tlot-3-30 

tiot-i -a 

Priority 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 
ST 

S o c k  Lots 

Start date Due date 
(71 00) (101 00) 
(71 00) (101 0 0) 
(71 00) (101 0 0) 
(72 0 0) (10200) 
(73 0 0) (10300) 
(74 0 0) (10400) 
(77 0 0) (1 07 0 0) 
(77 0 0) (107 0 0) 
(77 0 0) (107 0 0) 
(78 0 0) (1080 0) 
(78 0 0) (10800) 
(79 0 0) (10900) 
(79 0 0) (1090 0) 
(80 0 0) (11000) 

Table 6-3: ST Lots 

blades 
155 
190 
152 
19'7 
189 
190 
1 68 
202 
165 
176 
1 54 
207 
160 
140 
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Shop 0 rde r Lots 

order 
tlot-1-17 
tiot-5-18 
tlot-2-10 
tlot-4- 10 
tlot-1-7 
tlot-1-6 
tiot-2-12 
!IOt-7-5 
tlot-6-6 
tlot-5-12 
tlot-3-12 
tlot-2-8 
tlot-1-15 
tlot-5-17 
tlot-2-2 
tlot-1.9 
tlot-7-14 
tlot-6-19 
tlot-6-5 
tlot-4-4 
tlot-7-7 
tlot-8-17 
tlot-2- 18 
tlot-6-14 
tlOt-9-30 
tlot-6-8 
tlot-3-8 
tlot-4-35 
tlot-4-6 
tlot-11-17 
tlot-7-13 
tlot-11-7 
tlot-7-4 

tlot-4-37 
tlot-4-22 
tlot-3-31 
tlot-4-24 
tlot-4-7 
tlot-9-31 
tlot-4-5 
tlot-12.6 
tlot-6-17 

tIOt-7-6 

Priority 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
S H  
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 
SH 

Start date Due date 
(41 00) (101 00) 
(45 0 0) (121 00) 
(47 0 0) (108 0 0) 
(49 0 0) (1 16 0 0) 
(49 0 0) (100 0 0) 
149 0 0) (101 00) 
[SO 0 0) (106 0 0) 
(51 00) (12600) 
(51 00) (12300) 
(51 00) (7  19 0 0) 
(52 0 0) (111 00) 
(52 0 0) (10600) 
(53 0 0) (1 04 0 0) 

(55 0 0) (108 0 0) 
(55 0 0) (10300) 
(56 0 0) (127 0 0) 
(57 0 0) (1 24 0 0) 
(57 0 0) 
(59 0 0) (1 14 0 0) 
(61 00) (12800) 
(62 0 0) 
(64 0 0) (108 0 0) 
(66 0 0) (12300) 
(68 0 0) (135 0 0) 
(68 0 0) (12500) 
(69 0 0) (1 1 3 0 0) 
(71 00) (1 1 7 0 0) 
(71 00) (1 16 0 0) 
(72 0 0) (145 0 0) 
(72 0 0) (126 0 0) 
(73 0 0) (147 0 0) 
(73 0 0) (12900) 
(74 0 0) (127 0 0) 
(74 0 0) (1 15 0 0) 
(74 0 0) (11600) 

(75 0 0) (11400) 
(75 0 0) (11700) 
(77 0 0) (136 0 0) 
(78 0 0) (1 1 5 0 0) 
(79 0 0) (149 0 0) 

(55 0 0) (120 0 0) 

(122 0 0) 

(134 0 0) 

(74 0 0) (1 10 0 0) 

(79 5 0) (1 22 0 0) 
Table B-4: SH Lots 

blades 
164 
198 
206 
200 
124 
208 
147 
188 
195 
125 
126 
180 
151 
122 
189 
1 66 
204 
140 
144 
156 
202 
150 
203 
130 
157 
21 0 
163 
133 
136 
162 
146 
165 
120 
122 
178 
192 
193 
202 
176 
196 
122 
170 
164 
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Appendix C 
Series 1 Experiments 

This appendix documents the results of the experiments 1 through 12 in series 1. The first 
series of experiments were based on 8 model and set of constra.ints provided by the 
scheduling expert. in experiments one through eight, all forced outage (FO), critical 
replacement (CR) and ship direct (SD) orders are scheduled backwards from their due date, 
and the rest are scheduled forwards from their order arrival date. In experiments nine through 
twelve, all orders are scheduled backwards Orders are assigned a pricirty according to their 
classification. The Grdering from high priority to lowest is FO, CR, SD, SO, ST. The types of 
constraints included in the series are: 

0 Alternative operations. 

0 Alternative machines. 

0 Pre-specified due date. 

0 Pre-specified start date. 

0 Work in Process. 

e Queue ordering constraints to reduce setup time. 

0 Lug and length mchine physical constraints. 

0 Resource availability. 

e Shop stability. 

The following tables and histograms summarize the experiments. Note that normalized 
statistics are normalized to 100 turbine blades per lot. CPU times are given for a VAX/11-780 
running FRANZ LISP under Berekley UNIX. 

SERIES 1 EXPERIME?iTS 
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Vei sicn 

Reservation Mode 
Due Date 
Capacity Analysis 
Scheduling Direction 

Number of Tardy Lots 
Ave. Tardiness (only tardy lots) 
Ave. Tardiness (all lots) 
Ave. Delta Start Date 
Ave. Lateness (Delta Due Date) 

Ave. WIP 
Ave. Processing Time 
Pve. Petcent Processing 
kve. Queue Time 

Normalized WIP 
Normalized Proc. Time 
Normalized Queue Time 
biormalized Tardy Time 

Makespan 
Ave. Machine Idle Time 
Ave. Sb Global Machine Utilization 
Avn. Local Duration 
Ave. Local Machine Idle Time 
Ave. 96 Local Machine Utilization 

Ave. Machine Wait Time 
Ave. Numbei Machine Resenations 

Ave. Number States per Search 

Ave. CPU Processing Time (sec) 
h e .  CPU Execution Time 
Ave. CPlJ GC Time 
Ave. %CPU Execuficn Time 

1 

Eager 
Opt. 
No 
per Lot 

65 
130.53 
99.82 
127.56 
99.25 

305.15 
30.31 
21.62 
274.84 

191.5 
18.2 
173.3 
80.8 

857.4 
754.4 
12.0 
242.0 
138.9 
37.2 

23.2 
28.8 

270.40 

9.73 
7.04 
2.69 
75.96 

2 

Eager 
Pess. 
No 
per Lot 

72 
158.0 
133.83 
167.69 
133.63 

299.39 
29.6 
22.28 
269.78 

188.3 
17.8 
170.4 
98.1 

923.4 
822.8 
10.9 
292.8 
192.2 
33.6 

17.7 
28.8 

233.33 

7.83 
5.35 
2.48 
71.97 

3 

Eager 
opt. 
Yes 
per Lot 

13 
114.98 
17.59 
107.43 
-12.93 

213.09 
30.6 
28.64 
182.49 

133.8 
18.4 
115.3 
70.2 

729.5 
625.5 
14.3 
344.2 
240.2 
36.3 

14.0 
28.8 

360.9 

20.92 
12.93 
7.98 
66.10 

4 

Eager 
Pess. 
Yes 
per Lot 

13 
121.76 
18.62 
118.66 
-8.04 

306.74 
30.38 
29.46 
l'f6.37 

129.2 
18.3 
111.0 
74.2 

737.6 
634.3 
14.0 
336.5 
233.2 
24.5 

11.4 
28.8 

338.01 

20.31 
12.63 
7.59 
65.93 

Table C- f : Series 1 Experiments 1-4 Statistics Comparison 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 8 SUMMARY DATA 
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Version 

Reservation Mode 
Due Date 
Capacity Analysis 
Sctieduli:ig Direction 

Numher ot Tardy Lots 
Ave. Tardiness (only tardy lots) 
Ave. Tardiness (all lots) 
Ave. Delta Start Date 
Ave. Lateness (Delta Due Date) 

kve. WIP 
Ave Processing Time 
Ave. Percent Processing 
Ave. Queue Time 

Ncrmalized WIP 
Normalized Proc. Time 
Normalized Queue Time 
Normalized Tardy Time 

Makespzn 
kve Machine Idle Time 
kbe. 90 Global Machine Utilization 
Ave. Local Duration 
Ave. Local Machine l d k  Time 
Ave. YO Local Machine Utilization 

Ave. Machine Wait Time 
Ave. Number Machine Reservations 

Aye. NLimber States per Search 

kve. CPU Processing Time (sec) 
Ave. CPU Execution Tim9 
Ade. CPU GC Time 
Ave. 9;CPU Execution Time 

5 

Wait 
opt. 
No 
per Lot 

71 
210.35 
175.70 
232.46 
175.42 

276.4 
30.39 
28.37 
246.01 

170.5 
18.2 
152.2 
128.8 

755.0 
651.7 
13.7 
424.8 
321.5 
26.0 

26.8 
28.8 

289.19 

18.58 
14.71 
3.87 
82.47 

6 

Wait 
Pess. 
No 
per  Lot 

74 
183.3 
159.65 
221.63 
159.47 

271.28 
30.56 
29.16 
240.7 

168.2 
18.4 
149.8 
112.8 

750.0 
646.2 
13.9 
400.4 
296.5 
25.1 

26.5 
28.8 

282.8 

11.74 
7.34 
4.40 
68.12 

7 

Wait 
opt. 
Yes 
per Lo! 

14 
117.36 
19.33 
148.27 
1.55 

186.73 
30.19 
32.03 
156.54 

117.4 
18.1 
99.2 
70.6 

583.25 
480.6 
17.6 
362.7 
260.1 
24.8 

9.6 
28.8 

419.59 

27.41 
16.83 
10.59 
66.57 

8 

Wait 
Pess. 
Yes 
per Lot 

17 
103.5 
20.7 
149.66 
8.61 

192.4 
29.40 
28.11 
162.99 

120.0 
17.7 
102.3 
62.51 

588.9 
489.0 
17.0 
335.9 
235.9 
27.3 

9.6 
28.8 

388.6 

27.93 
17.39 
10.54 
65.31 

Table (2-2: Series 1 Experiments 5-8 Statistics Comparison 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 8 SUMMARY DATA 
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Versim 

Reservation Mode 
Due Date 
Capacity Analysis 
Scheduiillg Direction 

Number of Tardy Lots 
Ave. Tardiness (only tardy lots) 
Ave. Tardiness (all bts j  
Ave. Delta Start Date 
Ave. Lateness (Delta Due Date) 

Ave. WIP 
Ave. Processing Time 
Ave Percent Processing 
Ave. Queue Tine 

Normalized WIP 
Normalized Proc. Time 
Normalized Queue Time 
Normalized Tardy Time 

Makespan 
Ave. Machine Idle Time 
Ave. ?A Global Machine Utilization 
Ave. Local Dura!ion 
Ave. Local Machine Idle Time 
Ave. 70 Local Machine U:iliration 

Ave. Machine Wait Time 
Ave. Number Machine Reservations 

Ave. Idumber States per Search 

Ate. CPU Processing Time (SPC) 
F.ve. C3U Execution Time 
Ave. CPU GC Time 
Ave. %CPU Execution Time 

9 

Eager 
N iA 
No 
Back 

0 
0 
0 
193.78 
35.86 

103.81 
30.28 
57.73 
73.53 

63.5 
18.2 
45.3 
0 

669.5 
566.5 
15.4 
383.7 
280.7 
26.8 

3.9 
28.8 

325.96 

16.95 
11.07 
5 88 
75 95 

10 

Eager 
N/A 
Yes 
Back 

0 
0 
0 
196.44 
-35.86 

101.15 
30.13 
58.0 
71 .@2 

61.9 

43.7 
0 

669.5 
567.1 
15.3 
384.0 
281.6 
34.7 

4.2 
28.8 

329.85 

25.9 
18.14 
7.76 
74.36 

ia.1 

11 

Wait 
NiA 
No 
Back 

0 
0 
0 
183.79 
-57.47 

92.19 
29.99 
63.0 
82.2 

56.5 
18.0 
38.5 
0 

G8.0  
596.1 
14.6 
414.8 
31 2.8 
i8.4 

3.2 
28.8 

368.59 

28.51 
19.85 
8.67 
78.46 

12 

Wail 
N/A 
Yes 
Back 

0 
0 
0 
194.23 
-58.17 

81.04 
29.79 
64.03 
51.25 

49.3 
17.89 
31.4 
0 

687.3 
586.1 
14.7 
407.3 
306.1 
26.2 

2.4 
28.8 

358.5 

37.64 
26.83 
10.81 
76.81 

Table C-3: Series 1 Experiments 9-1 2 Statistics Comparison 

EXPEG’MENTS 1 ARO 8 SUXMARY DATA 
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EXPERIMENTS 1 A N D  8 SUMfiARY DATA 
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Table C- 15: Normalized Tardy Time 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 3 SUMMARY DATA 
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Appendix D 
Experiments 1 and 8 Summary Data 

Ten versions each of experinients 1 and 8 were generated by running each of the 
experiments of the same 10 sets of test data. The test data was generated using the same 
parameters specified in section 6.1. The following tables and graphs summarize the results. 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 8 SUMMARY DATA 
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Run 

Number 3f Tardy Lots 

Ave. Tardiness (only tardy lots) 

Ave. Tardiness (all lots) 

Ave. Delta Start Date 

Ave. Lateness (Delta Due Date) 

Ave. WIP 

Ave. Processicg Time 

Ave. Percent Processing 

Ave. Queue Time 

Normalized WIP 

Normalized Proc. Time 

Normalized Queue Time 

Normalized Tardy Time 

Makespan 

Ave. Machine Idle Time 

Ave. 9b Machine Utilization 

Ave. Number States per Search 

Ave. CPU Processing Time (sec) 

Ave. CPU Execution Time 

Ave. CPU GC Time 

Ave. %CPU Execution Time 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

V I  
v2 

V l  
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
1’2 

0 

65 
14 

130.53 
117.36 

99.82 
19.33 

127.56 
148.27 

99.25 
1.55 

305.15 
186.73 

30.31 
30.19 

21.62 
32.03 

274.84 
156.54 

191.5 
117.4 

18.2 
18.2 

173.3 
99.2 

80.6 
70.6 

857.41 
583.25 

754.4 
480.6 

12.0 
17.6 

270.40 
419.59 

9.73 
27.41 

7.04 
16.83 

2.69 
10.59 

75.96 
66.57 

1 

62 
23 

219.14 
174.36 

159.84 
47.18 

219.87 
191.38 

158.13 
39.29 

265.20 
174.85 

29.76 
29.91 

35.04 
37.61 

235.44 
144.93 

166.0 
108.0 

18.1 
18.2 

147.9 
89.7 

135.1 
106.1 

932.13 
607.98 

831 .o 
506.2 

10.9 
16.7 

306.91 
403.99 

11.48 
24.54 

9.25 
14.49 

2.23 
10.05 

83.68 
63.92 

2 

55 
26 

234.50 
194.07 

151.73 
59.36 

189.42 
194.20 

<48.67 
51.09 

282.57 
180.20 

29.81 
30.18 

32.12 
36.45 

252.76 
150.02 

177.1 
111.5 

18.0 
18.2 

159.1 
93.3 

144.6 
118.1 

927.13 
657.79 

825.8 
555.2 

10.9 
15.6 

302.19 
386.27 

9.22 
25.58 

6.21 
16.30 

3.01 
9.28 

72.75 
66.18 

3 

72 
23 

162.60 
128.56 

137.74 
34.79 

199.64 
171.81 

137.55 
28.72 

251.76 
170.75 

30.04 
30.60 

30.99 
36.76 

221.72 
140.15 

149.6 
102.4 

17.9 
18.2 

131.7 
84.2 

96. I 
72.4 

877.08 
579.33 

775.0 
475.3 

11.6 
18.0 

305.36 
412.64 

9.02 
24.36 

6.11 
14.07 

2.92 
10.29 

71.86 
61.49 

Table D- 1 : Runs 0, 1 , 2, 3; Statistics Comparison 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 9 SUMMARY DATA 
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Riln 

NbmSer of Tardy Lots 

Avo Tardiness {only tardy lots: 

Ave. Tardiness (all lots) 

Ave. Delta Start Date 

Ave Lateness (Delta @ce Date) 

Ave. WIP 

Ave. Processing Time 

Ave. Percent Processing 

Ave. Queue Time 

Kormalized WID 

Normalized Proc. Time 

Normalized Queue Time 

Normalized Tardy Time 

Makespan 

Ave. Machine Idle Time 

A%. 96 Machine Utilization 

Ave. Number States per Search 

Ave. CPU Processing Time (sec) 

Ave. CPU Execution Time 

Ave. CPU GC Time 

Ave. %CPU Execution Time 

v1 
v2 

v1 
V2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

V l  
v2 

V: 
v2 

v1 
v2 

‘I 1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

V1 
v2 

V1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

V1 
v2 

\’ 1 
\I2 

v1 
\’2 

V I  
v2 

V1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

4 

65 
21 

193E2 
129.47 

148.06 
31.99 

175.58 
165.27 

147.07 
25.84 

283.26 
173.35 

29.54 
29.83 

31.47 
35.53 

253.72 
143.52 

176.5 
108.7 

17.8 
16.0 

158.7 
90.7 

l l e  8 
i7.9 

353.41 
552.46 

793.0 
481.1 

11.4 
17.4 

310.28 
416.28 

11.57 
30.15 

9.20 
21.97 

2.37 
8.18 

83.51 
75.85 

5 

51 
17 

154.38 
158.?8 

110.79 
31.64 

209.87 
187.41 

1 l O . G  
26.06 

208.79 
147.31 

29.57 
29.34 

34.54 
38.97 

173.22 
117.97 

133.1 
96.3 

18.9 
18.7 

114.2 
77.6 

99.8 
100.4 

703.16 
527.63 

602.6 
427.9 

34.3 
18.5 

317.21 
418 02 

11 9 3  
25.47 

9.52 
16.31 

2.40 
9.16 

82.95 
70.71 
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G 

62 
17 

21 3.84 
151.50 

755.38 
3C.30 

199.12 
157.61 

154.38 
24.51 

247.12 
158.76 

29.67 
29.32 

34.87 
38.41 

21 7.45 
129.44 

152.2 
98.4 

18.2 
19.0 

134.0 
80.4 

131.3 
93.1 

864.54 
565.00 

763.7 
465.3 

11.7 
17.6 

343.19 
449.33 

12.63 
39.21 

9.96 
27.19 

2.67 
12.02 

83.05 
74.09 

7 

64 
15 

:83.28 
138.13 

138.00 
24.38 

186.07 
140.66 

136.41 
9.35 

268.55 
186.90 

30.86 
30.76 

31.16 
37.28 

237.68 
156.14 

163.5 
114.9 

18.7 
18.6 

144.8 
96.3 

112.9 
87.1 

821 .OO 
648.38 

716.1 
543.8 

12.8 
16.1 

339.52 
438.39 

12.18 
26.57 

9.68 
16.80 

2.50 
9.77 

83.76 
71.19 

Table D-2: Runs 4, 5, E, 7; Statistics Comparison 

EXPEQIMENTS 1 AFJD 8 SUMMARY DATA 
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Run 

Number of Tardy Lots 

Ave Tardiness (only tardy lots) 

Ave Taidiness (all lots) 

Ave. Delta Start Date 

Ave. Lateness (Delta Dup_ Date) 

Ave. WIP 

Ave. Processing Time 

Ave. Percent Processing 

Ave. Queue Time 

Normalized WIP 

Normalized Proc. Tiine 

Normalized Queue Time 

Normalized Tartiy Tim? 

Makespan 

Ave. Machine ldie Time 

Ave. X Machifie Utilization 

Avc. Number Stetes Der Search 

Ave. CPU Processing Time (scc) 

Ave. CPU Execution Time 

Ave. CPU GC Time 

Ave. %CPU Execution Time 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

V l  
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

8 

ea 
14 

175.23 
131.43 

140.18 
21.65 

183.12 
166.99 

139.51 
13.77 

289.59 
179.98 

30.86 
30.83 

27.14 
34.62 

258.72 
149.15 

177.1 
109.4 

18.5 
18.5 

158.5 
90.9 

108.5 
83.3 

803.04 
553.92 

698.1 
449.1 

13.1 
18.9 

287.04 
419.29 

11.07 
25.98 

8.96 
17.40 

2.11 
8.57 

83.90 
72.27 

9 

69 
14 

175.28 
168.20 

142.28 
27.70 

204.31 
179.08 

140.66 
16.39 

272.76 
173.72 

29.26 
29.64 

32.26 
37.50 

243.50 
144.08 

166.4 
105.5 

17.8 
18.0 

148.6 
87.4 

108.1 
102.9 

836.79 
602.42 

737.3 
501.6 

11.9 
16.7 

309.33 
435.58 

11.79 
27.79 

9.53 
18.68 

2.26 
9.14 

83.79 
71 -98 

Table D-3: Runs 8, 9; Statistics Comparison 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 8 SUMMARY DATA 
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Number of Tardy Lots 

Ave Tardiness (only tardy lots) 

Ave. Tardiness (all lots) 

Ave. Delta Start Date 

Ave. Lateness (Delta Due Date) 

Ave. WIP 

Ave. Processing Time 

Ave. Percent Processing 

Ave. Queue Time 

Normalized WIP 

Normalized Proc. Time 

Normalized Queue Time 

Normalized Tardy Time 

Makespan 

Ave. Idachiiie Idle Time 

Ave. 96 Machine Utilization 

Ave. Number States per Search 

Ave. CPU Processing Time (sec) 

Ave. CPU Execution Time 

kve. CPU GC Time 

Ave. %CPU Execution Time 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v i  
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v 1 
V2 

v i  
v2 

v i  
v2 

v1 
v2 

V1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

v1 
v2 

Min 

55.0 
14.0 

130.53 
117.36 

99.82 
19.33 

127.56 
140.66 

99.25 
1.55 

208.79 
147.31 

29.26 
29.32 

21.62 
32.03 

179.22 
117.97 

133.1 
96.3 

17.8 
18.0 

114.2 
77.6 

80.6 
70.6 

703.16 
527.63 

602.6 
427.5 

10.9 
15.6 

270.6 
386.27 

9.02 
24.36 

6.1 1 
14.07 

2.1 1 
8.18 

71.86 
61.49 

Max 

72.0 
26.0 

234.5 
194.07 

159.84 
59.36 

219.87 
194.2 

158.13 
51.09 

305.15 
186.9 

30 86 
30.83 

35.04 
38.97 

274 .a4 
156.54 

191.5 
117.4 

18.9 
18.7 

173.3 
99.2 

144.6 
118.1 

932.13 
657.79 

831 .O 
555.2 

14.3 
18.9 

343.18 
449.33 

!2.63 
39.21 

9.96 
27.19 

3.01 
12.02 

83.9 
75.85 

Mean 

64.3 
1S.4 

184.24 
149.:26 

138.442 
32.832 

189.55 
170.27 

137.16 
23.65 

267.4 
173.25 

29.96 
30.06 

31.121 
36.51 

237.5 
143.19 

165.3 
107.25 

18.21 
18.26 

147.08 
88.97 

11 3.38 
91.19 

850.59 
590.61 

748.7 
488.61 

12.06 
17.35 

309.14 
419.93 

11.06 
27.7 

8.54 
18.0 

2.51 
9.70 

a0.52 
69.43 

a d .  

4.51 
4.27 

30.19 
23.15 

18.19 
11 5 1  

24.0 
17.17 

17.7 
13.7 

25.54 
11.63 

0.52 
0.52 

3.86 
1.92 

25.35 
11.25 

15.96 
6.41 

0.359 
0.24 

16.10 
6.42 

18.52 
14.84 

62.92 
38.08 

63.19 
37.47 

1 0  
1 .o 
20.50 
17.05 

1.21 
4.16 

1.41 
3.70 

0.28 
1.04 

4.69 
4.40 

Var. 

CV.4 
18.04 

91 1.52 
536.06 

330.92 
132.7 

580.79 
294.88 

316.02 
187.78 

652.49 
135.35 

0.27 
0.27 

14.95 
3.71 

642.8 
126.63 

255.02 
41.17 

0.12 
0.05 

259.43 
41.23 

343.15 
220.46 

3958.97 
1450.69 

3994.16 
1404.6 

1.01 
1.08 

290.77 

1.47 
17.34 

1.99 
13.73 

0.08 
1.10 

22.0 
19.42 

420.48 

Table D-4: Final Statistics Corn2arison 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 8 SUhlMARY DATA 
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- Y * - -  
I 

5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 
Run 

Table D-5: Number of Tardy Lots 

I 

5 6 7 8 9 4 
I O O L -  ' 

0 1 2 3 
Run 

Table D-6: Average Tardiness (only tardy lots) 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 8 SUMMAFIY DATA 
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I I 

4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 
Run 

Table D-7: Average Tardiness (all lots) 

120L 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8- 9 

Run 

Table D-8: Average Delta Start Date 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 8 SUMMARY DATA 
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0 v1 
0 v2 

8- 
Run 

5 6 7 9 1 2 3 4 

Table D-9: Average Lateness 

140 I I 

5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 
Run 

Table D- 10: Average WIP 

EXPERIhfEKTS 1 AtJD C SUMMARY DATA 
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28.5 
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- 

4 JUk I 

0 v1 
0 v2 

- 
4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 

Table D-7 2: Average Percent Processing Time 

Run 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND G SUMMARY DATA 
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1001 1 

Run 
f 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 G 

Table 9- 13: Average Queue Time 

500 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 

Run 

Table 0-  14: Makespan 

EY PCRiMENTS 1 AFJD 8 SLiMMARY DATA 
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2 
1 5 -  

\ 

(D 14-  
9 
0 5 13. 
&? 
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900- 

700 0 v1 - 
0 v2 

600 - 
Q, 

> 
q 

400 
4 5 6 7 8 9 F500F- 2 3 Run 

Table D- 15: Average Machine idle Time 

c v1 
0 v2 

EXPE2lNlENTS 1 AND 8 SUMMARY DATA 
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p, 360- 

340 

320- 
9 

460, 

0 v1 
c v2 - 

L - 1  5 
5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 

Run 

Table D- 18: Average CPU Processing Time (sec) 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND t? SUMMARY DATA 
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0 v1 
0 v2  

Run 

Table D- 19: Average CPU Execution Time 

0 V I  
cl v2 i_. 3 3, 

7 " 
A u 

I. 9 

Run 
5 6 7 8 0 7 2 3 4 U 

Table 0-20: Average CPU GC Time 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND e SUMMARY DATA 
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60 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Table D-21: Average %CPU Execution Time 

7 8 9 
Run 

EXPERIMENTS 1 AN5 0 SUMMARY DATA 


